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Democracy’s New Challenge 



Demos was founded in 1999 as a national research and advocacy organization to help create a new long-

term vision for American society. Our work focuses on two of the most urgent current challenges 

facing the United States: strengthening democracy and sharing economic opportunity more broadly.

Last November, the 2000 election highlighted a number of serious problems in America’s democratic

system and Demos has been working collaboratively with reform organizations across the United States

to address these problems. 

Much of our work concentrates on the States. Over the past year, Demos has been engaged in a

major project to examine the health of democracy at the State level. With the federal government 

ceding ever more responsibilities to the States through devolution, we have sought to understand how

governing decisions are made in State capitals. The majority of our research has looked at the obstacles

to full democratic participation and accountable government, as well as policy reforms that can be

implemented by the States to enhance democracy. The aftermath of the 2000 election has underscored

the importance of democracy work in the States, and many important reform debates are unfolding at

the State level. However, we also know that democracy in the States is being affected by powerful 21st

century trends. Foremost among these is globalization, which is having a profound impact on the

States and on our system of federalism writ large.

In this groundbreaking report, Columbia University professor Mark Gordon grapples with one of
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the most important questions facing American democracy: What exactly is globalization and how is it

affecting the ability of Americans to govern themselves through traditional civic processes? By focusing on

the States and federalism, Professor Gordon looks at the area where our democratic processes are now

most in flux as a result of globalization. He unravels the many different dimensions of globalization and

addresses the varied ways in which they impact on a wide range of State-level policy decisions—from

environmental regulations to community development to tax policy. Professor Gordon’s analysis is both

nuanced and provocative. He demonstrates that globalization offers both opportunities and challenges

for the States. New global interconnections have the potential to strengthen our democratic processes

and expand our economic prosperity. At the same time, Professor Gordon paints an alarming picture of

how international institutions such as the World Trade Organization could potentially strip democratic

powers away from the States and U.S. citizens, ceding these powers to non-elected administrative bodies. 

Key Findings

• Globalization in its current form is a set of economic and political processes shaped by public policy.

State governments have an important role to play in both shaping and responding to globalization. 

• America’s 200-year old debate over federalism and democracy is being fundamentally altered by 

globalization. Whereas once the debate focused on the balance of power between two tiers of government

—federal and State—today that debate must take into account a third set of governing powers at the

international level. How America structures its system of federalism will affect the ability of both fed-

eral and State policymakers to shape globalization in positive ways. 

• Globalization is already having a major impact on democracy and governance in the 50 States. The

rules of the World Trade Organization, NAFTA, and other international treaties and agreements are

often in direct conflict with laws and policies in effect in the States. Key areas affected include: eco-

nomic subsidies, environmental policies, and tax policy. 

• Challenges to State laws under international trade rules can severely inhibit the freedom of elected

State leaders to pass and implement new public policies. Challenges to State laws can be brought by
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overseas corporations and foreign governments, but can also potentially be instigated by actors within

States or in the Federal government. 

• Globalization provides States with new opportunities to generate economic activity. Many governors

are leading trade missions abroad and have set up offices that focus on attracting overseas investment

or selling State-made products abroad. Globalization also puts a premium on innovative State policies

to address economic inequalities, improve education, and build high-tech infrastructure.

• A growing web of global connections among non-governmental organizations presents State-based advo-

cates and activists with new opportunities to attract attention to their cause. New transnational political link-

ages are also allowing State and local governments to forge relationships with their counterparts overseas.

• State governments have an important role to play in shaping the national debate over globalization. State

governments can mitigate certain harsh effects of globalization through public policies that offer greater

protection and economic security to workers. The States are important laboratories for experimenting with

new ways to create stronger democracy and more broadly shared prosperity in an era of globalization. State

leaders can also be a critical voice in debates over international treaties, as well as what policies the federal

government should adopt to cope with globalization. In addition, States should not permit the federal 

government to abdicate its own responsibilities in helping to cushion the negative effects of globalization.

As policymakers at both the federal and State level consider ways to strengthen American democracy

in the aftermath of the 2000 election, we hope that reform efforts take into account how globalization

is altering the terrain of our political system and posing new, unfamiliar challenges to the ideal of

democratic decision-making. This report is intended to help foster a more thoughtful debate about

these challenges, as well as to inform new public policy solutions.

Miles Rapoport, President

Demos

June 2001
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Governors and other State officials have every right to be confused. Proposals made by the new nation-

al administration and Congress, as well as a series of recent Supreme Court decisions, speak of devolv-

ing more federal power to the States and preserving State flexibility and autonomy. And recent federal

legislation, such as welfare reform, has moved in the same direction. However, pressures engendered

by the process of globalization, such as strict requirements under the agreements establishing the

World Trade Organization, seem to undercut State powers in multiple ways. Thus, while recent Court

decisions and national legislation have been effectively dispensing Viagra to the States, recent global-

ization analyses would have State officials reaching for the Prozac.

This paper explores the differing impacts of globalization on American States and on the overall

dynamics of federalism in the United States. While recognizing that it is far too early to predict how

globalization may reshape federalism, it finds that globalization provides both new challenges and new

opportunities for the States. These challenges and opportunities arise across a vast array of issue areas

and situations. For example, a State legislator or Governor considering whether to propose legislation

to prohibit Internet service providers from disclosing personal information without permission from

customers now must address a new set of concerns. In addition to thinking through the pros and cons

of this type of legislation, the State official must also ask: might such a State law violate the developing

rules under the General Agreement on Trade in Services, which forms a part of the trade agreements

Introduction
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establishing the World Trade Organization?2 Similar types of questions need to be asked regarding envi-

ronmental regulations, the provision of tax credits or other subsidies to attract business, decisions

regarding government procurement, preferences for small businesses or minority contractors, etc. Not

only might trade agreements and other provisions of international law affect State policies, they will

affect entire State decisionmaking processes as well, as significant State resources are required to develop

the expertise to both understand and influence developments beyond State borders.

But globalization does more than limit State flexibility. It also provides new opportunities. States

now find themselves in a world where they can be more active in the international arena, can network

with others beyond their borders, and can develop infrastructures to tap into tremendous economic

opportunities. A wide array of issues in which States previously played only minimal roles—ranging

from national trade policy to international privacy regulation—may now become “frontburner” issues

for State policymakers. And States may well take the lead in structuring innovative responses to the

negative consequences of globalization, dealing with issues such as aggravated economic and social dis-

location as well as the public’s sense of loss of community and control. 

But can States take such a leadership role in the face of the awesome power of global market forces?

Do States have the capacity to withstand these forces and even shape them? The answer is Yes, for several

reasons. 

First, assertions that globalization is essentially a market-driven phenomenon miss the point. Just

because economics has historically been the key arena in which globalization has proceeded furthest

does not mean that that outcome was inevitable. In fact, globalization has progressed furthest in the eco-

nomic realm because of a series of calculated policy decisions undertaken by governments that were

designed to accelerate globalization most in the economic realm (rather than in, say, the political realm).

Some have even gone so far as to reason from the centrality of economics in the current globalization

process to the conclusion that concerns with market efficiency should be the core guiding principle gen-

erally in State policies dealing with globalization. While arguments for the primacy of economic effi-

ciency can be made, they must be recognized for what they are: policy arguments, reflecting underlying

value preferences, rather than insights into some inevitable process unleashed by globalization.

Second, even though individual States may lack power to shape globalization and deal with its neg-

ative consequences, they together have the influence to redirect national policy. Thus, in an ironic twist,
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perhaps the most significant new opportunity for States will emerge in an unexpected arena — that of

national policymaking. As a result of developments in Washington over the past decade (including sub-

stantial devolution of federal authority and the federal government’s abdication of its responsibilities to

address the negative consequences of globalization), States are now in a unique position to both deal

with the consequences of globalization within their borders while also acting as advocates for an

enhanced federal role. In this sense States may well play a key role anticipated by the Founders: serv-

ing as an institutional base through which the public can act to pressure the federal government to

mend its ways.

Globalization, however, impacts not just individual States but also the entire federal relationship.

While considered one of the central concepts governing our constitutional structure, the actual term

“federalism” does not appear in the Constitution.3 Definitions of federalism have focused on a variety

of elements, from the specially protected existence of local units of government to a commitment to

decentralized decisionmaking and the avoidance of concentration of power in the national govern-

ment.4 Rather than seeking to resolve this definitional uncertainty, this paper uses federalism as a short-

hand term for the relationship between the national government and the States in the United States in

which the existence of both is constitutionally guaranteed, in which each is accountable directly to the

people, and in which each has distinct powers. In this context, we assume that federalism encompass-

es no single proper allocation of authority between State and federal governments but rather a contin-

ual process of readjustment as circumstances change. Thus, changes in the dynamics of State/federal

relations and in the levels’ relative responsibilities and authorities will also be referred to as changes in

the dynamics of federalism itself.

In terms of this broader view of federalism, globalization introduces a whole series of “shocks” to

the existing system. Rather than conceptualizing the relationship as two-tiered (between the federal

government and States), we need to add a third tier — that of international forces and regulations.5 This

changes many of the dynamics between States and the federal government, as the interests of State

autonomy and flexibility may now prefer in numerous situations a stronger federal government (for

example, to protect States from the imposition of international rules) to a weaker one.

The introduction of an international dimension to federalism also threatens to undercut much of

the developing jurisprudence of the Supreme Court in this area. For example, the Court’s protection of
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State autonomy in its recent jurisprudence may well be on a collision course with previous judicial

precedent which enables the federal government, when acting through the treaty power, to take steps

that it cannot take when acting through its interstate commerce clause powers. Thus, what States gain

in autonomy from the Court’s interstate commerce analysis they may lose as a result of its (current)

treaty-making power analysis. In this respect, the Court is abandoning the essentially procedural pro-

tections of the Garcia doctrine6 (under which the Court generally upheld federal legislation challenged

on federalism grounds on the basis that State interests receive adequate protection through the feder-

al legislative process) in search of more substantive protections at precisely the time that the Garcia pro-

tections could start to have teeth in protecting States from the reach of international agreements nego-

tiated outside of the regular legislative process. 

Ultimately, however, the impact of globalization on federalism remains undetermined because the

shape of globalization itself is still unformed. All the talk of inevitability to the contrary, globalization

is neither inexorable nor inevitable. And the form of globalization is yet to be determined. Thus,

American States in particular and American federalism in general now confront a series of new forces

with potentially far-reaching implications. These forces will present both new challenges and new

opportunities for State activities on a daily level while also challenging us to rethink on a more conceptual

level the dynamics of federalism and how these dynamics may lead to a new stage in federalism

jurisprudence.

Part I of the text that follows expands on these points by defining globalization in a way that empha-

sizes its nature as a continuing process that will be shaped by distinct political and policy preferences.

Part II then looks at how globalization will affect States in the context of their policymaking autonomy

and flexibility. In this Part the emphasis is on the challenges that globalization introduces. These

include new limitations on State policymaking imposed by the United States treaty obligations under

the World Trade Organization (WTO), other obligations imposed by international law, the broader

treaty process, and customary international law. The discussion centers not just on the direct impact of

these obligations on States, but also on how they impact the broader State/federal relationship.

Part II also examines the ways in which globalization presents a challenge for State powers outside

the international realm. In particular, globalization threatens to undermine States’ ability to raise rev-

enue through taxation; it increases pressures on States to refrain from regulating in areas of tradition-



al State authority; and it puts States in competition with new actors, with each other, and perhaps even

with their own cities.

The emphasis in Part III is on the opportunities that globalization presents for States, such as pos-

sibilities for increased State involvement in the international arena and new potential avenues for State

influence over economic policy, security policy and the local community, as well as the new coalitions

that can emerge and the new technologies that can make States more accessible to their citizens. This

Part also examines how States can impact globalization, both as advocates for federal policies and as

their own globalization laboratories. To do this, States would both respond to globalization (e.g., by

dealing with its impact on workers and those in need) and shape globalization (e.g., by developing

much-needed globalization infrastructure and by expanding State regulations to protect consumer pri-

vacy). 

Part IV extends the analysis from globalization’s impact on the States directly to globalization’s

impact more broadly on federalism values. As with the discussion in Parts II and III, globalization

unleashes a series of competing forces, some of which may enhance federalism values and some of

which may undermine them. This Part considers the federalism values of liberty/democracy, citizen

participation, accountability, diversity, and States’ roles as laboratories for innovation, suggesting both

positive and negative implications of globalization for each.

Part V moves the analysis on to newer ground, tentatively exploring ways in which globalization

and federalism may impact each other. Thus, various underlying federalism values may become more

prominent (or suggest different policy concerns) in this era of globalization than in previous eras. In

fact, federalism values relating to the need for balance and the relative role of economic efficiency as

just one of several values, and new applications of federalism values addressing diffusion of power,

diversity, and civic Republicanism, may become increasingly powerful lenses through which federal-

ism is viewed in the future and through which globalization is shaped. Finally, this Part looks at sever-

al ways in which concepts related to federalism may prove useful in shaping the institutional structures

of globalization.

While it is clear that globalization will have an impact on federalism, the form and dimensions of

that impact are uncertain. It is this very uncertainty that presents the most significant opportunity: to

mold globalization in a way that furthers our most vital national values.
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A Governor of an American state would be well within her prerogatives to ask her staff: “What exactly

is this globalization that we are all so focused on?” If her staff accurately reflects the disagreements

among analysts, some (let’s call them the radical change group) would argue that globalization reflects

a fundamental change in the way the entire world operates and that both nationstates and individual

American States7 have the choice of either joining the parade or getting run over by it. Others (let’s call

them the not-so-fast camp) would contend that globalization is neither so radical nor so powerful nor

so inevitable.8

The Governor would then be justified to follow-up by asking, “Well, what should we do about it?”

The radical change group would probably suggest that the State needs to take some rather dramatic

actions to adjust to the realities of a globalized world, such as by lowering taxes, decreasing regulation

on business so that it can compete internationally, etc. The not-so-fast group would more likely recom-

mend that much of the State’s underlying regulatory structure can remain unaltered, while the

Governor might want to focus on a few areas, such as privacy or infrastructure development, in which

the impact of globalization might be significant. In short, while the first group would likely see global-

ization as a new reality requiring dramatic change, the second would likely see it as just one added force

or interest to which the Governor needs to react in certain areas.

Unfortunately, both of these answers are flawed and lead to misleading policy conclusions. The
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radical change group correctly sees globalization as a significant development but then incorrectly con-

cludes that it is an inexorable force which now greatly hampers the range of policy options available.

The not-so-fast camp correctly recognizes that the grand claims about globalization’s impact are too far-

reaching, but then incorrectly concludes that globalization issues can be safely confined to a specific

(often rather narrow) subset of policy concerns. And both groups neglect to tell the Governor that she

has a new and particularly important role to play — as someone working to determine the shape of

globalization. The first group neglects this because they see globalization as an outside force that can-

not be shaped by government; the second group neglects this because they see globalization as a less

significant force that does not need to be shaped by government. Both are wrong.

In this Part, we begin to answer the Governor’s first question, about describing globalization, in a

way that also leads to a more accurate response to the inevitable follow-up question about its policy

implications. We do this first by describing what globalization is, and then by considering what it is not.

Followers of the radical change group will recognize many of their arguments in the description of what

globalization is, but they will resist the placing of these arguments in the broader context in which we

see globalization as a process that introduces many new forces and tensions into the system but the

outcome of which is still undetermined. Adherents of the not-so-fast model will see many of their con-

cerns reflected in the description of what globalization is not, but they will be surprised to discover that

these concerns are used as a reason for the Governor to take a more, rather than less, active role in

addressing globalization. 

Thus, the discussion that follows is intended to describe globalization (answering the Governor’s

first question) in a way that does not prejudge the answer to the second question of what to do about

it. Instead, this discussion suggests that the Governor has a new role to play not just in responding to

the impacts of globalization, but also in shaping the globalization process itself. The discussion in Part

I is intended to show that the ultimate impact of globalization on American federalism is not pre-deter-

mined, but rather is susceptible to being shaped by innovative State and national policies. 

What Globalization Is

This paper conceives globalization not as an outcome or a condition, but rather as a process that the

world is currently experiencing.
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It is not necessarily a new process, as it occurred prior to World War I and at various other points

throughout history (one could make arguments about the expansion of the Roman Empire, the spread

of Christianity, etc.). However, it has accelerated recently due to a series of political, economic, techno-

logical and other factors. 

This process is both objective and subjective. It is objective in that it is characterized by a wide

range of deepening interactions among different players around the world. And as with any time that

there are deepening interactions, new forces and tensions emerge (as they did with interdependence,

for example). It is subjective in that it is also characterized by a paradigmatic shift in how these players

see the world. That is, what distinguishes our current stage of globalization is that it is causing people

to question existing paradigms of how the world is organized. This means that new opportunities and

challenges arise, not because of some inexorable force behind globalization, but because people’s

recognition of this process has made them more open to thinking in new ways about what the future

will look like, and what it should look like.

The process of globalization can perhaps be best understood by considering its elements, for while

there is significant disagreement on how globalization should be defined, there is a far greater degree

of agreement regarding its elements. 

In particular, the majority of discussions of globalization link it to four key economic components.9

But it is more than just economics, as it encompasses a wide range of political, social and cultural ele-

ments as well. Following is a brief description of the major components of the globalization process.

1. Economic Components

a. International Trade

International trade is perhaps the most pervasively mentioned of the economic components of global-

ization. Interconnectedness through trade has increased tremendously, with the ratio of exports to

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

countries rising from 9.5% in 1960 to 20.5% in 1990.10 By 1995 worldwide trade had exceeded 6 tril-

lion dollars, representing a 14-fold increase over its 1950 level,11 and growing from 7% to 21% of total

world income during the postwar era.12 According to the International Monetary Fund, the volume of

world trade since the middle of the 1980s has expanded almost twice as fast as world output.13 These
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increases in trade flows have also coincided with a general decrease in tariff barriers. While tariffs

remain high in some circumstances, average industrial tariffs among developed market economies

have been reduced from more than 40% to less than 5%.14 Not only has trade itself increased dramati-

cally, but so have a number of its specific components. Intrafirm and intra-industry trade, for example,

have increased substantially15 as has trade in services.16

b. International Capital Flows

Perhaps even more dramatic than the increase in trade flows has been the increase in and integra-

tion of international financial flows. The last several decades have witnessed the growth of the

Eurodollar market and of massive trading in currency exchange; the emergence of transnational

banks and investment companies; the development of a global venture-capital industry; and the

introduction of 24-hour global trading in capital and securities markets.17 Foreign exchange trading

in the late 1990s approximated $1.5 trillion per day, an eightfold increase since 1986 and approxi-

mately 60 times the $25 billion daily level of exports in 1997.18 A similar meteoric rise has occurred

in mutual funds, pension funds, and other investment capital. Together, these totaled $20 trillion by

the middle of the 1990s, 10 times the figure of 1980, the effect of which is compounded by the lever-

aging of borrowed funds.19 Among OECD countries, the stock of international bank lending rose

from 4% of GDP in 1980 to 44% in 1990,20 while international transactions in bonds and equities

among the major developed economies exceeded 100% of GDP in 1995, compared to less than 10%

in 1980.21

c. Foreign Direct Investment

Foreign direct investment has grown even faster than trade. During the 1980s, measured foreign direct

investment flows grew three times faster than trade flows and almost four times faster than output.22

After a large decline in the early 1980s, direct investment flows grew six-fold in the decade after 1986,

increasing from $60 billion to almost $349 billion per year. Global stock of foreign direct investment

rose to $3.2 trillion, or double their level three years earlier.23 Foreign direct investment is no longer con-

fined to larger firms, and has also increased considerably in the service sector.24 Throughout much of

the 1990s, foreign direct investment outflows from the major industrialized countries rose at about
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15% on an annual basis.25

In addition, the politics of foreign direct investment have changed dramatically. What was seen in

the 1960s by developing countries as a threatening form of economic imperialism that could be

restricted by government policy is now perceived as either a welcomed vote of confidence26 or a neces-

sity that cannot be avoided.

d. Multinational Corporations (MNCs)

The growth of foreign direct investment is related to dramatic changes in a fourth economic compo-

nent of globalization: the explosive expansion in the reach of MNCs. Most large industrial and finan-

cial corporations now hold some of their productive assets abroad. More than a third of the employ-

ment and nearly a third of the sales of the world’s 68 largest manufacturing corporations in the mid-

1980s were accounted for by their foreign subsidiaries.27 For example, a new truck made in Indonesia

was reported to use parts from Spain, Japan, India, Thailand, Taiwan and Turkey.28 MNC activities rep-

resent an increasing proportion of trade: in 1988, MNCs accounted for more than 80% of US trade.29

The size and economic influence of these entities are huge. According to the United Nations, of the

100 largest economies in the world, 51 are corporations.30 The sales of MNCs as a whole in 1989

amounted to $4.4 trillion, nearly twice the value of world exports of goods and services.31 And the

reach of MNCs is increased by the growing network of alliances, joint ventures, and partnerships into

which they are entering, expanding their influence even without assuming legal control.32 Some have

estimated that there were more than 20,000 corporate alliances formed from 1996 through 1998.33

While much of the focus on MNCs relates to their size, not all MNCs are large, as most of the esti-

mated 45,000 firms that operate internationally employ less than 250 people. In fact, it is not unusual

for service companies with less than 100 employees to operate in 15 or more countries.34 And MNCs

can often be found in unexpected industries, from office cleaning, dialysis and freshfood retailing, to

real estate, laws, taxis and hairdressing.35

2. Additional Components:

Beyond the four economic components mentioned above, a wide range of other factors and elements

must also be included in descriptions of globalization.
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a. Breadth of Impact

Perhaps more important than the size of the above economic components is their breadth. This analy-

sis sees as most important the extent to which the economic factors above operate worldwide, rather

than being limited to developed economies. Support for this position is found in the share of world

trade among the developing economies, which has increased from 23% in 1985 to 29% a decade later.36

In addition, the last two decades witnessed dramatic increases in foreign direct investment flows to

developing countries:

Private capital flows to developing countries rose by one third to a record U.S.$245 billion in

1996, six times the amount of official development assistance, and over a six-fold increase above

the average inflows for 1983-89. Developing countries now account for 37 per cent of investment

inflows, up from 30 percent in 1995. These capital flows represented 4.5 percent of developing

country GDP, up from only 1 per cent in 1990.37

Jeffrey Sachs has argued that it is the increasing linkages between higher and lower income coun-

tries and the extent to which poorer nations have been incorporated into the global system that char-

acterizes the current era of globalization.38

b. Opportunities for Rapid Development/Technology

The globalization process also dramatically increases opportunities for rapid development. This is often

related to rapid advances in communication, transportation and other technologies. 

Many developing countries will be able to leapfrog entire stages of development into the latest

generation of wireless telephony—avoiding the huge costs of building a copper-wire based infra-

structure. Today more than 80 per cent of the world’s population cannot make a phone call; soon

they will have access, not just to leading-edge communications, but to the educational pro-

grammes, medical services, and technical information that flow through cyberspace....A level of

industrialization that took 150 years to accomplish in Great Britain, or 100 years in the United

States, is today capable of being achieved in less than a generation—the most rapid development

process in economic history.39

Indeed, the role of technology itself is sometimes identified as a key component of globalization. The

internationalization of technology (as companies are exploiting their technological innovations internation-
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ally) has been identified as a key piece of evidence supporting the existence of globalization,40 and techno-

logical change has been seen both as an enabling factor and a pressure for continuing globalization.41

c. Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs)

A further element of globalization is the increase in size, influence, and activity of various networks of

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), often referred to in the literature as transadvocacy networks

(TANs). Keck and Sikkink (who have looked primarily at TANs focusing on human rights, women’s

rights, and environmental issues) have defined TANs as networked organizations characterized by vol-

untary, reciprocal and horizontal patterns of communication and exchange, that are organized to pro-

mote causes, principled ideas, and norms, and that often involve individuals advocating policy changes

that cannot be easily linked to a rationalist understanding of their “interests”.42

What is new about these actors in an era of globalization? First, their number, size and profes-

sionalism, and the speed, density and complexity of their international linkages have increased dra-

matically over the past 30 years.43 Some have estimated that there are now 20,000 transnational

NGOs.44 Second, they now have the ability, often using new computer technologies, to mobilize infor-

mation strategically to “help create new issues and categories and to persuade, pressure, and gain lever-

age over much more powerful organizations and governments.”45 Thus, Harry M. Cleaver, Jr. has spo-

ken of the Zapatista effect, in which a relatively small group of rebels in Chiapas, Mexico could galva-

nize international attention and use it to bring outside pressure on the Mexican government to resolve

various demands.46 P.J. Simmons recently argued that any group with a fax machine and a modem now

has the potential to impact public debate.47

d. Internet 

The Internet itself, which is often seen as the communicative weapon of choice for NGOs, can also be con-

sidered an element of globalization in its own right.48 Indeed, it is frequently seen as one of the key decen-

tralizing forces of globalization, and as a significant contributor to the spread of information and the

growth in power of NGOs. While this paper distinguishes globalization from the Information Revolution

– which was brought about by a series of dramatic changes in the extent of new technologies, their speed,

the critical mass of changes they introduce, and the changing perceptions they cause49 — it is important
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to recognize the areas of overlap. As various products of the Information Revolution, such as the Internet,

have played such a fundamental role in increasing linkages among players around the world, they are also

identified as elements of globalization themselves. As discussed in more detail in Part II, the Internet rais-

es significant new challenges to the ability of American States to tax commerce through the sales tax.

e. Additional Elements

Descriptions of globalization should not be limited to the elements described above as it also includes

a broad range of new forces and pressures. These include the growing institutional pressures of supra-

national organizations50 often incorporated through a growing web of treaties and institutions,51 the pri-

vatization of national governance functions,52 the development inside nationstates of the mechanisms

necessary to accommodate the rights of global capital within their territories,53 a series of cultural flows

underpinning the contemporary world-system,54 and the ideational pressures that flow from a set of lib-

eral capital ideas.55 Stephen Krasner has pointed out that globalization can also include elements as

diverse as the legitimization of human rights, the transmission of diseases, the increase in migration,

and the universal availability of MTV.56

3. Globalization as a Series of Forces 

How then can one conceptualize the globalization process on a broader level? It is a process that intro-

duces (or at least intensifies) a series of forces into both domestic and international politics.

a. Economic Forces

On a microeconomic level, globalization impacts business and other investment decisions, offering

both new opportunities and global challenges. On a macroeconomic level, it impacts national deci-

sionmaking processes, again offering both challenges (in terms of controlling footloose MNCs, global

capital, etc.) and new opportunities (in terms of further avenues for international economic coopera-

tion, more effective technological methods for tracking international economic interactions, etc.). The

globalization process also impacts the relative mobility of capital and labor, as the relatively free flow of

capital is not mirrored by an equally free market in labor, thereby increasing political pressures for labor

to bear a greater share of the burden.57
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b. Political Forces

On the macropolitical level, the globalization process has increased the blurring of the line between

what is international and what is domestic. This was manifest in the focus of the Structural

Impediments Initiative talks between the US and Japan in 1989-1990 on transforming domestic insti-

tutions.58 It has become even clearer in the recent focus on environmental and labor standards.59 The

blurring of this line challenges previous claims in international relations theory about different behav-

iors in the domestic and international spheres,60 and has even led John Kline to speak of intermestic

issues, which blend international and domestic dimensions.61

The globalization process also brings both new players and new issues to the policymaking table.

These new players (or in some cases old players with new forms of influence) range from NGOs and

transnational migrants (which create a new form of transnational grassroots politics),62 to more inter-

nationally involved unions,63 multinational sports authorities, leading music production companies,

transnational law firms, hospital/research centers,64 telecommunications companies, the big account-

ing companies, and others.65 The new issues that emerge include new challenges to intellectual prop-

erty rights and taxation,66 privacy, concerns in terms of protecting cultural patrimony from international

cultural influences, etc.67

In terms of domestic politics, the globalization process impacts the relative power of a wide variety

of players, from States and cities, to labor and business. It also puts pressure on domestic institutions

and arrangements, raising new concerns about social dislocation,68 social cohesion,69 and the ability of

democratic institutions to respond to these new forces in ways that will protect key concerns about

democratic procedures, accountability, etc.

What Globalization is Not

In determining how globalization will impact American federalism, we need to know what globalization

is, but also what it is not. Indeed, the answer to the Governor’s second question: “What should we do

about it?” is dependent on how well we understand the limits of globalization’s impact. Here, we need

to recognize several key points. First, while the changes described above are indeed real, they are not

necessarily as radical or as far-reaching as many imagine. In fact, we need to admit that the ultimate

impact of globalization is very unclear. Second, the globalization process is neither inexorable nor inca-
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pable of being shaped. It is not a deus ex machina acting through market forces that imposes itself on

governments, requiring them to modify policies in directions they would prefer not to go. Rather, these

market forces, and globalization itself, are very susceptible to being shaped by government policies.

Thus, Governors need to consider not only how they want to react to the forces of globalization, but

also what role they want to play in shaping its further development.

The Limits of Globalization

We can accept the reality of the significant changes described above while still recognizing globaliza-

tion’s limits. While the globalization process is changing the way the world operates, that change is nei-

ther as radical, clear, or inevitable as many advocates would like us to accept.

Not So Radical

Despite all the changes in the way the global economy operates, many things have remained the same.

For example, even with the dramatic increases in world trade of the past decades, the world economy

remains substantially domestically-driven. In the larger national economies, more than 80% of pro-

duction is for domestic consumption and more than 80% of investment is by domestic investors.70 In

fact, the share of trade in GDP is still quite small in all but the smallest countries.71 Furthermore, many

countries have been left out of the increased trade flows. Africa south of the Sahara, for example,

accounted for only 1% of world trade in the 1990s.72 It is also questionable how much actual integra-

tion there has been of capital markets, especially in view of the fact that real interest rates even among

developed economies differ from country to country, and that the differences between developed and

developing economies have grown.73 As Robert Gilpin has argued: “Try telling a Mexican or North

African low-skilled laborer that we now live in a global economy in which national boundaries have

ceased to be important! In fact, much of the globalization rhetoric is no more than the conceit of a rich

and industrialized country.”74

Regarding finance capital, the number of financial products that are sold in highly integrated world

markets is also relatively limited; stock markets are not integrated; and financial regulations, taxation

systems, accounting, corporate ownership and other rules differ significantly among national

economies.75 Furthermore, world foreign direct investment flows are highly concentrated among the
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developed economies, and their overall share is rising;76 and of the foreign direct investment that went

to developing economies, 80% went to just 20 countries, much of it to China.77 It is also not clear that

MNCs are as footloose and untethered to their home countries as globalization analysts assume. Most

MNCs hold most of their assets and employees in their home country, have top management from the

home country, engage in most of their research and development there, and face various sunk costs

that limit their ability to pick up stakes and move elsewhere.78

Not so Clear

The fundamental nature of the changes wrought by globalization are also not as clear as advocates may

like to pretend. First, there is little agreement on how each change will play out. For example, while a

central tenet of much analysis of globalization has been its role as a decentralizing force, as national

powers are devolved to lower levels of government or the private sector,79 it can also be seen as a pow-

erful cause and/or enabler of centralization. Saskia Sassen has argued that the electronic networks and

other market forces that are often identified as causes of decentralization actually enable new forms of

concentration of power. Leading economic sectors that are highly digitalized, she argues, require strate-

gic sites with vast concentrations of infrastructure, tailored labor resources, talent and buildings.80

Thus, “[i]t is precisely because of the territorial dispersal facilitated by telecommunications advances

that agglomeration of centralizing activities has expanded immensely.”81

Finally, many broad conclusions regarding globalization’s impact are on shaky ground. As Robert

Gilpin has argued, the present and future economic consequences of globalization have been greatly

exaggerated, as are its social and political consequences.82 There is certainly little reason to assume that

globalization will affect all nationstates the same way, as they each have different resources, power,

capacities, etc. In fact, one can argue that the United States has actually gained in power and influence

due to globalization, while other nations may have lost power and influence. And, much of our analy-

sis of globalization is constrained by a simple fact: the phenomenon is of such recent vintage that it is

simply too early to tell what its ultimate, or even intermediate, impact will be. Even changes that have

been far easier to identify and define, such as the commercialization of electricity, have taken many

decades to affect economic growth and social change to a measurable degree.83 Imagine how different

the impact of globalization may appear ten, twenty, or even thirty years from now.
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Neither Inexorable nor Inevitable

Globalization is not some inevitable process that cannot be shaped. Rather, it is fundamentally subject

to being shaped by the decisions of policymakers in coming years. This simple truth has often

remained concealed because both analysts and policymakers have found it in their interests to hide

behind globalization as an excuse for their own policy preferences. They have sometimes used global-

ization as a term to describe what is happening, other times to predict what will happen, and frequently

to opine on what should happen.84

If you believe that the size of government should be reduced and regulations diminished, you

argue globalization. If you want to shift power from the federal government either to the private sector,

or to the World Trade Organization, or to State and local governments, you argue globalization. And, if

you want to increase the safety net and spend more on worker training, you can argue globalization too.

Ironically, in this way, globalization becomes very much like federalism, in that it becomes a gen-

eral term which can be used to argue for whatever distribution of powers one prefers.85

In order to avoid this fallacy, one must recognize that, as with a balance of power, there is nothing

about globalization that is inexorable. Globalization is not something that operates independently on

nationstates; rather, it needs the nationstate and national support to exist. For example, global capital

needs the nationstate’s help in the creation of corporate and financial entities capable of handling

tremendous flows of capital; and it needs the nationstate’s imprimatur of legitimacy for whatever legal

regimes are created.86 Globalization needs legal structure to protect private property, to build infra-

structure, to shield corporations from having to pay the costs of negative externalities they impose.87

And it needs nationstates to ensure peace, to provide the threat of political, economic or military sanc-

tions which help insure the performance of contracts in far-off lands, and to create the structures and

underlying agreements and regulations by which the flows of capital, trade, investment, services, and

numerous other interactions can occur. As Robert Gilpin has argued, international politics significant-

ly affects the nature and dynamics of the international economy: “despite the huge benefits of free trade

and other aspects of the global economy, an open and integrated global economy is neither as extensive

and inexorable nor as irreversible as many assume. Global capitalism and economic globalization have

rested and must continue to rest on a secure political foundation.”88

Indeed, not only is globalization dependent on future policy decisions looking forward, much of
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globalization has occurred because governments have either wanted it to or permitted it to. As Eric

Helleiner explained in his study of the reemergence of global finance, nationstates played a critical role

in the process of globalization of finance. They instituted liberalization initiatives to grant more free-

dom to market operators; they refrained from imposing more effective controls on capital movements;

and they decided to work together to prevent major international financial crises.89 In fact, much of

what is often seen as a diminution of national power can also be interpreted as a case of the nationstate

consciously choosing to delegate power.90 Even the Mexican peso crisis can be seen as an example not

of a loss of sovereignty forced on Mexico by globalization, but rather as the result of a series of discrete

and conscious policy decisions of Mexican officials to surrender control and authority to international

capital markets because they believed that such a policy would impose domestic macroeconomic ration-

ality and enhance investor confidence.91 In this regard, globalization sometimes merely becomes the

excuse for doing what policymakers want to do anyway. Helleiner has noted, for example, that financial

liberalization measures are often justified by invoking external competitive pressures when the real

motivation is related to domestic pressures for liberalization, corporate desires to be free of controls,

growing ascendancy of neoliberal ideas, etc.92 And Ian Clark has argued that “the nationstate is not the

passive victim of normative globalization, but is itself one of its progenitors.”93

In short, while we frequently speak of globalization as an independent variable, it is at least as

much a dependent variable, shaped by conscious public policy decisions, able to be accelerated or con-

strained by further decisions. 

General Policy Implications

While the remainder of this report will introduce a series of policy implications resulting from global-

ization’s impact on American federalism, it is important to highlight several implications that underlie

much of what follows. 

First, since the globalization process is neither inexorable nor inevitable, it is logical to conclude

that it can take many forms in the future. One could imagine a form of globalization with much more

stringent supranational rules and institutions; or with very different limits and regulations on the oper-

ation of MNCs; or with various controls on short-term capital movements; or with far fewer govern-

ment regulations. Even when the market does push for change, it certainly does not mandate what kind
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of change or what sectors government should prefer.94 The fact that the ultimate shape of globalization

is yet to be determined means that all of our conclusions about its impact on American federalism are,

of necessity, extremely tentative.

Second, the globalization process itself does not impose on governments any requirement that market

forces and economic interests must trump other values. Too frequently, discussions about globalization

have avoided the necessary debate about how global markets should operate to focus instead on how

they currently operate. Thus, too often we have accepted the current form of global capitalism as the

only possible one and transformed a laissez-faire condition into an unavoidable policy prescription. 

This delusion has been reinforced by an interesting historical development. Our current stage of

globalization was shaped by the policies of the postwar era in which the Western nations, often for polit-

ical reasons, consciously tried to integrate their economic interactions (as did the Communist world,

also for political reasons). Bernard Hoekman and Michael Kostecki have spoken of the previous pri-

macy of foreign policy considerations in maintaining cooperation in trade,95 while Robert Gilpin has

noted that the evolution of the postwar international economy and the Cold War were intimately joined

in every particular.96 Thus, it should be no surprise that economic integration has outpaced integration

in other areas. But then look what has happened. We see the globalization of the past half-century and

assume that economic interactions should be a central organizing factor in that globalization. Why?

Because they are the area in which globalization has progressed furthest. Thus, it becomes easy to make

the fallacious logical leap to assuming that since this phase of globalization has coincided with dramatic

economic integration, economics and concerns about economic efficiency must remain central tenets

of the globalization model. As Daniel Elazar has noted, 

The new globalization is heavily a product of the new economics, both in terms of the develop-

ment of global markets and the acceptance by almost the entire world of the critical importance

of market economies for economic progress. What this can lead to, and has in some cases, is a

view of the world that is overwhelmingly economic. It is held that what is good for finance, trade,

or business is what is good for us all under all conditions.97

This interpretation, however, forgets that the reason why economic integration has progressed so

far is not because it was so centrally important to the West (important though it was), but rather

because Western nations were willing to subjugate economic interests to political ones. As John
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Attanasio has pointed out in explaining why recognition of decisions of international tribunals in the

economic realm has preceded recognition in other areas such as human rights, the latter impacts val-

ues more central to a nation’s culture or sovereignty than mere utility or efficiency.98

Thus, we find ourselves in the strange position of finding economics and concerns for economic

efficiency exalted as central organizing principles of globalization, while in fact the reason we have

become so integrated economically is because economic concerns are less central to core societal val-

ues than other political concerns. This is reflected in the recognition that future steps in integration will

be more difficult, in areas such as antitrust policy, investments, etc., precisely because integration in

those areas begins to impinge on not just economic concerns but other more central societal values. It

is strange indeed that our willingness to subjugate economic to political concerns has now been con-

torted into an argument that economic efficiency should serve as the guiding principle for government

in a globalizing era. Clearly, while the expansion of free markets and increased economic efficiency rep-

resent important societal values that American policy should further, they are not the sole values with

which we should be concerned.

Finally, the ultimate form of globalization is within government’s power to shape. Too often the

faulty notion of globalization as inexorable has become an excuse for arguing that there is little that gov-

ernment can (or should) do to shape it or even to shield those injured by it. This occurs partially as a

result of an interesting interaction among academia and Washington, in which predictions of the loss

of national sovereignty which globalization can cause are then used as an excuse for having govern-

ment refrain from taking various actions, which is then taken as proof for the initial predictions. In this

sense, the notion that the nationstate is losing the ability to manage its macroeconomic policy and to

impose various regulations on footloose MNCs becomes justification for deregulation, which is then

cited as evidence for the initial premise. In so doing, we have mistaken a self-inflicted wound for an

internal hemorrhage. To the contrary, the United States is in a unique position to shape the form and

tenor of globalization, as well as its speed.99

This means that one of the impacts of globalization on American federalism is to raise a funda-

mental question: which level of government in our federal system should now be responsible for tak-

ing the lead in shaping our national response to globalization? In order to begin to address that issue,

we need to look first at how the current globalization process impacts the existing federal relationship,
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and how the mix of challenges and opportunities that it creates changes the dynamics of federal/state

relations. It is to the new challenges that we turn in Part II.
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What are the ways in which globalization can be expected to present challenges for States in particular and

American federalism in general? While we have no crystal ball to foresee how globalization will develop in the

future, we can identify a series of specific challenges that the current shape of globalization raises. Here’s what

we can tell the Governor when she asks: “So how might globalization constrain my behavior as Governor?”

• A whole series of existing State laws, including rules protecting the environment and consumers, the

process the State uses to procure government services, and programs providing subsidies for State businesses,

may be illegal under new international trade regimes, like the rules of the World Trade Organization.

• State policymaking freedom in realms that have traditionally been clear areas of State authority, like

banking, investment services, tourism and insurance regulation, may now be subject to interference

through broader federal trade policies.

• The federal government now has new incentives to interfere in State policymaking decision process-

es as well as a series of new sticks with which to influence those decisions.

• The approaches that the Supreme Court has devised over the past decade to protect State sovereignty
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may no longer work to protect State decisionmaking authority from interference by Congress and inter-

national trade agreements. Ironically, in the name of more vigilantly protecting States rights, the

Supreme Court is currently abandoning the “political process” protections of the Garcia doctrine at pre-

cisely the time when this doctrine could serve as a bulwark against encroachments on State flexibility

by international trade rules and other Congressionally-approved international agreements.

• Even when the federal government devolves power, it may do so in ways that limit State flexibility and influ-

ence. This would occur, for example, if the federal government (through privatization or deregulation) cedes

significant federal authority to the marketplace, an arena in which States enjoy neither the constitutional pro-

tections nor the influence that they wield when decisions continue to be made by the federal government.

• And all this is occurring at a time when the ability of States to maintain control over their sales tax

and other revenue sources is constrained by new technologies, their regulatory systems are under pressure

from outside competition, and all sorts of new actors are entering the political arena and competing

with the States for influence.

The challenges are significant indeed. This Part endeavors to explain how these types of challenges

might arise. It starts by looking at the rules of the World Trade Organization (WTO) which could ultimately

threaten State flexibility in numerous arenas. However, the WTO, which has already received a great

deal of attention, is merely the tip of the iceberg.100 Thus, this Part also looks at broader developments

in federal/State dynamics and the areas of international law, judicial policing of the bounds of federal-

ism, and State and local powers to show that developments below the surface may ultimately have even

more significant impacts than the specific rules of any one trade agreement.101 Finally, the discussion

will introduce issues arising from changing federal powers which impact States, a discussion which

will be developed further in Part III.

Initial Premises

Before embarking on the detailed descriptions that follow, it is important to recognize that even asking

the question about how globalization impacts American federalism reflects several unstated premises.
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First, it reflects a recognition that one cannot think of international relations and domestic politics

as completely separate processes. Indeed, by engaging in this inquiry we have clearly discarded the

notion of the unitary nationstate which dominated the international relations literature several decades

ago and continues to be prevalent in certain portions of that literature. 

Second, our discussion assumes that the relationship between domestic and international levels,

and the relationship between the globalization process and the nationstate are dynamic ones. As Ian

Clark has argued, while the nationstate is not a prisoner of either national or international forces, nei-

ther can it be viewed as being detached from both,102 and, indeed, each is both shaped and is a shaper

of the others and of globalization itself. 

Third, our inquiry assumes that there is, in fact, a not insubstantial impact between globalization

and federalism. In this sense, this paper fits snugly within a key premise underlying the growing liter-

ature on convergence. The convergence literature has focused on the question of whether globalization,

in particular, and other international forces more generally are leading to a convergence in the struc-

ture and/or functioning of domestic institutions around the globe. Initial theories of convergence pre-

dated globalization and argued at various times that nation states would progress through a series of

common stages of development,103 or that various processes like industrialization or policies like

Marxism would lead to convergence,104 or that trade and the integration of financial markets would

equalize costs of production among nation states.105

The recent focus on globalization has led to a variety of convergence hypotheses. Some argue that

globalization will lead to an international system in which each nation operates like a small or medi-

um-sized firm in an ocean of pure and perfect competition.106 Others argue that the diffusion of mar-

kets will enhance both economic efficiency and democracy around the globe,107 while others posit a

series of common adjustments among a mixture of market mechanisms, collective agreements and

nationstate regulation.108 There is a substantial literature, however, which disagrees with these hypothe-

ses, focusing instead on the continued significant differences among different countries regarding eco-

nomic performance, approaches to regulation, domestic structures, etc.109 For our purposes, what is

most relevant about this debate is not the competing hypotheses, but the fact that both sides in the

debate assume that domestic structures (whether they converge or not) will indeed be impacted by out-

side forces.
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Of course, it is one thing to argue that there will be an impact and another to measure it. Barry

Friedman has suggested that “as the barriers between countries fall, the lines we have drawn between

the national government and the [S]tates will come under increasing strain.”110 Andreas Falke, on the

other hand, has taken a far more extreme position, arguing that: “The increasing internationalization

of financial markets and investment, and their international regulation point to a future in which it may

be difficult, if not impossible, to maintain the autonomy of the [S]tates.”111

The discussion that follows argues that while the impact of globalization on federalism will be 

significant, it need not lead to the kind of dire threat to State autonomy posited by Falke. Globalization pres-

ents not just challenges to State autonomy and authority, but also new opportunities for the States as well.

While these new opportunities will be discussed in Part III, this Part looks instead at the challenges

that globalization presents for States. The use of the term “challenges” in this Part is intentional, reflecting

the conclusion in Part I that there is little about globalization that is inexorable. It should, however, be

noted that globalization’s impact on States can range broadly from threats to core State autonomy and

sovereignty to limitations on States’ flexibility or their range of policymaking choices. This Part does

not prioritize among the potential impacts, nor does it attempt to measure the extent to which each

undermines core State authority. Rather, the goal is to provide a broad survey of possible impacts.

International Regimes: The WTO

For an organization still in its infancy, the World Trade Organization has already developed quite a varied

reputation. The Uruguay Agreement creating the WTO has been praised for its potential to create jobs,

lower tariffs, increase American prosperity, benefit US farmers, and provide new opportunities for

American industry.112 Others have seen it as highly restrictive, diminishing America’s liberty and

siphoning off its wealth.113 

In fact, it has managed to accumulate enemies both from the left and the right. Patrick Buchanan

likened America under the WTO to a “shipwrecked, exhausted Gulliver on the beach of Lilliput . . . to

be tied down with threads, strand by strand, until it cannot move when it awakens.”114 Labor unions,

who rarely find themselves political bedfellows with Buchanan have agreed, saying that “It’s not just

[about] jobs. We’re . . . talking about the loss of sovereignty of the United States.”115

Regardless of one’s ultimate views about the propriety of the WTO as an institution, it is clear that
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the creation of the WTO and the rules adopted as a result of the Uruguay Round negotiations which

established it present numerous challenges for States. Many State and local laws, from warning labels

on food packages to environmental regulations regarding the content of various products to numerous

“buy local” requirements, may already fail to comply with WTO rules. In addition, these same rules

could dramatically reduce State flexibility in crafting future legislation as well, effectively requiring that

virtually every administrative or legislative proposal introduced be analyzed for compliance with a

series of technical WTO provisions (such as those requiring the adoption of the least-trade restrictive

alternatives possible, the application of risk assessment tests, or a preference for internationally recognized

standards, among others). Programs to subsidize local businesses as well as long-accepted government

procurement programs would all be impacted by WTO rules. Even the desire of individual States to

experiment with different approaches to common problems has already triggered complaints from

America’s trading partners that such variation itself does not conform with the new trading regime.

These specific problems are further aggravated by the fact that WTO rules may effectively change the

dynamics of federal/State relations, providing the federal government with both new incentives to

interfere in State decisionmaking processes in previous areas of traditional State authority, and new

tools for doing so even more effectively.

The National Governors Association has already expressed concern that to accommodate the

needs and desire of international trade partners who would rather deal with one uniform policy

governing trade than fifty different [S]tate laws, NAFTA and GATT [which contains many of the

Uruguay Round rules] supersede many [S]tate laws. These agreements downgrade the status of

[S]tate laws from actions that derive from constitutionally determined power to trade barriers

that international agreements can obviate.116

The lengthy section that follows looks in detail at these WTO rules, how they limit State flexibility,

and the potential changes in federal/State dynamics they may cause.

Overall WTO Framework and Structure117

1. Key Documents

The World Trade Organization, which was created in 1994 as a result of the completion of the Uruguay

Round of talks under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), does not
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itself embody substantive rules. It is instead an institutional structure under which agreements are

negotiated and implemented.118 The vast majority of the overall substantive requirements are contained

in four annexes to the WTO Charter. Annex 1 contains the Multilateral Trade Agreements which

impose binding obligations on all members of the WTO.119 Included in this Annex are:

• Annex 1A - containing both the revised GATT agreement (known as GATT 1994) which generally

deals with tariffs related to trade in goods, and a series of 12 new agreements reached through the

Uruguay Round negotiations. These agreements cover a wide range of issues, including Technical

Barriers to Trade; Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures; Subsidies and Countervailing Measures; and

Trade-Related Investment Measures (known as TRIMs). • Annex 1B - containing the General

Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); and • Annex 1C - containing the Agreement on Trade-Related

Intellectual Property measures (TRIPS). • Annex 2 contains the Dispute Settlement Understanding

(DSU) which establishes a series of dispute settlement rules binding on all WTO members and gener-

ally applicable (with some exceptions) to the WTO Charter and the agreements listed in Annexes 1 and

2.120 Annex 3 deals with the Trade Policy Review Mechanism which was first established in 1988 and

under which the WTO reviews and reports on the overall trade policies of WTO members.121 Annex 4

contains a series of four optional, or plurilateral agreements, which apply only to members who choose

to be bound by them.122 The United States has chosen to be bound by three of these four agreements,

including the Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA) which is discussed further below.123

2. Overall Structure

The WTO is headed by the Ministerial Conference of all members, which meets at least once every two

years.124 Below the Ministers are four councils, one of which, the General Council, meets approximate-

ly every two months, and has overall supervising authority.125 The three other councils each deal with

the three major agreements - GATT 1994, GATS, and TRIPS in Annexes 1A, 1B, and 1C, respectively.126

The budget for the WTO comes from an assessment imposed on the members, based on the share of

each in total trade of all WTO members. In 1995, the nine largest traders contributed approximately

two-thirds of the total budget.127 Any member nation may withdraw from the treaty upon 6 months

notice.128
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Under the WTO charter, there is a series of complex rules for decisionmaking. The WTO Charter

specifies that the earlier practice under GATT of decisionmaking by consensus is to continue to apply

to the Ministerial Conference and the General Council. However, it also indicates that when consensus

cannot be achieved, decisions will be made on the basis of the majority of votes cast, based on one vote

per member.129 However, this rule is modified by a series of more specific requirements based on what

type of decision is being made. For example, amendments related to general principles (which are dis-

cussed further below) must be unanimous, while three-fourths support is required for interpretation of

provisions of the agreement and waiver of a member’s obligations, and two-thirds for amendments

relating to issues other than general principles.130 Importantly, adoption of panel reports issued under

the DSU can only be blocked by consensus (a significant change from the pre-1994 situation).131

3. Key Principles

Underlying the specific agreements and documents discussed above are a number of key principles. As

Hoekman and Kostecki have noted: “The rules and principles of the WTO constrain the freedom of gov-

ernments to use specific trade-policy instruments. They influence the balance between interest-groups

seeking protection and those favouring open markets in Member countries’ domestic political market-

place.”132

While several agreements also have their own more specific principles as well (discussed further

below regarding specific agreements), four principles apply generally (although with occasional excep-

tions) across the board.133 These are:

Nondiscrimination - This principle includes two key concepts, most favored nation (MFN) and national

treatment. Under MFN, products made in members’ own countries must be treated no less favorably

at the border than goods originating from any other country. This means that whatever is the most

favorable tariff offered to any trading partner for a specific product, that same tariff must be offered to

all WTO members. However, both GATT and GATS explicitly allow for preferential trade agreements

(e.g., NAFTA) among a subset of members so long as they meet certain requirements.134 National treat-

ment requires that foreign goods (once they have satisfied whatever requirements are imposed at the

border) must be treated no less favorably in terms of taxes and other similar measures than domestic
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goods. In addition, under certain of the agreements, such as GATS, national treatment has an even

broader reach as it prohibits any treatment (whether formally identical or not) which “modifies the con-

ditions of competition” in favor of domestic firms.135

Reciprocity - Trade liberalization under the WTO framework occurs on a quid pro quo basis. This means

that new entrants, who get all the benefits of previous negotiating rounds without having had to give

anything away, are generally required to offer further concessions to enter into the WTO.

Market access - A series of GATT articles enforce market access through such measures as binding tariffs

(i.e., once a country has committed to a certain tariff level through negotiations, it cannot raise tariffs above

that level without negotiating compensation with affected countries). In addition, market access is furthered

through various transparency requirements imposed on WTO members. They must publish their trade reg-

ulations, respond to requests for information by other members, notify the WTO of subsidy practices, etc.

Fair competition - This principle is intended to further the notion of a level playing field, with governments

having the right to step in under certain circumstances. For example, governments can intervene under

various circumstances to protect domestic industries, safeguard the balance of payments, protect public

health, etc. However, government subsidization of exports is generally prohibited and/or subject to

being countervailed by importing countries.

The discussion that follows will first examine briefly the general issues in terms of federalism that arise

in the context of the WTO regime, and then look at more specific issues raised by several of the specific

agreements in the Annexes. In many cases similar concerns arise regarding limits on State flexibility

and authority and the increased ability of the federal government to shape and/or limit State policies.

General Issues Raised Under WTO

1. Federal Responsibilities to Seek State Conformance

The most basic issue impacting federalism arises from the federal government’s responsibilities under

the WTO Charter and its accompanying agreements to ensure compliance by the States. Article XXIV,
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Paragraph 12 of GATT 1994 is integrated to provide: “Each member is fully responsible under GATT

1994 for the observance of all provisions of GATT 1994, and shall take such reasonable measures as

may be available to it to ensure such observance by regional and local governments and authorities

within its territory.”136

This responsibility is made even more explicit in several of the other agreements. The Agreement

on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) requires not only that members take reasonable measures to

ensure compliance by subnational governments, but also that they “formulate and implement positive

measures and mechanisms in support of the observance of the provisions of Article 2 [which encom-

passes the broad requirements of the agreement] by other than central government bodies” (TBT, Art.

3.5).137 Indeed, the statute passed by Congress to implement the Uruguay Round Agreements required

the President to “consult with the States for the purpose of achieving conformity of State laws and prac-

tices with the Uruguay Round Agreements.”138

The above requirements open up a potentially serious conflict between federal and State interests,

in which the federal government is in the position of either preempting State law or attempting to get

States to modify their laws to conform with these international agreements negotiated and approved

solely at the federal level.

Admittedly, there are a series of mitigating factors to consider. The Uruguay Round Agreements

are not self-executing, and therefore Congressional approval was required to make their obligations a

part of domestic law. Indeed, the Uruguay Agreement Implementing Act passed by Congress created

a series of protections for States. For example, the Act states that

No State law, or the application of such a State law, may be declared invalid as to any person or

circumstance on the ground that the provision or application is inconsistent with any of the

Uruguay Round Agreements, except in an action brought by the United States for the purpose

of declaring such law or application invalid.139

Various other provisions of the Act establish a Federal-State consultation process, provide for

Federal-State cooperation in the event of a WTO dispute, provide various notices to States, and

deny private rights of action against States for violation of the Agreements.140 (These are discussed

in more detail in the section below regarding dispute settlement.) Nevertheless, this general

requirement for State conformance potentially opens up a Pandora’s box in terms of the dynamics
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of the federal-State relationship, generally, and State policymaking flexibility in a federal system in

particular.

2. Potential Areas of Nonconformance

The above concerns would be merely academic if State laws generally conformed with WTO require-

ments. The problem is significant because numerous State laws may in fact be in violation, and numerous

State interests would be implicated by any changes. The nonconforming laws tend to strike at the heart

of the types of policy decisions that States use to define some of their most basic beliefs: issues of 

environmental and consumer protection, set-asides to assist minority or small businesses, efforts to

regulate the activities of large financial services institutions such as banks and insurance companies,

and decisions about how to structure the raising of revenue through taxes and its expenditure through

government procurement policies. There is hardly an existing political sacred cow that does not face at

least some risk of being gored by WTO requirements. 

However, it should be noted that drawing dire conclusions from any discussion of State laws that

may be in violation of various WTO provisions is somewhat premature. Each of the concerns mentioned

in the sections that follow reflects merely a possibility of a problem, not a certainty. In fact, there was

only one challenge to State laws under the first 30 years of GATT.141 In addition, while it is theoretically pos-

sible for the federal government to preempt State non-conformance even without a complaint’s having been

lodged by a foreign government,142 the underlying assumption is that such an action by the federal gov-

ernment would be unlikely. Rather, a foreign country would need to be injured enough by the noncon-

forming State practice to decide to bring a complaint against the United States. (On the other hand, the

more aggressive the United States is in bringing complaints against other nations, the greater the

chances that they will retaliate with a countercomplaint. In fact, the Beer II complaint,143 under which

numerous State laws were held illegal under GATT, was brought by Canada in response to a US suit

against a Canadian province.144)

With these caveats, it is appropriate to consider the wide range of States and types of State laws that

analysts have identified as being potentially violative of various WTO requirements.145 Following is a

small sample of such laws:146
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Alaska

A person who desires to be on a bidders list must present a valid Alaska business license. 

Arizona

Newsprint must include a certain percentage of recycled paper to reduce garbage disposal problems

and encourage recycling. 

California

Warning labels must be placed on food packages to inform consumers of toxic chemicals in food or

other products (Proposition 65). 

Air fresheners, floor polishes, hair care products, insect repellents and 23 other consumer products

sold in California must have limited amounts of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s). VOC’s combine

with other substances to form urban smog.

Connecticut

Nickel Cadmium batteries must be recycled in order to reduce the amount of toxic heavy metals in the

waste stream. 

Florida

Containers with detachable “pop-tops” cannot be sold. 

To minimize ozone depletion, products made from fully halogenated chlorofluorocarbons (HCFC’s)

cannot be sold. 

Georgia

It is unlawful for the State to purchase beef not raised in the United States.

Illinois

Bidding is not required for the purchase of data processing equipment. 

Kansas

The director of purchases may reject a contract or purchase on the basis that a product is manufactured

or assembled outside of the US.

Maine

Plastic rings connecting six cans of beer, soda and carbonated soft drinks must be biodegradable to

reduce litter and landfill disposal problems. It also eliminates a hazard to wildlife. 
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Maryland

Phosphate is banned from laundry detergent to protect water quality in the Chesapeake Bay. 

Michigan

A deposit on beer and soft drink containers is required, with higher deposits for non-refillable 

containers. 

Nebraska

Sale of non-biodegradable disposable diapers is prohibited to reduce landfill disposal problems. 

New Jersey

The sale of wild birds that were not raised in captivity is prohibited. State law regulates the possession,

transportation, and sale of certain wild animals to protect endangered species. 

New Mexico

Only trucks and cars assembled in North America may be procured. 

Ohio

Ohio products are preferred if the price is not “excessive.” 

Oklahoma

Oklahoma products can benefit from up to a 5% price differential in State procurement.147

South Dakota

No foreign-raised meat products may be purchased. 

Texas

School and commercial buses are required to be fueled by natural gas to reduce emissions that 

contribute to urban smog.

While the above list contains many possible areas of nonconformance that may remain theoretical, the

European Union (EU) has already released a description of a wide range of State laws that they consider

to violate various substantive provisions under the WTO agreements, including State environmental

standards that exceed federal levels; buy-local, and minority and small-business set-aside laws; State

unitary tax laws; and differing State regulations of banking and insurance.148

Robert Stumberg looked at the impact of various WTO rules on the laws of California and found

that 74 laws covering 15 different areas could be in violation. The nonconforming laws ranged from the

commercial quality of agriculture and food to energy conservation and from pollution abatement to cor-
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porate taxation.149

Specific Issues Raised under WTO Agreements

In considering potential State law nonconformance, one needs to look at the specific requirements of

each of the substantive agreements in the various Annexes. Following is a discussion of a number of

major areas under several of these specific agreements in which significant concerns about State non-

conformance have been raised. 

1. Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures150

Do WTO rules permit States to adopt environmental protection laws through referenda? Might any out-

right ban on a product be challenged? Will States be able to continue to adopt environmental regula-

tions that differ from those of other States? Will States be able to adopt regulations that force the devel-

opment of new technologies? The answers to these questions are dependent on how one interprets the

requirements of the WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures

(SPS), which relates to requirements to ensure the safety of products for consumption or to safeguard

the environment. Generally, it requires that such measures not discriminate among WTO members,

not be more trade-restrictive than required to achieve their objectives, and not constitute a disguised

restriction on international trade. Furthermore, they must be based on scientific evidence (taking into

account international standards), and WTO member countries must accept as equivalent a different

measure of a WTO member if that member can demonstrate that its measure achieves the desired level

of protection.151 How might State laws violate the requirements of SPS?

First, Article 2 which lays out Basic Rights and Obligations requires members to “ensure that their

sanitary and phytosanitary measures do not arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminate between Members

where identical or similar conditions prevail, including between their own territory and that of other

Members.”152 In addition, Article 3 is intended to “harmonize sanitary and phytosanitary measures on

as wide a basis as possible.” It has been argued that these provisions may trigger a situation in which

the very divergence among State laws precipitates a challenge.

Second, Article 3 includes a strong preference for members to “base their sanitary or phytosanitary

measures on international standards,” noting that members may adopt measures offering a higher

level of protection “if there is a scientific justification” or as a result of a risk assessment process. The
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risk assessment process, outlined in Article 5, includes consideration of scientific evidence, economic

factors, and the objective of minimizing negative trade effects. In addition, Members are required to

ensure that their measures are “not more trade-restrictive than required to achieve their appropriate

level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection, taking into account technical and economic feasibility.”153

Acting together, these requirements can have severe ramifications for State laws. For example,

California’s Proposition 65, which requires warnings regarding toxic chemicals in consumer products

and was adopted as part of a referendum rather than a scientific inquiry, could presumably fail the risk

assessment test.154 Note, however, that there is some disagreement over this conclusion.155 In addition,

the elements of risk assessment leave out consideration of political feasibility, which, may, in fact, be a

key State concern in choosing one form of regulation over another. And any outright ban adopted by a

State could be challenged on the basis that a somewhat lesser step would achieve the same level of pro-

tection while being less “trade-restrictive”.156 Furthermore, the focus on technical feasibility may make

technology-forcing regulations, which can be a key element in States’ roles as “laboratories” of innova-

tion, subject to challenge.157

A further set of potential problems for States arises from consideration of the least-trade restrictive

requirement noted above. This requirement is further explained in footnote 3, which states that: “a

measure is not more trade-restrictive than required unless there is another measure, reasonably avail-

able taking into account technical and economic feasibility, that achieves the appropriate level of sani-

tary or phytosanitary protection and is significantly less restrictive to trade.”158

This raises a particularly troubling point given the wide variety of different State regulations and

approaches. Some have argued that under this test, most State regulations will automatically be noncon-

forming, as another State will have clearly chosen less restrictive alternatives.159 This is more than an idle

concern when one considers the reasoning behind the Beer II decision, which found 60 State beer and wine

regulations (out of more than 200 challenged by Canada) to be illegal under GATT. In considering the por-

tion of the challenge relating to 5 States’ requirements that alcoholic beverages imported into the State be

transported by common carriers authorized by the State while in-State producers could deliver their prod-

uct in their own vehicles, “the Panel noted that not all fifty States of the United States maintain common

carrier requirements. It thus appeared to the Panel that some [S]tates have found alternative, and possibly

less trade restrictive, and GATT-consistent, ways of enforcing their tax laws.” (Beer II, Paragraph 5.52)
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Thus, the Beer II panel ruled that one State’s higher regulatory standards could be found discrim-

inatory and GATT-illegal because another State maintained lower standards.160

2. Technical Barriers to Trade161

Are numerous State laws passed a generation ago illegal under WTO rules for failing to be constantly

updated as science progresses? Can different States continue to adopt different policies regarding product

certifications and other standards? Are humane animal slaughter regulations inconsistent with WTO

requirements? These are some of the issues raised by the potential impact of the requirements under

the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), which aims to ensure that mandatory technical

regulations, voluntary standards and testing and certification of products do not constitute unnecessary

barriers to trade. The agreement generally requires that these regulations not discriminate and that

they not create “unnecessary obstacles to international trade” in that they “shall not be more trade-

restrictive than necessary to fulfill a legitimate objective.” In this context, legitimate objectives include:

national security, prevention of deceptive practices, protection of human health or safety, animal or

plant life or health, or the environment. Regulations must be changed if “changed circumstances or

objectives can be addressed in a less trade-restrictive manner.” Members are required to use interna-

tional standards as the basis for their technical regulations unless such international standards would

be “an ineffective or inappropriate means for the fulfillment of the legitimate objectives pursued, for

instance because of fundamental climatic or geographical factors or fundamental technological problems.”162

These provisions raise a series of issues. For example, the considerations of climatic, geographical

or technological problems do not include consideration of the fact that the international standard may

provide an insufficient level of protection.163 And it has been argued that the listing of goals would not

include humane animal slaughter laws.164 The exclusion of political feasibility in considering less-

restrictive trade means raises concerns similar to those discussed under SPS above,165 as does the role

of international standards.166 Furthermore, the requirement that regulations be changed as circum-

stances or science changes could theoretically impose significant pressures on State restrictions which

are not frequently modified. As Robert Stumberg has noted, “Arguably, entire chapters of the [S]tate

code that were adopted over a decade ago could be attacked as being based on stale science.”167

The impact of the TBT on States is made more severe, however, by the explicit pressures for har-
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monization. In particular, Annex 3-H of the agreement provides that “The standardizing body within

the territory of a Member shall make every effort to avoid duplication of, or overlap with, the work of

other standardizing bodies in the national territory or with the work of relevant international or region-

al standardizing bodies. They shall also make every effort to achieve a national consensus on the standards they

develop. [emphasis added]”168

This means that the emphasis under federalism in favor of experimentation and different State

standards is actually contrary to the underlying thrust of TBT.

3. Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM)

The ability of States and localities to structure economic development incentives through tax cuts,

grants, loans, or loan guarantees, as well as other provisions to attract and keep businesses may be

undercut by the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. SCM regulates the provision

of subsidies by governments and the ability of other governments to institute countervailing measures

to offset the injury caused by inappropriately subsidized imports. Under the agreement, a subsidy must

contain a financial contribution by a government or any public body within the territory of a member

which confers a benefit (SCM, Art. 1.1). Financial contributions include items such as grants, loans,

equity infusions, loan guarantees, fiscal incentives, the provision of goods or services, and the purchase

of goods (SCM, Art. 1.1 (a)(1)). Note that the very definition of a subsidy includes within it contributions

not just by the national government but by subnational governments as well. Only specific subsidies,

that is, subsidies that are not widely available within an economy, are included (SCM, Art. 2).

Nevertheless, included subsidies cover not just subsidies to specific companies or industries, but sub-

sidies that target a specific region, export goods, or goods using domestic inputs. 

For these covered subsidies there are three separate categories. First, Article 3 of the SCM outlines

prohibited subsidies, which include those based on export performance as well as those contingent on the

use of domestic over imported goods. Thus, local content subsidies are prohibited under this section of

SCM. A second category relates to actionable subsidies, which are not prohibited but which can be chal-

lenged and yield either to a dispute settlement proceeding or a countervailing measure by the adversely

affected member (SCM, Articles 5-7). A final category relates to subsidies which cannot be countervailed

(SCM, Art. 8). However, the components of this category (basic research, assistance to disadvantaged
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regions, and one-time assistance to adapt existing facilities to new environmental regulations) received

protection for only 5 years after the entering into force of the WTO Agreement (SCM, Art. 31).

The potential impact of the SCM provisions on States is large. First, State and local subsidies are

explicitly covered by the agreement. Second, many States and localities use subsidies, such as tax breaks

to specific companies and other techniques to attract business, which could be challenged under the

SCM. However, they could only be challenged if another country could demonstrate that it has been

injured or seriously prejudiced by the subsidy.169 The number of potential State laws subject to question

is significant. According to a study by Robert Stumberg,170 programs in California that may fail under

the SCM standards include the California Export Finance Program (prohibited); the California

Hardwoods Industry Initiative and California Technology Investment Program (subject to countervail-

ing measures); and the California Transportation Research and Innovation Program; the Energy

Conservation and Development Program; and increased research activities tax credits (for all of which

the 5-year sunset period has expired). Furthermore, California’s promotion of various economic activi-

ties through tax credits, exemptions, deductions, deferred payments or preferred rates could be at risk

“if they somehow work to the advantage of California-based firms in an international context, even if

foreign firms also, in theory, qualify for the benefit.”171

Finally, the structure and range of various subsidies is one of the ways that States compete with

each other in providing different environments for their citizens and businesses. This agreement

potentially removes from States and localities a significant tool that they have used to define themselves

and their general approach to economic development.

4. Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA)

The Agreement on Government Procurement is particularly important in two respects. First, it gets at

the heart of how governments choose to spend their resources, calling into question a wide range of

buy-local, small business and minority set-asides, veteran and disabled procurement preferences, and

other daily practices of the 50 States. Second, the GPA is particularly detailed in terms of the extent and

specificity of its requirements. 

Before examining the specific requirements of the GPA, however, it is important to note that this

agreement provides a compelling example of the ways in which the States may be increasingly subject to
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decisions made by federal fiat (a point further explored in the section on federal/State dynamics). On its

face, the GPA, which is a plurilateral agreement, looks like an example of federal/State comity. Its impact

on States is not automatic: while the United States has chosen to be bound by its terms, States were made

subject to it only if they chose to be, and States could make this decision on an agency by agency basis.172

As of June 2000, 37 States had agreed to be bound by its terms, including States like California, New York,

Texas, Florida and Illinois, accounting for approximately 80% of State procurement.173

However, there is another reality here that raises troubling concerns. Yes, the States were able to

choose whether they were covered. But that decision was made by Governors acting unilaterally in

many cases, rather than through State legislative processes. Yes, States were allowed to make agency-

by-agency determinations about whether they would be bound. But a number of Governors who agreed

to be bound by the GPA expressly indicated that they did not agree to be bound by its detailed proce-

dural obligations — yet these State reservations were not included by the federal government in the US

Annex. Thus, despite the State reservations the US is presumably now internationally obligated to com-

ply with those provisions in the covered States.174

Under the GPA, States in their government procurement over a certain threshold dollar amount

are required to give the products, services and suppliers of other parties treatment “no less favorable”

than that accorded to domestic products, services and suppliers.175 Covered States would also not be able

to discriminate against locally-established suppliers on the basis of the country of production of the

good or service or on the basis of foreign affiliation or ownership.176 This means that Buy-American

laws would be effectively prohibited.177 While the wording of this restriction seems to make it possible

for States to give more protection to foreign suppliers than to those of other States,178 it appears that

many buy-in-State procurement preferences would be subject to challenge as they would often arbi-

trarily discriminate against foreign suppliers or products.179

The GPA provides a detailed set of restrictions on State activities. It prohibits technical speci-

fications that “create unnecessary obstacles to international trade,”180 and provides detailed tendering

requirements (Articles VII – XVI). These requirements include items such as qualification of suppliers

(Art. VIII); information required to be included in notices of proposed procurement (Art. IX); selection

procedures (Art. X); time-limits (Art. XI); and tender documentation (Art. XII). Generally, the tender

procedures require tendering to be competitive, either to all firms or to all pre-qualified firms.181
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Mechanisms must also be established to allow awards to be contested by bidders.182 An examination of

State laws related to procurement conducted by James D. Southwick183 found multiple cases in which

numerous State laws failed to meet the specific requirements of the GPA. For example, Southwick con-

cluded that “No [S]tate’s law precisely mandates all of ...[the] requirements regarding the preparation of

specifications. In particular, no [S]tate provides that specifications should be based on international

standards, and very few [S]tates indicates that firms with a commercial interest in a procurement

should not assist in the preparation of specifications for it.”184

Southwick also found several States which either encourage or require specifications that discrim-

inate against products manufactured outside the US or expressly allow for specifications that favor par-

ticular brand names or manufacturers.185 Similar findings were made regarding prequalification proce-

dures, notification procedures, etc. 

What is perhaps most striking about the GPA is the level of detail required. For example, each

notice of proposed procurement is required to contain a precise list of information, including:

• the nature and quantity, including any options for further procurement and, if possible, an esti-

mate of the timing when such options may be exercised; in the case of recurring contracts the nature

and quantity and, if possible, an estimate of the timing of the subsequent tender notices for the prod-

ucts or services to be procured;

• the address and final date for submitting an application to be invited to tender or for qualifying

for the suppliers’ lists, or for receiving tenders, as well as the language or languages in which they must

be submitted;

• the address of the entity awarding the contract and providing any information necessary for

obtaining specifications and other documents;

• whether the entity is inviting offers for purchase, lease, rental or hire purchase, or more than one

of these methods.186

There are also detailed requirements for what must be published in a summary notice for each case of

intended procurement,187 regarding permanent lists of qualified suppliers,188 etc. It is difficult to imag-

ine that any State could meet all these detailed requirements without making at least some modifica-

tions to its existing procedures.

It should also be noted that the European Union and Japan brought a complaint in 1997 (since sus-
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pended) against the United States, claiming that the Massachusetts law prohibiting contracts with

firms doing business with or in Myanmar is in violation of the requirements of the GPA.189 The

Massachusetts law was struck down by the Supreme Court in Crosby v. National Foreign Trade Council

on other grounds.190      

5. Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMs)

TRIMs deals with a series of policies used by governments to force foreign investors to attain certain

performance standards such as local content or export performance requirements. The agreement

affirms that GATT rules on national treatment and the prohibition of quantitative restrictions apply to

investment policies to the extent trade flows are directly affected. This effectively bans any TRIM which

violates these rules. The agreement prohibits not only mandatory measures but also those “‘with which

compliance is necessary to obtain an advantage’” such as a tax concession or subsidy. While the agree-

ment clearly reflects its provenance as a compromise between developed and developing economies, it

may represent merely a first step toward future action in this area which could impact State investment

rules.191

It should be noted in this respect that NAFTA already covers trade in many services and invest-

ments.192 And, if NAFTA is in any way a harbinger of future developments in this area, the impact on

States could be traumatic. In fact, Chapter 11 of NAFTA allows private foreign investors themselves to

challenge a host government’s investment regulations through a binding arbitration proceeding, the

decision of which is automatically enforceable in the domestic courts of the country involved.193 The first

three claims made under Chapter 11 against the US have targeted State government policies.194 For

example, Methanex Corporation of Vancouver is seeking $970 million in compensation for costs

imposed on it by California’s decision to phase out the use of MTBE (an ingredient of which Methanex

provides) by the end of 2002. And a Canadian funeral services company has filed a complaint charg-

ing that a provision of Mississippi state law requiring the company, as a condition of appealing an

award in a state court lawsuit against the company, to post a bond amounting to 125% of the award

forced the company to settle under duress, thereby causing a claimed $725 million in damages. Should

such suits be successful, they would dramatically increase the vulnerability of State policymaking, tra-

ditional State tort law, and numerous other areas of State authority to international rulemaking.195
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6. Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

Might States be subject in the future not just to rules that require them to refrain from undertaking spe-

cific policies but also to internationally-negotiated regimes that actually affirmatively require specific sub-

stantive policies? This is the immediate significance of the TRIPS agreement which is unique within the

agreements under the WTO in that it requires members to pursue a series of specific, similar policies.

In this regard, TRIPS represents an actual move toward greater harmonization.196 Generally, TRIPS

establishes minimum substantive standards of protection (e.g., compliance with the substantive provi-

sions of the Berne Convention); requires members to provide procedures and remedies under domestic

law for effective enforcement of intellectual property rights by rightsholders; and extends basic GATT

principles such as transparency, national treatment and MFN to the intellectual property arena.197 The

substantive provisions of TRIPS cover seven categories: copyright and related rights; trademarks and

service marks; geographical indications; industrial designs; patents; layout designs of integrated circuits;

and trade secrets and know-how.198 While intellectual property clearly falls within the jurisdiction of

Congress under Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 of the Constitution, the TRIPS agreement may have poten-

tially significant ramifications for States. First, as noted above, it represents an initial move toward

greater substantive harmonization which would have clear implications for State authority if extended in

future negotiating rounds to other substantive areas. Second, TRIPS represents an expansion of the

GATT framework from items that facilitate free trade to other items. Indeed, on a certain level the pro-

tection of intellectual property rights represents a form of permitted monopoly-creation.199

7. General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)

GATS represents another extension of the GATT framework from the traditional focus on trade in

goods, as it applies MFN treatment to all services but those specifically exempted. The GATT national

treatment principle applies only to services specifically listed in the agreement. Generally, GATS intro-

duces market-access obligations under which six kinds of market access restrictions are prohibited.

These include restrictions related to the number of service suppliers allowed, the value of transactions

or assets, as well as the type of legal entity through which a service supplier is permitted to supply a

service (e.g., branches versus subsidiaries for banks).200
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For our purposes, GATS is significant for several reasons. First, along with TRIMs, it makes tradi-

tional areas of State regulation such as banking, investment services, tourism and insurance subject to

federal trade regulations.201 Others have argued that the reach of GATS may ultimately cause federal

regulations to extend and State regulation to shrink even further, in areas such as telecommunications,

accounting, engineering, construction, travel, and the practice of law.202 Second, GATS, together with

TRIMs and TRIPS, may represent merely the wedge of a much more detailed series of international

agreements on topics from antitrust to consumer safety.203

As can be seen from the above descriptions, the agreements entered into as Part of the completion

of the Uruguay Round and the creation of the WTO present significant challenges for States. Principles

such as national treatment and MFN, and concepts such as “least restrictive means”, risk assessment

requirements, and preferences for international standards and even harmonization, threaten to inter-

nationalize many policy decisions which previously fit squarely within States’ traditional authority.

However, the impact of these agreements on States goes beyond the specific substantive requirements

and to more general concerns about changes to the dynamics of the federal/State relationship.

WTO Issues Affecting Federal/State Dynamics

Having examined several of the details of the underlying WTO agreements, it is now necessary to step

back and consider the manifold ways in which these agreements will impact federal/State dynamics.

The agreements described above, while differing in their details, pose together considerable challenges

for States and American federalism. The flexibility of States to enact their own standards — different

from those of the federal government and from their sister States — may be eroded, as the very differ-

ences among the States can serve as the basis for a challenge under the WTO.204 State flexibility to use

traditional tools such as tax credits and exemptions, loan guarantees, procurement preference pro-

grams and others, has been significantly reduced if not eliminated.205 And States will be required to

expend time, money and energy in structuring future legislation in a way to meet WTO guidelines.206

Indeed, the potential expenditures and limits on decisionmaking imposed on the States by these fed-

erally initiated and approved agreements are far greater than the de minimis impositions on State actions

which the Supreme Court has found so unacceptable in the context of its recent federalism decisions.207

Yet the implications are even more far-reaching. The WTO regulations open up an entirely new
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arena through which different political actors can pressure States to enact policies to their liking.208

Those who oppose any subsidies to businesses may now be able to use the SCM to pressure legislators

to reduce such subsidies. Those who oppose stringent environmental, consumer, or financial regula-

tions may be able to use the entire panoply of WTO agreements as weapons in their own battles. Both

the left and the right will be able to take advantage of new avenues for persuasion, while also encoun-

tering new vulnerabilities for some of the programs and policy goals they hold most dear.

These agreements can be used not just directly, i.e., by arguing in the policy debate that potential

State legislation may contravene WTO rules; they can also be used indirectly, as different interest

groups which lose the political battle on the State level appeal either to the federal government or even

to overseas governments to challenge the disputed State rule. For example, a business organization that

fails to convince a State to refrain from adopting various strict environmental regulations could now,

working through its members’ foreign subsidiaries, encourage foreign governments to challenge the

propriety of those regulations. Having lost in the domestic political process, appeal is now possible

through an international process according to rules essentially imposed on the States by their federal

government. This new political dynamic also threatens to change the dynamic of federal/State relations

as it would be the federal government, rather than the States, which would be able to defend (or choose

not to defend) any controverted State regulation. In order to understand how these new political

dynamics could play out, we need to examine in some detail the respective federal and State roles in

the WTO dispute settlement process.

1. The Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU)

The DSU establishes a single dispute settlement procedure for almost all of the relevant Uruguay

Round agreements (DSU, Article 1). Under the DSU, a dispute is initiated by a WTO member (i.e., a

national government) or group of members with a request for consultations (DSU, Articles 3 and 4). If

these consultations fail to reach a settlement, a complainant can request the creation of a panel (DSU,

Article 6) comprised of three impartial individuals (DSU, Article 8). The panel receives oral and writ-

ten arguments from the relevant parties (DSU, Article 12) and issues an interim report which is dis-

tributed to the members (DSU, Article 15) for adoption by the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). 

Prior to 1994, nationstates were effectively able to block adoption of a report by the DSB as adop-
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tion required consensus, and the losing party’s voice was sufficient to block that consensus.209 Under

the DSU, reports are deemed adopted unless there is a consensus to the contrary, and since the win-

ning party can block such a consensus, adoption of the report is almost axiomatic (DSU, Article 16).

However, the losing party does have the option of an appeal to an appellate division of seven individu-

als (three of whom serve on any one case). The report of the appellate division is considered adopted

unless there is a contrary consensus (DSU, Article 17).

Several elements of this process are noteworthy. First, it should be noted that panel members are

selected from a group of people having special expertise in trade matters (e.g., persons who have served

as a country’s representative to GATT or in the Secretariat, those who have served as a senior trade pol-

icy official, or those who have taught or published on international law or policy) (DSU, Article 8). Note

that these are experts in trade, not in the particular industries affected, and certainly not in American

constitutional law and the requirements of federalism.210

Second, under Article 22, the losing party is expected to bring the nonconforming measure into

compliance or otherwise implement the recommendations of the DSB. Alternatively, the losing party

can enter negotiations with the winning party to provide mutually acceptable compensation. Otherwise,

the winning party may request authorization from the DSB to suspend the application to the losing

party of concessions or other obligations under the covered agreements. While there is an initial pre-

sumption in the DSU that the winning party will first seek to impose these sanctions in the same sec-

tor as the violation occurred, it may impose sanctions in other sectors (DSU, Art. 22, Paragraph 3(b))

or even under another covered agreement (DSU, Art. 22, Paragraph 3(c)). This means that if a New York

State law is challenged and found to be nonconforming, the retaliatory sanctions may barely hurt New

York at all, but rather impose costs on California or the nation as a whole. 

Third, the dispute resolution process operates according to strict rules of secrecy. Under Appendix

3, Working Procedures, the panel meets in closed session, the documents submitted to it are kept con-

fidential, and the parties to the dispute are only present when invited by the panel. Since the parties to

the dispute are member governments (rather than the States whose regulations may be at issue), affect-

ed States are only able to follow the proceedings to the extent that the US federal government shares

information with them. While the Uruguay Agreement Implementing Act established in federal law211

a process for federal-State consultation regarding dispute settlement proceedings which is intended to
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ensure State involvement in development of the US position at each stage, it is still the federal govern-

ment that ultimately calls the shots.212

2. Enforcement of Dispute Settlement Decisions

Under US law, the decision of a dispute settlement panel is not self-executing.213 This means that fed-

eral action is required to enforce the decision of the DSB. In general, the federal government could at

any point enact a federal law, passed by Congress and signed by the President, to preempt a noncon-

forming State law. However, even in the absence of Congressional action, the executive branch acting

through the US Trade Representative (USTR) is empowered to take action to bring the State law into

conformance.214 Specifically, the US may bring an action in federal court against the State to have the

nonconforming law declared invalid.215

The Uruguay Agreement Implementing Act does impose several restrictions on the USTR’s 

flexibility in this regard: the US bears the burden of proving that the State law is nonconforming, and

the decision of the DSB is accorded no deference by the court in making this determination.216 States

are further protected by the provision that only the US and no private parties may bring suit against a

State on the grounds that the State is not conforming with the provisions of the relevant Uruguay 

agreements.217

3. Specific Applications

While the above procedures appear at first blush both detailed and relatively trivial, taken together they

represent a significant potential change in the dynamics of federal/State relations. First, the federal gov-

ernment in general and the USTR in particular now have an additional policy stick to wield over States.218

States are now dependent on the federal government to make their case for them in front of the DSB. In

this context, it is unlikely that the federal government would allow States to defend their interests before

this body in a manner contrary to official US policies.219 And the USTR will have an incentive to trade

away State rather than federal laws in negotiating with foreign countries.220 Indeed, even a well-meaning

USTR would be in an uncomfortable position as he would have to defend the State law before the DSB

knowing that he may have to make the opposite arguments if he loses and then needs to go to federal

court to compel State compliance. Thus, Laurence Tribe has argued that the USTR would likely be
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inclined not to make the strongest possible arguments before the DSB.221 Furthermore, the executive

branch’s ability to proceed against the nonconforming State in federal court without Congressional

agreement means that the protections that the States enjoy through the Congressional process become

irrelevant to the decision.222 Indeed, the power of the USTR vis a vis the States crops up in many unex-

pected forms. For example, under GATT, the States were permitted to reserve various tax laws, but such

reservation was subject to a decision by the USTR to accept the reservation.223

Admittedly, States may also have an additional policy stick, as they can make things difficult for the

USTR in other disputes. Texas regulators, for example, spoke to European negotiators about using

European certification procedures during the fight between the US and Europe over hormone-related

beef.224 Nevertheless, on balance, it is the federal government and the USTR that can use the dispute

process to influence State policies in a way desirable to the federal government.

Second, this newfound power does not come into play merely after initiation of a challenge to a

State law under the DSU. As indicated earlier, the federal government probably has the authority to sue

States regarding nonconforming State laws even in the absence of a foreign complaint.225 In addition,

the federal government now has a new incentive to intervene in State legislative processes early on.

Thus, one could imagine the State Department trying to pressure a State legislature to avoid adopting

a tax that could be WTO illegal (or that could merely lead to potential foreign challenges).226 And the

federal government would now have an incentive to pressure States not to engage in experimentation

or innovation that could lead to potential challenges.227 In fact, the federal government can not only

identify potentially nonconforming State laws, it also holds within its power the ability to make it more

likely that foreign governments will challenge those laws. For example, if the USTR challenges the laws

of another nation’s subnational governments, it is likely that the defending nation will respond with a

countersuit challenging US State laws.228 Indeed, as noted earlier, it was precisely such a countersuit to

a US complaint against Canadian provincial statutes that led to the Beer II complaint.229 And even if the

US does not single out a subnational government, it could be expected that any national target of

American complaints would look to throw the “kitchen sink” at the US in terms of potential counter-

suits, including complaints against State laws.230 As Robert Stumberg has noted, all kinds of “hostage-

taking” scenarios could emerge.

Finally, the dynamics of cross-sectoral sanctions significantly impact State abilities to maintain fed-
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eral support for their policies. If a State law is found to be nonconforming, the winning complainant

may choose to bring sanctions that target not the nonconforming State but rather other States, such as

the home States of key Congressional leaders.231 This means that Congress may face new pressures to

compel State compliance, and the issue facing the federal government will cease to be one of protect-

ing State sovereignty and become one rather of choosing among the interests of competing States.232

Crossover sanctions can also lead to sanctioned businesses lobbying Congress to preempt the State law,

again increasing the pressures on the State and requiring increased State expenditure of time, effort,

resources, and political chits to maintain the State’s policy autonomy.

International Law and American Federalism

The WTO Regime is just the most prominent example of a broader globalization trend impacting the

States: the increasingly substantive breadth of international law. States’ extensive authority to regulate in

numerous traditional areas (such as banking, insurance, financial services, and even solid waste manage-

ment or hospitals) may now be dramatically restricted not just by WTO regulations but by the broader

reach of international law acting through treaties, executive agreements, and the like. An increasing num-

ber of areas that were traditionally left to the discretion of the States are now the subject of international

treaties and agreements through which the federal government imposes new obligations on the States. 

A Governor may say, “Yes, I understand this concern, but can’t I rely on the Supreme Court, which

has become increasingly vigilant in monitoring federal incursions on State sovereignty, to protect my

State’s authority?” The answer to this is No, for two different reasons. First, the new encroachments on

State flexibility are generally occurring through the treaty process, which is an area where the court has

traditionally given the federal government extensive authority to impinge on State flexibility and

authority. Thus, in a very practical sense, the Court’s approach to treaties and its renewed concern with

State sovereignty are on a collision course. 

Second, the way in which the Court has chosen to increase its protection of State sovereignty from

federal legislative incursions ironically now diminishes the ability of the Court to protect State sover-

eignty from federal incursions through the treaty process. While this point is developed further below,

it is important enough to justify a short explanation here. The Court’s recent solicitude for State sover-

eignty has resulted in the Court’s turning away from the Garcia decision233 which had justified judicial
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acceptance of much federal legislation on the theory that State interests were protected through the

political process through which that legislation was adopted. Under this Garcia approach, the justifica-

tion for judicial overturning of such legislation would be a process failure (e.g., an individual State was

“ganged-up on” or, more broadly, the process was one in which State interests were not reflected in the

policymaking process)234, rather than a judicial concern with the substantive reach of the legislation

itself. The Court has more recently effectively rejected the process-based approach in favor of a more

searching substantive inquiry into the legislation’s impact on State sovereignty. While this may warm

the hearts of many States’ rights enthusiasts, it has a very negative ramification which has gone unre-

marked. That is, the strongest argument that States may have for overturning various incursions on

State authority imposed through treaties and broader international laws may be precisely the process-

based approach currently being abandoned by the Supreme Court.235

Thus, the Court’s effort to protect States from domestic federal legislative incursions is not only on

a collision course with its broader treaty-power jurisprudence, but the very way in which the Court is

moving to protect States abandons the Garcia doctrine at precisely the point when it could start to have

real “teeth” as an effective protection for States from internationally-based incursions. This may result

in States’ being left even more defenseless against incursions imposed through treaties and the increas-

ing reach of international law. 

International Law Generally

According to the Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States, sources of

international law include customary law, international agreements, and derivation from general prin-

ciples common to the major legal systems of the world.236 Under current doctrine, international law is

considered “a kind of federal law, and like treaties and other international agreements, it is accorded

supremacy of State law by Article VI of the Constitution.”237 Article VI states that the Constitution, the

Laws of the United States, and all treaties made under the Authority of the United States are “the

supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the

Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.”238

As Louis Henkin has noted, international law is not only the law of the United States, but it “is to

be determined independently by the federal courts, and ultimately by the United States Supreme Court,
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with its determination binding on the [S]tate courts; and. . . a determination of international law by a

[S]tate court is a federal question subject to review by the Supreme Court.”239

Indeed, Henkin has argued that international law generally is not merely binding on the US inter-

nationally, but also incorporated into US law. Thus, it is “‘self-executing’ and is applied by courts in the

United States without any need for it to be enacted or implemented by Congress.”240

1. The Role of States in Foreign Affairs

Not only is international law binding on the States, but States also carry very little weight in the foreign

affairs realm. The Constitution grants Congress the power, among others, to regulate commerce with

foreign nations (Art. I, section 8, clause 3); to define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the

high seas and offenses against the law of nations (section 8, clause 10); to declare war, grant letters of

marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning captures on land and water (clause 11); and to raise

and support armies (clause 12). In addition, the Senate is given the power to ratify treaties and confirm

ambassadorial appointments (Art. II, section 2, clause 2).

The President serves as Commander-in-Chief (Art. II, section 2, clause 1), and is granted the power

to make treaties and appoint ambassadors (subject to Senate ratification) (section 2, clause 2), and to

receive ambassadors (section 3).

In contrast, States are prohibited from entering into treaties, alliances or confederations and from

granting letters of marque and reprisal (Art. I, section 10, clause 1). States are also prohibited from,

without the consent of Congress, keeping troops or ships of war in time of peace, entering into any

agreement or compact with a foreign power, or engaging in war (unless actually invaded or in immi-

nent danger) (Art. II, sec.10, clause 3).

States’ lack of power in foreign affairs has been confirmed by numerous Supreme Court decisions.

In United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corporation, 299 U.S. 304 (1936), the Court suggested that the

federal power over foreign affairs was never derived from the States and thus is not limited by the restric-

tions imposed under the Tenth Amendment.241 In United States v. Belmont, 301 U.S. 324 (1937), the Court

noted that: “In respect of all international negotiations and compacts, and in respect of our foreign rela-

tions generally, [S]tate lines disappear. As to such purposes the State of New York does not exist.”242

States’ essential powerlessness in the area of foreign affairs makes States uniquely vulnerable to
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the expansion of international law precipitated by the globalization process.243

2. Globalization, International Law, and the States

As was clear in the discussion regarding the WTO, globalization has dramatically expanded the types

of topics that are covered under international agreements. Thus, the traditional foreign affairs agenda

has been supplemented by a series of issues “formerly the concern of domestic governance alone.”244

At the same time, public international law now “frequently regulates both public and private activities

that were formerly viewed as domestic concerns....It also regulates issues like environmental protection

and family law that in prior times were exclusively governed by domestic law.”245

Indeed, some have suggested that international human rights agreements may lead to challenges

to activities that have traditionally been clearly within the State domain, such as corporal punishment

in schools and the death penalty.246 With globalization have come other changes as well. For example,

domestic law and activities are increasingly seen to have foreign consequences.247 Furthermore, inter-

national law has increasingly concerned itself with the actions of private persons and corporations, in

addition to governments.248

What does this mean for States? As Barry Friedman has argued: “if the national government’s power

in foreign affairs is great, and the area that can be called foreign affairs is endlessly expansive, then [S]tate

autonomy is subject to serious compacting by the shrinking boundaries of our global village.”249

Thus, both the Congress and the Executive gain more authority vis a vis the States whether it is due

to a diminishing area of domestic legislation that can be considered without concern for foreign rela-

tions impacts; an expanding international market that increases pressures for national uniformity; or

the overall expansion of foreign affairs and international law in which State powers are not protected.250

Brian Hocking has argued that this can have potentially dire consequences for federalism: “if central

government, by virtue of its control over foreign policy, can impinge more and more on the responsi-

bilities of the constituent governments using the argument that the foreign policy agenda has expand-

ed to include a range of issues once assumed to be exclusively domestic in nature, then the logic of a

division of powers is endangered.”251

The threat to State authority, however, is particularly acute when one examines the changing nature

of treaties and their ratification.
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Treaties and the States

States operate today in a world that is increasingly connected through a web of treaties. These treaties,

as John Yoo has noted, are becoming more like the permanent statutes and regulations that character-

ize the domestic legal system, and less like mutually convenient compacts to undertake specific nation-

state action.252 Indeed, Abram and Antonia Chayes have argued that while many treaties remain for-

mally between nationstates, they are increasingly intended to regulate individuals’ and private entities’

activities253 (and to the extent they regulate public activities, it is sometimes on behalf of private eco-

nomic interests).254

1. Treaties’ Privileged Position

Treaties occupy a privileged position vis a vis the States, as no treaty has ever been struck down as an

infringement on State sovereignty.255 Part of the reason for treaties’ privileged position relates to States’ lack

of power in the realm of foreign affairs generally. However, treaties offer Congress and the Executive a par-

ticularly alluring option: the federal government is empowered to take steps through treaties that would

otherwise be denied it. This was made clear by the famous case of Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416 (1920).

Congress had previously attempted under its domestic lawmaking powers to enact legislation regulating

the killing of migratory birds within the United States. This statute was struck down in two lower court

decisions as not being within any of Congress’s enumerated powers. The US then entered into a treaty

with Great Britain, the Migratory Bird Treaty, governing migration of birds between the US and Canada,

under which the killing, capture, or selling of certain migratory birds was regulated. When the State of

Missouri challenged the treaty and its regulations as impinging on the State’s Tenth Amendment rights,

the Court upheld the treaty (and implementing legislation), making clear that Congress could enact

through its treaty powers regulations that would otherwise be beyond its authority.256

The impact of Missouri v. Holland was somewhat limited over the past 50 years as the Court’s will-

ingness to expand the realm of federal authority under its domestic powers made it less necessary for

the federal government to resort to operating under its treaty powers.257 However, a series of recent fed-

eralism decisions threatens to undercut the reach of federal domestic powers, thereby increasing the

temptation for the federal government to use its treaty powers even more.258
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2. Recent Federalism Decisions

Over the last decade the Supreme Court has issued a series of decisions that restrict the reach of federal pow-

ers in two areas. First, the Court has shown far greater willingness than during the previous half century to

restrict Congressional powers under the interstate commerce clause. Second, the Court has proven increas-

ingly solicitous of States’ rights under the Tenth Amendment as a meaningful restriction on federal legis-

lation. While these decisions have generally been adopted by a highly divided Court with a majority of only

5 votes (so that a single change in Court membership could theoretically reverse the current trend), taken

together they represent a significant and potentially major change in the shape of federalism. For our pur-

poses, they both highlight a series of concerns (such as commandeering of State processes, and the role of

federalism in insuring accountability) for us to apply more broadly to the globalization process, and estab-

lish a reason for the federal government to rely far more extensively on its treaty powers in the future.

The Court’s newfound willingness to impose limits on federal action under the interstate com-

merce clause first gained prominence in 1995 with United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995), in which

the Court, for the first time since the New Deal, invalidated a federal statute for exceeding Congress’s

authority to regulate interstate commerce under Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution. In Lopez, the

Court struck down the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990, under which Congress had made posses-

sion of a firearm in a school zone a federal offense. The Court noted that “[t]he Constitution creates a

Federal Government of enumerated powers” and held that the interstate commerce clause could not be

read so broadly as to grant Congressional power to enact the Act. In so doing, the Court rejected the

federal government’s contention that possession of a firearm in a school zone may result in violent

crime which affects the functioning of the national economy by raising insurance and other costs, by

reducing the willingness of individuals to travel to areas within the country perceived as unsafe, and by

posing a substantial threat to the educational process which will result in a less productive citizenry.

The Court reasoned that under the federal government’s theory of the case:

it is difficult to perceive any limitation on federal power, even in areas such as criminal law

enforcement or education where States historically have been sovereign. Thus, if we were to

accept the Government’s arguments, we are hard-pressed to posit any activity by an individual

that Congress is without power to regulate....To uphold the Government’s contentions here, we

would have to pile inference upon inference in a manner that would bid fair to convert congres-
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sional authority under the Commerce Clause to a general police power of the sort retained by the

States.259

The Court’s continuing adherence to this more restrictive view of federal interstate commerce pow-

ers260 was illustrated in its recent decision in United States v. Morrison261 under which the Court invali-

dated a portion of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994262 which provided a federal civil remedy for

the victims of gender-motivated violence. The relevant section of the Act would have enabled victims of

gender-based crimes of violence to sue their attackers in federal court for compensatory and punitive

damages, regardless of whether the defendant had been charged, prosecuted, or convicted of the crime

in a State court. Unlike the situation in Lopez, Congress had explicitly found, based on extensive testi-

mony, that gender-based crimes of violence 

have a substantial adverse effect on interstate commerce, by deterring potential victims from

traveling interstate, from engaging in employment in interstate business, and from transacting

with business, and in places involved, in interstate commerce...[,] by diminishing national pro-

ductivity, increasing medical and other costs, and decreasing the supply of and the demand for

interstate products....H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 103-711, p.385 (1994)263

Applying the framework established in Lopez, the Court again found the chain of reasoning link-

ing the harms to their impact on interstate commerce too tenuous, and noted that the government’s

reasoning if accepted 

would allow Congress to regulate any crime as long as the nationwide, aggregated impact of that

crime has substantial effects on employment, production, transit, or consumption. Indeed, if

Congress may regulate gender-motivated violence, it would be able to regulate murder or any

other type of violence since gender-motivated violence, as a subset of all violent crime, is certain

to have lesser economic impacts than the larger class of which it is a part.264

Furthermore, the Court again suggested that this same line of reasoning could be “applied equal-

ly as well to family law and other areas of traditional [S]tate regulation, since the aggregate effect of mar-

riage, divorce, and child rearing on the national economy is undoubtedly significant.”

In sum, during the past five years, the Court has moved to limit in rather dramatic fashion its pre-

vious willingness to read very broadly the extent of Congressional powers under the interstate com-

merce clause. The impact of these holdings is intensified by a series of other recent decisions in which
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the Court has also found renewed bite in the limits on Congressional powers deriving from the Tenth

Amendment.265 In New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144 (1992), the Court struck down as a violation

of the Tenth Amendment (and exceeding Congressional powers under the interstate commerce clause)

a section of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 which required States

unable by January 1, 1996 to dispose of the low-level radioactive waste generated within their borders

to instead take title to and possession of that waste and become liable for all damages waste generators

suffer as a result of the State’s failure to do so promptly. The Court interpreted this “take-title” provi-

sion as offering States the “option” of either regulating pursuant to Congress’s direction or taking title

to the waste, neither of which the Congress could, according to the Court, require of States directly. The

Court found that requiring States to take title and assume liability for the damages

would “commandeer” [S]tate governments into the service of federal regulatory purposes, and

would for this reason be inconsistent with the Constitution’s division of authority between fed-

eral and [S]tate governments. On the other hand, the second alternative held out to [S]tate gov-

ernments - regulating pursuant to Congress’ direction - would, standing alone, present a simple

command to [S]tate governments to implement legislation enacted by Congress. As we have

seen, the Constitution does not empower Congress to subject [S]tate governments to this type of

instruction.266

Thus, the Court held that the take-title provision of the Act would commandeer the legislative

processes of the States by directly compelling them to enact and enforce a federal regulatory program,

a power which Congress does not have. This limitation on Congressional power was grounded in an

increasing concern for State sovereignty reflected in the structure of the Constitution, and expressed

most directly in the Tenth Amendment which “confirms that the power of the Federal Government is

subject to limits that may, in a given instance, reserve power to the States.”

The extent of the Court’s renewed appreciation for the role of the Tenth Amendment as a limita-

tion on overall federal powers was made clear in Printz v. United States, 117 S. Ct. 2365 (1997), in which

the Court struck down portions of the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act which required State

and local law enforcement officers to conduct background checks on prospective handgun purchasers

and to perform certain related tasks. Firearms dealers were required to send certain information about

prospective purchasers to the chief law enforcement officer (CLEO) of the purchaser’s residence. The
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CLEO must then “make a reasonable effort to ascertain within 5 business days” including through

“research in whatever State and local record keeping systems are available and in a national system des-

ignated by the Attorney General” whether the purchase would violate the law. If the CLEO notifies the

dealer that the purchaser is ineligible to receive a handgun, he must, upon request, provide the pur-

chaser with a written statement of the reasons for that determination.

The Court found that requiring State/local officers to perform these tasks on behalf of the federal

government was an inappropriate diminution of State sovereignty, as it conscripted State officers direct-

ly into implementation of federal law.

The Federal Government may neither issue directives requiring the States to address particular

problems, nor command the States’ officers, or those of their political subdivisions, to administer

or enforce a federal regulatory program. It matters not whether policymaking is involved, and no

case-by-case weighing of the burdens or benefits is necessary; such commands are fundamen-

tally incompatible with our constitutional system of dual sovereignty.267

Thus, the Court reaffirmed its willingness to find within the Tenth Amendment and the broad

Constitutional structure of which it is a part clear limits on federal authority and renewed solicitude for

State sovereignty.

3. Implications of Recent Federalism Decisions vis a vis Treaties

These recent federalism decisions have several significant ramifications for our inquiry. First, there is

the potential that the Court’s approach to treaties and its renewed concern with State sovereignty are

on a collision course. Certainly, one can easily distinguish the two lines of cases to avoid such a colli-

sion as a doctrinal matter: since the external foreign affairs powers of the United States did not derive

initially from the States, they are not among the powers reserved to the States by the Tenth

Amendment.268 Nevertheless, on a more practical level, the idea of protecting State sovereignty more

vigorously in the face of domestic federal legislation, while continuing to give carte blanche to whatev-

er actions the federal government takes in the expanding realm of foreign affairs, seems to threaten to

once again relegate the protection of State sovereignty to a rapidly diminishing arena. Furthermore, the

ironic result of such a continued distinction may be to increase the incentives on Congress and the

Executive to enact more and more legislation through the guise of their treaty powers.269 This develop-
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ment would deny States the greater opportunity for influence that they currently enjoy as players in

domestic legislative processes. 

This concern is heightened in light of the fact that more and more treaties are entering into force

without receiving a two-thirds vote from the Senate, which has traditionally been another way that State

interests have been protected in the process.270 Both the WTO Agreement and NAFTA were adopted

under procedures requiring a majority vote of both houses of Congress, rather than a two-thirds vote

in the Senate.271 Indeed, not only can treaty adoption bypass the protections for States inherent in the

two-thirds Senate approval requirement, it can also bypass Congress altogether, as the Supreme Court

has sanctioned the making of Executive Agreements in the foreign affairs realm.272

One way to deal with this concern may be increasing judicial concern for whether an obligation

was imposed as a result of a treaty, a joint resolution, or an executive agreement. Under such a scenario,

the Court would be more willing to protect States from the implications of executive agreements which

do not have the same process protections as do treaties or joint resolutions.273

There is, however, a further possible twist here. In Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit

Authority, 469 U.S. 528 (1985), the Court relied on national political processes, rather than active judi-

cial intervention, to protect States from infringements on their sovereignty. The Garcia reliance on

national political processes did leave room, however, for more active judicial intervention “to compen-

sate for possible failings in the national political process.”274 However, the Court has refrained from

defining precisely what would qualify as such as failing. In South Carolina v. Baker, 485 U.S. 505 (1988),

the Court rejected the argument that Congress’s removal of a federal tax exemption from bearer (as

opposed to registered) bonds issued by the States arose from a national political process defect. In

rejecting South Carolina’s claim, the Court, while refusing to define what would constitute such a

process failing, did note that “South Carolina has not even alleged that it was deprived of any right to

participate in the national political process or that it was singled out in a way that left it politically iso-

lated and powerless.”275 Might it be possible that the imposition on the States of a wide range of regu-

lations through reliance on federal Treaty-making powers could rise to the level of a process failure?

This would presumably be more likely in the event of Executive Agreements or fast-track consideration

of treaties276 (in which States are not protected by the same legislative ability to amend the Treaty). 

But it could arise in other ways as well. Consider, for example, the process concerns that arise out
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of the GATS (a trade agreement approved by a majority of both houses of Congress under the fast-track

process) which includes within itself a built-in authorization for future negotiations on transparency

and disciplines on domestic regulation of services (including areas such as solid waste management,

hospital services, and others).277 Negotiations on issues of traditional State authority could commence

even without explicit Congressional authorization.

This raises the intriguing possibility that the Garcia case could actually provide far more effective pro-

tection of the States than initially anticipated.278 And it raises the irony that the Court is moving away from

the Garcia analysis (having effectively overruled it implicitly) at precisely the point when it might become

a more powerful tool for judicial intervention. This irony is furthered by the fact that the Court is aban-

doning the search for procedural rules (which are relatively easy to develop and monitor) for the far more

difficult terrain of establishing a series of substantive boundaries for permissible federal legislative actions.

Second, to the extent that commandeering of State processes is a key concern, more and more

treaties are imposing increasing obligations on States that far exceed those struck down as inappropri-

ate commandeering under Printz. For example, the TBT requires each member to establish an enquiry

point and to provide documents on issues including “standards adopted or proposed by central or local

government bodies...”279 One would presume that such a requirement may well lead to a requirement

on States to provide the central government with this information.280 This would probably require far

greater paperwork than was required of the CLEOs in implementing the Brady Act provisions.

The potential commandeering by treaties of State processes is not just limited to paperwork. Under

the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (to which the US is a party), several requirements are

imposed on State/local authorities if they arrest a foreign national. These include notification of his

consular post, giving the foreign national the right to send a message to his consular post, and a

requirement that he be informed of these rights.281

Curtis Bradley has identified a broad range of other treaties that may impose burdens on States or

remove various policies from their decisionmaking processes, include the Convention on Elimination of

All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (signed but not yet ratified by US), which includes provi-

sions addressing discrimination in recreational activities, sports, cultural life, marriage and family life;

the Convention on the Rights of the Child (also signed but not yet ratified by the US) which gives chil-

dren both procedural as well as substantive rights concerning a broad range of issues such as expression,
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belief, association, privacy, education, and standard of living; the Hostage Convention, which federalizes

kidnappings whenever a foreign citizen is involved; and the Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods which when it applies preempts State law including the Uniform

Commercial Code.282 Bradley also notes several treaties in the process of negotiation which could have

similar effects, including a treaty to establish uniform standards for the recognition and enforcement of

foreign judgments, and the Convention on the Law Applicable to Succession to the Estates of Deceased

Persons.283 He further raises the intriguing possibility that the US could use the Inter-American

Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives,

and other Related Materials to adopt precisely the requirements which were struck down in Printz.284

As can be seen from the above, the process of globalization may not only impose its own limits on

State flexibility, but may also provide an opportunity for the federal government to use treaties to evade

increasing judicial protection of States’ rights in domestic legislation. 

A final irony arises from the fact that taken together the increasing reach of international obliga-

tions accepted by the federal government and the Court’s concern with commandeering by the federal

government may together effectively limit the federal government’s ability to devolve power to the

States even when it wants to. That is, if the federal government devolves to the States power over a cer-

tain area in which there are binding international obligations, the federal government loses the ability

to meet those obligations. This could be easily dealt with if the federal government could require vari-

ous State actions consistent with those obligations, but, given recent Court decisions, such an action

could amount to impermissible commandeering. Thus, the only options that the federal government

has left are to accept the consequences of violating international commitments, try to buy off the States

through incentives, or pre-empt State action through federal legislation. Taking any of these options

effectively undercuts the very devolution that the federal government was trying to achieve. Thus, the

Court’s concern with the consequences of commandeering (together with increasing international obli-

gations) may ultimately limit the ability of the federal government to devolve power to the States across

a wide range of policy areas, thereby restricting the very State flexibility it is intended to enhance. A fur-

ther limitation on State flexibility may arise through the growth of customary international law.

Customary International Law
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One final area that needs to be examined briefly when considering the impact of international law on

the States is the role of customary international law. Might States be required to undertake or refrain

from taking various actions (in areas such as capital punishment, rights to housing, a job, or various

other economic, civil or political rights) not because of a treaty but through the development of cus-

tomary international law itself? Even though treaties or executive agreements may raise serious prob-

lems for State flexibility, they both share at least one attribute: at least some elected official in the fed-

eral government had to concur in an explicit fashion in order for their provisions to become binding.

The same is not true with regard to customary international law. Customary international law is a form

of international law that is created not through a specific agreement but rather “results from a general

and consistent practice of [nation]states followed by them from a sense of legal obligation.”285 While it

is possible for a nationstate to clearly manifest its intent not to be bound by a developing area of cus-

tomary international law,286 in general, customary international law is developed in a far less defined

and explicit fashion than treaty-based law. While there is some debate about what the rule should be,287

under current doctrine customary international law is a part of international law, and “fits comfortably

into the phrase ‘the laws of the United States’ for purposes of supremacy to [S]tate law.”288

As with the expansion of the issue areas covered by treaty, customary international law is both

being created more quickly and reaching more extensively than was the case in the past. This is par-

tially due to the fact that the common practices of nationstates are more easily ascertainable due to new

technologies.289 Also, customary international law is in some ways less tied to direct nationstate prac-

tice than previously, as US courts can increasingly rely on United Nations resolutions, declarations, and

other various international pronouncements and actions of nationstates acting through international

institutions as evidence of customary law.290 The breadth of topics dealt with by the UN and by other

international organization’s pronouncements has also expanded over time.

Thus, globalization’s increasing interactions among states, new technologies and increasingly

active international organizations may all spur the expansion of customary international law, which

could in the future provide one more avenue through which States may lose flexibility and control with-

in the domestic process. Since customary international law is self-executing and therefore does not

require Congressional action to be applied under US law,291 the threat to States may be even greater. As

Curtis Bradley and Jack Goldsmith have argued, the current position of customary international law as
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supreme to State law, “posits that unelected federal judges apply customary law made by the world com-

munity at the expense of [S]tate prerogatives. In this context, of course, the interests of the [S]tates are

neither formally nor effectively represented in the lawmaking process.”292

While the development of customary international law does not pose as immediate a threat to State

flexibility as do treaties or international law more generally, the growth of customary international law

as a result of the globalization process represents one more potential impact on American federalism. 

Broader Dynamics

Perhaps most important for our purposes is the combined impact of each of the developments dis-

cussed above when taken together. In particular, the States are now increasingly at the mercy of the 

federal government to represent their interests in the international legal arena. Only the federal gov-

ernment can defend them before the DSB; only the federal government can negotiate treaties or help

shape international law in its many forms. States need to be concerned about the extent to which their

interests may get traded away by the federal government in its treaty and other international negotia-

tions. Might the federal government be willing to impose increasing burdens on States in administer-

ing various treaty obligations? Might a liberal or conservative federal administration agree to various

substantive international rights that would restrict the ability of States of a different ideological bent to

act differently? Might even a well-meaning federal government use the treaty and international law-

making process, perhaps even unwittingly, to increasingly constrict the areas of State authority? 

The fear that State interests may be traded away in treaty negotiations is not unique to the US. In

1989, the German federal government agreed to a guideline of the European Commission and Council

of Ministers regulating questions of advertising and sponsorship, protection of minors, and various

other items related to television. Bavaria and 8 other Laender claimed before the German Federal

Constitutional Court that the federal government should not have agreed to this guideline, and the Court

generally agreed that the federal government had violated the principle of “federal-states-friendly” behav-

ior. Interestingly, since this decision, the Basic Law has been amended, with a new Article 23 which gives

the German federal government power to transfer sovereign powers by law to Europe with the consent

of the Bundesrat (in which Laender are represented). The law related to the implementation of this new

Article states that if the matter up for decision is in an area essentially within the legislative powers of
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the Laender, then the Bundesrat must not only participate in the process, but its opinion shall prevail.293

In summary, the international arena has become one more area in which States need to be con-

cerned about protecting their autonomy and flexibility, and in which State/federal relations will both be

shaped by and shape the outcome.

State and Local Powers

The challenges posed by globalization are not limited to international regimes such as the WTO and

international law. They also occur closer to home. For example, as already discussed above, States’

spending power may be severely constrained by globalization, whether acting through the limitations

on State procurement processes of the GPA or the effort by the federal government and our trading

partners to limit States’ ability to restrict their spending in ways that impact foreign policy goals (i.e.,

through federal preemption and European challenge to the Massachusetts Burma law discussed above).

Indeed, numerous State spending programs (as well as preferences for various groups such as local

producers, small businesses, minorities, etc.) may be hampered if not short-circuited by various WTO

agreement provisions. Since the background in terms of many of the factual issues as well as underly-

ing dynamics has already been laid above, our discussion of these issues can be relatively brief. In par-

ticular, globalization can be expected to have significant impacts on State activities in several areas

including taxation, regulation, and competition. 

Taxation

States, like governments generally, are dependent on taxation to support their many activities. But tax-

ation goes to the heart of State autonomy as well: States must be able to raise their own revenues if they

are to be able to remain independent of effective federal control. This is particularly true given the

Supreme Court’s determination that while the federal government cannot commandeer State process-

es, it can give States incentives through federal spending. Thus, while the federal government could not

require States to raise their drinking ages to 21, it could condition the receipt of federal highway monies

on their having done so.294 While even States with robust independent sources of revenue are unlikely

to be able to resist the allure of substantial federal dollars, the absence of State revenue bases makes

them all the more vulnerable to federal and other pressures. Furthermore, to the extent that one of the
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benefits of federalism is grounded in the ability of States to offer different approaches to general poli-

cy issues (including different mixes of spending and taxation), this benefit is undercut if States do not

have the resources with which to differentiate themselves from other States. Thus, the effect of global-

ization on States’ ability to raise their own revenues is important to assess. In addition, even if States

can collect revenues, their ability to use their revenue-generating systems to further certain policy goals

(such as providing incentives for certain types of economic development) may be undercut by WTO

rules limiting credits and subsidies.

1. WTO Impacts

As has already been shown above, several of the substantive provisions of the WTO agreements may

impact State revenues. For example, differences among State taxes may be challenged as potential bar-

riers to trade, especially if taxes in other States are lower for a particular industry or product.295 And the

Beer II decision discussed earlier held numerous State alcoholic beverage laws illegal under WTO,

including a Minnesota tax preference to microbreweries (even though all microbreweries were eligi-

ble).296 Numerous State tax preferences, credits, deductions, etc. may also be invalid under the SCM,

and the willingness of the DSB to find tax policies invalid under SCM was recently emphasized by the

ruling that the US special tax credit for foreign sales corporations was an inappropriate subsidy.297

2. General Revenue Impacts

States’ ability to generate revenue through taxation are impacted by several further developments relat-

ed to globalization. To the extent that corporations and MNCs are, through the processes of globaliza-

tion, made more “footloose”, the ability of States to impose taxes on them can be hampered. The easi-

er it is for corporations to leave a State, the more the political pressure grows on States to shift the tax

burden toward a less mobile base. Indeed, Dani Rodrik has argued that the distribution of the tax bur-

den has shifted from capital to labor as economic integration has increased.298 The potential loss in rev-

enue to States from this dynamic is compounded by potential losses to the federal government as it

faces increased difficulty in taxing entities operating outside its jurisdiction.299

A report by the National Governors Association (NGA) confirmed the impact of these and other

developments related to globalization on States’ revenue raising:

The increasingly global nature of business, crossing not only [S]tate but also international bor-
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ders, presents unique challenges for federal and [S]tate tax writers. Large firms can shift income

across these borders for tax purposes, so the taxable income of these enterprises in the United

States and within each [S]tate may sum to less than the total accounted for on tax returns. The

corporate tax base is becoming increasingly unpredictable, and serious inequities may be intro-

duced between large multistate or multinational firms and smaller in-nationstate businesses. As

an increasing number of electronic commerce, technology, health care, natural resources, finan-

cial, and telecommunication firms become international, or simply move off shore, the federal

government and [S]tates will have to work together to eliminate these inequities.300

In addition, the NGA has noted that some State taxes which were designed for the realities of a

manufacturing economy need to be changed to reflect the dynamics of the new economy, and the

deregulation of various economic sectors has also impacted certain types of taxes in ways that require

them to be updated.301

Perhaps the most dramatic and immediate impact on State revenue-raising capacity arises from the

growth of commerce on the Internet, which threatens the ability of States to raise sales tax revenue.

Currently, forty six States and over 6000 local governments collect sales taxes, which in many States

account for over one-third of total State revenues.302 And as The New York Times reported in February

2000: “The Internet...is making life increasingly uncomfortable in [S]tate capitols. The biggest source

of the unease has been the threat of a punishing loss of [S]tate sales tax revenues as more goods are

sold over the Internet, often by far-away companies beyond the reach of [S]tate tax collectors.”

While an Ernst & Young study estimated a loss of only $170 million in sales tax revenue due to elec-

tronic commerce,303 the National Governor’s Association has estimated that losses could total over $10

billion per year by 2003 in uncollected State and local sales tax revenues on Internet and mail-order

sales.304 The Advisory Commission on Electronic Commerce created by Congress to study the issue was

unable to reach a consensus, but a majority of the Commission recommended the continued exemp-

tion of Internet sales from State sales taxes until 2006, a policy first established through a temporary

three-year moratorium under the Internet Tax Freedom Act. The Commission’s recommendation, how-

ever, led to a scathing bipartisan attack by more than two-thirds of the nation’s governors. A joint letter

signed by more than 36 governors argued that the Commission’s recommendation “would substan-

tially interfere with [S]tate sovereignty.” The governors wrote:

“The US Constitution was very clear in both ensuring [S]tate sovereignty and creating a critical 
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balance between federal and [S]tate authority. For well over 200 years the federal government has

respected [S]tate sovereignty and has been extremely careful not to interfere with the [S]tates’ ability

to independently raise revenues. This proposal would dramatically undercut this precedent.”305

Finally, it should be recognized that not all predictions need be so dire. There is an argument that

globalization can improve States’ ability to tax, especially as it may lead to broader international tax

cooperation, including the possible establishment of a multilateral tax clearinghouse.306 More extensive

cooperation could be used, theoretically, to help States solve the problems of corporations’ avoiding

taxes in all jurisdictions on many activities (which the unitary tax was intended to address). Indeed, to

the extent that globalization will more quickly make available to States new technologies as well as new

approaches to taxation from around the world, it is possible that States could have access to new instru-

ments both to improve enforcement and auditing processes, and to more precisely target tax burdens

(e.g., through taxing vehicles based on the amount of time spent driving during rush hours, etc.)

And the pressures of globalization could also make it easier for States to reach agreement among

themselves (and, perhaps, with the federal government) on improved multistate coordination, building

on the experiences of the Multistate Tax Commission and the International Fuel Tax Agreement (which

provides a vehicle for apportioning among the States the fuel tax paid by interstate motor carriers).307

Regulation

Many of the impacts of globalization on States’ ability to regulate activities within their borders have

already been described. For example, just as globalization has led to calls for the federal government to

decrease its regulation of different industries, so may it lead to similar calls on the State level. States are

particularly vulnerable in areas in which international regimes are becoming increasingly involved. Thus,

entire fields such as securities regulation, banking, insurance, investment restrictions on real estate invest-

ments, farmland, antitakeover statutes, and antitrust policy are vulnerable.
308

Pressures for such a decrease

in State regulation may come from international interests, national concerns for uniformity to enhance

competitiveness, or as a result of greater influence of MNCs and other nonpublic actors in the political

process.
309

Indeed, in certain areas, such as security regulation, State regulatory authority has already been

limited by globalization and its impact on the relative influence of MNCs,
310

while Europe can be expected

to exert continuing pressure to standardize banking and other regulations.
311

Globalization itself may increase the pressures on Congress to legislate national standards as a way
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of making the US more competitive.312 While these standards may be imposed through direct federal

preemption under domestic legislation, they may also be enshrined in various treaty provisions in

which the ability of States to protect themselves is diminished. This is a particular problem with the

fast track authorization process for treaties, under which Congress no longer has the ability to protect

States through amendments to the bill approving the treaty.313

Furthermore, the dynamics of the regulatory process may be profoundly altered by globalization.

Anti-regulatory crusaders can now oppose State-level regulations both through State political process-

es and through bringing pressure to bear on the international level. If a State wants to regulate your

activities in a way you consider inappropriate, you could now argue that the regulation does not con-

form with various international agreement provisions. If that does not sway the State, how about using

your broad international network to get a foreign government to challenge the State’s regulation? And

if that does not succeed, why not use your national and international influence to try to include in the

next round of trade negotiations language or provisions that more directly address your needs? And

might the same series of escalating pressures be possible for advocates on the other side of the political

spectrum, who wish to oppose specific corporate subsidies?

Competition

1. Competition with Non-State Actors

The ability of States to influence the decisions Congress makes either through treaties or its domestic

processes is impacted by globalization in several ways. The increase in the number of MNCs, NGOs

and others with access to information and ability to galvanize public support, clearly impacts the abili-

ty of States to influence the process. One can argue that State influence will be decreased by the need

for States now to compete with many other players and to speak louder in order to be heard. For exam-

ple, by 1994, there were already 79 European banks with 214 offices in the US, and with lobbying

organizations developing substantial political clout.314 On the other hand, one could argue that State

influence will be increased, as the plethora of players either drowns each other out or makes Congress

more attentive to the unique role of States in the process. For example, while it is perhaps counterin-

tuitive, an increase in the number of voices arguing can make Congress more willing to rely on the few

voices (such as those of States) which clearly enjoy established political bases. (And the desire to pro-
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tect States in the process could be enhanced by any increased judicial concern with policing the func-

tioning of the process itself.) Indeed, one could imagine a situation in which Congresspeople feel a

need to show that they are protecting State interests against the pressures of other groups so as to jus-

tify their decisions to preempt State interests at other times. Either way, globalization changes the

dynamic. 

2. Competition with Other States

Not only might States increasingly compete with other players, they may find themselves in increas-

ing competition with each other. Ohmae has argued that increased State competition will result from

national efforts to wall the country off from the most powerful engines of growth, thereby leaving

States to fight over smaller pieces of the pie.315 But even if one assumes that the US remains remark-

ably open to globalization, State competition can be expected to increase. First, States already com-

pete strenuously with each other to attract foreign direct investment (discussed in more detail in Part

III). Second, globalization brings with it significant domestic upheaval and pressures on the well

being and security of various groups. In particular cases, this will cause some States to benefit and

others to suffer. Third, international agreements that deal with the non-economic aspects of global-

ization (such as various aspects of human rights) could be similarly divisive, as they may place States

that support capital punishment, for example, in opposition to those that do not. Thus, States may

find themselves on very different sides of the battlefield when it comes to debates over particular

treaty provisions. 

3. Competition within States

A further form of increased competition can be expected within States, as globalization impacts inter-

nal State dynamics as well. For example, it was Governors, not State legislatures, who made the deci-

sion whether to subject their State agencies to the procurement restrictions of the GPA.316 And when

the USTR established a point of contact for the federal government within each State, that contact was

named by State Governors.317 One might wonder precisely who within each State should decide whether

to fight an effort in federal court to require the State to conform its legislation to WTO standards.

Globalization may also impact the relationship between State governments and the cities within
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their territories. There are many possible ways in which this could happen. For example, an exodus of

corporations or a shift in production facilities could lead to increasing local or regional unemployment.

Or increasing income inequality and social dislocation as a result of economic pressures brought on by

globalization could lead to an increased need for State aid to certain localities. Changes in internal State

dynamics are not, however, limited to cases in which globalization causes problems; they can also result

from globalization successes, such as the emergence of world cities.

A significant amount of attention has been paid recently to the emergence of world cities. World

cities are centers of transnational corporate headquarters, and their business services, international

finance, transnational institutions, and telecommunications and information processing.318 They are

seen as representing the fast world that is becoming decoupled from the slow world,319 and their defin-

ing feature is their functional importance for capital.320 Within the world cities framework, particular

cities are seen to perform different roles, while at the apex are those (based not on size but on function)

who perform them all. In short, they are, at least in certain respects, the poster children of a beneficent,

dynamic globalism. While everyone has a different list of extant and/or potential world cities, Tokyo,

New York and London are generally considered paramount.321 However, a wide range of US cities have

been included in various listings, such as Chicago, Dallas, Washington, Atlanta, Hartford, Houston, Los

Angeles, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Miami, Seattle, and Boston.322

These world cities are seen as global entities that are becoming increasingly unlinked from the

regions around them. No longer at the heart of geographically bounded regions, they instead connect

remote points of production, consumption and finance.323 Their development could impact States in

many ways. First, the emergence of an elite level within various States that have interests different from

the remainder of the State and often tied closely to those of international actors can change political

relationships within the State. Thus, States themselves could experience severe internal conflict

between the “globalizing” elite and those whose interests are more locally and territorially defined.324

Second, the economic dynamics of world cities can be expected to lead to demands for different types

of employees, school systems, etc.325 Third, the emergence of world cities could change the relative

power of various cities within the State structure.326

Fourth, world cities can change relations of the populace to State governments, as increasing

portions of the population may see the city as a more important avenue for influence than the State.
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This question of identity and attachment also implicates directly one of the assumptions of federalism,

i.e., that citizens will have a certain affinity with their State. Finally, the emergence of world cities

can change the relationship between the federal government and the States, as the federal government

may become more concerned with furthering world city interests than with the interests of the State

as a whole.327 This could create a scenario in which the State is challenged not just by the federal gov-

ernment but is also squeezed between a coalition of the federal government above and the world city

below. 

Changes in Federal Power Relationships

State powers can also be impacted by a federal government which is shedding powers rather than com-

bining with world cities to exercise them. The potential loss of federal power as a result of globalization

may have a range of impacts on States. These impacts are, of course, dependent on the extent to which

there really is a decrease in federal power, and perhaps a concomitant increase in power by someone

else. Some have argued that a loss of national power can lead to more power for regions and/or States,328

while others have argued that some national power will evaporate, other national power will shift

upward from weaker nations to stronger ones, while other national power will shift sideways to mar-

kets and nongovernmental authorities.329

Several possibilities are worth noting in terms of the federal/State relationship. First, if the national

government cedes some power to international organizations, that means that States now need to be

engaged in a three-way sharing of power relationship rather than the two-way relationship envisioned

under the federal structure of the Constitution.330 Second, if the national government transfers power

to other entities, those other entities will not be subject to the same Tenth Amendment limitations as

is the federal government. A transfer of power not only removes the limitations of the Tenth

Amendment, it also removes the other constitutional limits placed on purely federal governmental

action. Thus, power transferred from the national government to the marketplace, for example, also

represents a diminution in the protection granted the States by federal constitutional limits, as the 

marketplace is not subject to such limits. In fact, one could imagine that States may require increased

federal regulation to protect them from the results of privatization of federal functions to non-govern-

mental decisionmakers who do not operate under constitutional requirements to protect State interests.
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Finally, if the nationstate abdicates power and responsibilities in certain areas as a result of the

pressures of globalization, the States may be left with no one to tame the forces of globalization in ways

that protect State interests. As will be seen in Part III, this challenge may also present an opportunity

for States as well, as they take steps both to protect themselves and to advocate for a more assertive federal

government.
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After the mass of information and challenges presented in Part II, one can easily imagine the Governor

throwing up her hands in despair. However, Part II only tells a part of the story, as globalization pres-

ents a series of opportunities for States as well. Indeed, one could imagine globalization’s leading to a

very different conception of State authority than we have traditionally witnessed. Imagine, for example,

a world in which States (in addition to national governments) are seen as key players in the politics of

trade and foreign investment. Imagine States as the incubators of vital regional hubs for globalized

commerce. Imagine States as the providers of the raw materials on which globalization feeds: educa-

tion, developed infrastructure, transparent regulation. Imagine States as the indispensable buffer

between the destructive forces unleashed by globalization and the needs of local communities, in which

States take a leading role in establishing and advocating policies to help smooth over the harsh nega-

tive consequences in terms of economic dislocation and community upheaval that globalization often

leaves in its wake.

Not only can we imagine individual States playing a very different role in a globalizing world, but

we can contemplate potential changes to the dynamics of internal State politics as well. While the

Governor’s questions have been framed in terms of “the State”, globalization forces us to think about

how different aspects of the State work together. How might these new State roles change the dynam-

ics between the Governor and the State Legislature? How might State policymaking processes be
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impacted by newly empowered citizen activists, or strengthened economic actors, each of which can

now call on a wide range of international networks and new coalitions to support their policy agendas? 

The importance of the new internal State dynamics may, however, be dwarfed by changes in the

underlying dynamics of federalism itself, which will, in turn, provide further opportunities for States.

For example, federal/State relations may need to be reconceptualized, as we recognize that the health

of our federalism is now dependent on developments occurring on three tiers — the State and federal

levels, and the international level as well. While a strong federal government has sometimes been seen

as a threat to States’ rights and authority, the opposite may be true today, as a strong federal govern-

ment is instead needed to effectively represent State interests in the international arena. Thus, it may

now be in the interests of States not merely to argue for devolution of power, but also to argue, at the

same time, for a more aggressive federal agenda as well. Indeed, in this era of globalization, a relative-

ly passive federal government may present a far more serious threat to State autonomy than did

expanding federal powers during previous phases of American federalism.

Thus, one can imagine American States playing new roles within their own boundaries, in

Washington, and in the international arena. Not only might States become laboratories for different

approaches to softening globalization’s rough edges at home, they might also become advocates for an

activist federal agenda that does the same on a national level. We could expect them to become more

involved overseas, while working on both State and federal levels at home to protect their interests. They

could use new international networks to impact legislation both in Washington and abroad. They could

expand the reach of their regulatory efforts to try to address some of the problems faced by populations

confronting globalization. And they could do this in a context in which the core challenge in allocating

power between the State and federal levels now needs to address a new dimension: how to allocate such

power so as to create the best synergies in protecting joint federal/State interests abroad and to enable

each level to resist unwanted incursions on its authority from forces beyond national borders.331

This Part addresses these new opportunities for States and American federalism, looking first at

the possibilities of greater involvement by States on the international stage, and then at other avenues

of influence potentially open to States as a result of globalization. These avenues of influence arise from

the impact of globalization on economic policy, security policy, and local community, as well as oppor-

tunities for developing new coalitions and using new technologies to strengthen State processes.  This
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Part will then consider the new opportunity that States face today in correcting the flaws in our current

national globalization discourse. 

Not only do States have a role to play in dealing with the impact of globalization within their terri-

tories, they also have a role to play in serving as advocates for a more sensible national policy. Thus, the

agenda of State opportunities is really a two-pronged one: dealing with policymaking opportunities

within the State (regarding issues such as infrastructure development and privacy) and using State

resources to shape the national agenda as well (especially in terms of addressing the upheaval and dis-

location resulting from globalization).

International Involvement

The role of the State is different in a globalizing world. In fact, numerous States have become increas-

ingly engaged in the world at large, from working to foster trade and attract foreign direct investment,

to taking positions on political issues in the global arena. Each of these activities offers States new

opportunities to better the lives of State residents, as well as new policy levers through which to define

themselves. 

New Economic Activities

Both States and localities have become increasingly engaged with the world at large, often seeking to

harness the State’s own economy to dynamic global developments. As the Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations noted in the mid-1990s,

The United States government alone no longer can shield its [S]tate and local governments as

effectively as it could in the past from adverse international forces that open [S]tate and local gov-

ernments to a global economy that is increasingly competitive, interdependent, technologically

interwoven, multicultural, multipolar, and subject to a multitude of influences from national gov-

ernments, international organizations, transnational corporations, multinational public interest

groups, and the nationstate and local governments of many nations. This rapid internationaliza-

tion is requiring American [S]tate and local governments to revamp as well as develop their own

export programs, trade missions, foreign investment programs, cultural exchanges, tourist pro-

grams, immigrant services, and other policies toward relevant foreign affairs in response to vital
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issues that confront them daily from abroad.332

States have responded to these challenges through dramatic expansion in their activities abroad.

1. Expanding Involvement

Many States and localities initially expanded their engagement abroad through the establishment of sister

city relationships, often with localities in countries to which local residents felt either a kinship, religious,

or cultural affinity. By the early 1990s almost 1,000 U.S. communities had teamed up with 1850 munic-

ipalities in 96 countries through the sister city program.333 However, State involvement has quickly moved

from the cultural plain to the economic level as States have recognized the impact of globalization on

their own economic development. 

As Earl Fry noted in 1994, over the previous dozen years, State governments had almost tripled their

number of overseas offices for trade, investment, and tourist promotion.334 By the mid-1990s, there were

over 140 offices in dozens of countries;335 in Europe alone, 30 States had 36 offices (compared to 21 States

with 26 offices in 1985). There were 13 separate offices in Brussels, 11 in Frankfurt, 3 in London, and 2

in Dusseldorf.336 Indeed, more States had offices in Japan than in Washington, D.C.337 And these offices

reflect an increasing willingness to expend State resources on international trade and other issues. As of

1996, collectively States spent more than $100 million annually on trade development, employing over

900 people, including some 300 individuals staffing their various overseas offices.338

2. Focus on Trade

While State interests overseas run the gamut from tourist promotion to cultural exchange, the primary

focus of much State involvement has been expanding trade and attracting foreign direct investment. In

many cases, this has reflected a growing recognition of the impact of trade on local economies. Between

1990 and 1998, for example, more than 300,000 new jobs were created in the Los Angeles metropol-

itan area from global trade. And according to reports by the US Department of Commerce, by 1995

firms in 253 selected US Metropolitan Statistical Areas made export sales totaling more than $467 bil-

lion. In 85 of these 253, export sales reached annual amounts of $1 billion or more.339

Given the importance of trade, about 40 of the governors lead at least one international trade mis-

sion every year.340 The types of trade assistance offered by States have included individual counseling;
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seminars, conferences and publications on overseas opportunities; trade-based research matching for-

eign buyers with in-State firms; foreign trade missions and shows; and export finance assistance.341 All

50 State governments provide export assistance to local businesses,342 with numerous States offering

varying forms of loan guarantees to companies engaging in export activity.343

Importantly, this interest in trade has led States to become far more active than previously in a wide

range of substantive issues such as foreign market access, subsidy regulations, trade financing agree-

ments, product certification, customs documentation, and others.344 Thus, the mere recognition of the

importance of trade to local and regional economies has significantly increased opportunities for State

involvement in international issues, as well as domestic processes affecting trade.

3. Attracting Investment

These programs to export goods abroad have been accompanied by increasing State efforts to attract for-

eign investment to their own territory. Again, the role of such investment can be significant for State

economies. In Ohio, more than 200,000 workers are employed by foreign-owned subsidiaries of British,

German and Japanese companies. In Michigan, over 126,000 jobs were created by nearly 1000 foreign-

owned companies in the early 1990s.345 The desire to attract foreign investment has led to a range of State

programs geared to influencing locational decisions of foreign investors. One survey identified State eco-

nomic development agencies as the most frequently cited source of assistance for new foreign investors.346

Non-Economic Issues

Not only are States and localities becoming more involved in global economic integration, they are also

expanding their portfolio into the political realm of foreign affairs, which was once the sole arena of the

national government. 

1. Extent of Political Involvement

By the fall of apartheid, over half the States and three times as many localities had established programs to

penalize corporate involvement in South Africa.347 More recently, China, Burma, Nigeria, North Korea, Cuba

and Switzerland have all found themselves the targets of State and local sanctions, often adopted in the face

of State Department criticism.348 While Massachusetts’ effort to sanction Burma was recently struck down by
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the Supreme Court,349 it based its decision on the narrow ground of federal preemption, leaving open further

opportunities for State involvement in the international realm (especially in areas where Congress chooses

not to act). And the forces propelling State involvement in this arena, including the politics of new migrants

with continuing concern for events in their home countries350 and the rise of NGOs (which has helped rede-

fine foreign policy as not merely the province of nationstates)351 can only be expected to intensify. In fact, the

federal structure in which States operate serves to increase the pressures for State involvement, as interest

groups see that they can use the State level as a stepping-stone for setting the national agenda.352

2. Assessment of State Involvement

Clearly, there are constitutional limits to what States can do in the international arena.353 But, within

those limits there is substantial room for continued efforts to engage the international economy, advertise

the benefits of the State abroad, serve as a voice in the domestic process of national foreign policy-

making, and take positions on various high profile international issues.

In support of such efforts, one could point to several benefits. First, the States serve as a democra-

tizing influence in the foreign policy process. This can occur either as a result of the greater remote-

ness of the federal government from ordinary citizens,354 or due to the erosion by States of the monop-

olization of the process by foreign policy elites.355 Similarly, if the arena of international negotiations is

moving beyond the sole preserve of nationstates, it is increasingly difficult to justify keeping the dem-

ocratically-elected States out, when a wide variety of non-democratically elected NGOs and MNCs are

let in.356 Second, State involvement fits well within States’ traditional role of acting to protect their rev-

enue base and to safeguard the interests of those they represent, and the State capacity to act effective-

ly on the international level has increased.357 Third, the Cold War fear that any failure by the United

States to present a common front, or that a misstep by a State would lead to serious security repercus-

sions has receded,358 and it is becoming increasingly possible for nationstates to sanction a single US

State, rather than the entire country. As Peter Spiro has argued, Mexico threatened to take its business

from California, not the US, if Proposition 187 passed; and it is State governors who get attacked from

outside the country for permitting various executions.359

There are, however, a series of countervailing arguments. The tremendous State activity in seeking to

attract foreign direct investment may ultimately hurt all of the States, as they compete with each other to
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offer richer and richer packages to potential investors. Not only might this undercut States’ abilities to use

their revenue elsewhere, but it pits States against each other, rather than creating a focus on joint prob-

lems. Second, State actions do have national and international repercussions. As noted much earlier,

Massachusetts’ Burma law was the topic of a complaint by the EU and Japan against the United States in

the WTO. While Part II discussed the problems that such complaints can cause for State autonomy and

flexibility, they also impose limits on national foreign policy flexibility as well. Third, as will be discussed

further below, States need a strong national government to protect their interests in an era of globaliza-

tion. It is not clear that the benefits of intensified involvement in this arena are worth the costs.

Future Opportunities

Nevertheless, globalization does present a series of new opportunities for States looking forward.

1. Economic Influence

States are important players in the world economically, and they can take advantage of that not just in the

realms of trade and investment, but in helping to shape national decisionmaking as well. Seven US States

would rank among the top 25 countries in the world in Gross Domestic Product. Even Vermont, which has

the smallest of all the State economies, would outrank almost 100 nations.360 California is home to a popu-

lation greater than that in three-fourths of the countries in Europe, and the annual budgets of California and

New York dwarf all but a handful of national government budgets around the world.361 Furthermore, States

and their localities directly control vast procurement budgets,362 account for 10 percent of all spending in the

US, employ one of every 12 workers, and build 20 percent of all the structures.363 These factors give States

a potential heft in influencing both their counterparts abroad and domestic policy here at home.

2. Institutional Involvement

There may also be room for increased State involvement institutionally in the foreign policy process.

Since 1978, the NGA has had a committee on international trade and foreign relations364 and States

have had a formal role (albeit one that may have been less substantive and more of a fig-leaf)365 for giv-

ing input into trade agreements since creation of the Intergovernmental Policy Advisory Committee

under the 1974 Trade Act.366 Nevertheless, as noted above, with the expansion in the number of topics
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and number of players involved in the international arena, it becomes more difficult to justify States’

continued level of exclusion. One could imagine more activity by the States in conjunction with the

USTR in working to shape negotiating strategy. Such involvement could also take advantage of States’

superior knowledge about issues in implementing trade agreements.367 Indeed, under the provisions of

the 1972 Water Quality Agreement, the Great Lakes Water Quality Board established to assist the U.S.-

Canada International Joint Commission is specifically required to include representatives of State and

provincial governments, who have frequently provided needed technical expertise.368 And States cer-

tainly need to be involved in developing a national agenda for compensating those who bear the bur-

dens of globalization. Finally, on the institutional level, States could also serve the nation by working

with their subnational government counterparts overseas to bring pressures to bear on foreign gov-

ernments to reach agreements favorable to US States (and the nation as a whole). Indeed, States may

prove to be particularly powerful advocates abroad. And they are needed as advocates at home, both to

shape humane globalization policies and to generate domestic legitimacy for them. 

3. Capacity Building

There is also an opportunity, and perhaps a necessity, for States to build their own internal capacity to

address globalization issues. States will be developing first hand information about the difficulties of

implementing supranational trade agreements on the local level. They can both collect that informa-

tion and learn from it.369

New Dynamics of Influence

Not only does globalization offer opportunities for States in the international field, the forces unleashed by the

globalization process may create dynamics that increase State influence across a range of issues and processes.

New Issue Dynamics

1. Economic Policy

As is clear from the discussion in Part I, globalization has particularly impacted the economic sphere.

In fact, Ohmae has argued that regionstates, rather than nationstates, are the new natural economic

zones. And the size of these economic zones (which Ohmae describes as ranging in population from
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not under half a million to no more than 50 million)370 correspond nicely with that of American States.

While there is no reason to believe that these regionstate boundaries coincide with existing State

boundaries, State economic policy is vital to regional economic development. As the National

Governors Association has noted, many of the issues that need to be considered in the context of eco-

nomic development policy, such as traffic, zoning and land-use, are State responsibilities (although fed-

eral cooperation is required regarding transportation), as are the education and many of the training

programs that underlie successful economic development.371 States also have the ability to develop rela-

tionships among localities that can further regional development and to create (and implement) tar-

geted economic development strategies. Furthermore, the emphasis on the role of regions in a global-

izing world may lead to enhanced cooperation among States in focusing efforts on regional develop-

ment that can yield benefits for all. This kind of cooperation could also impact the dynamics of the fed-

eral/State relationship, as States may work together to seek additional federal assistance, or to achieve

more flexibility from the federal government in spending federal economic development dollars.372 And

to the extent that regions are seen as driving forces in economic development, citizens may turn

increasingly to States for help in securing their economic futures.

2. Security Policy

Globalization also helps impact the emerging view of security (although, of course, developments like

the end of the Cold War and the preeminent military and political position of the US are more influ-

ential determinants). Jessica Mathews has argued that there is a new view of security in which human

security is viewed more as emerging from conditions of daily life (such as food, shelter, and employ-

ment) than from a country’s foreign relations and military strength.373 If true, this would reflect a new

focus on precisely those issues that States often deal with, accompanied by a decrease in importance in

the military realm from which States are largely excluded.

3. Local Community

To the extent that the forces of globalization not only cause dislocation, but also appear as anonymous,

harsh, and destabilizing, the ability of States to enhance community on a local level may become

increasingly important. It may be that people will reach more for the certainty and stability that comes
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with organized public engagement on a more local level. Not only do States have profound influence

over local developments, they also have the capacity to enhance feelings of community, and to bring a

sense of order to citizens’ daily transactions. Indeed, the States’ ability to do so may be enhanced by the

potential concentration of certain activities in particular geographic areas, thereby enabling States to

effectively regulate a series of transnational activities indirectly.

Networking Opportunities

Globalization may also unleash forces which further strengthen both States’ tools of influence and their

ties to local citizens.

1. New Coalitions

Globalization provides States with a new opportunity to work together with their subnational counter-

parts across international borders. Cities and States have already developed a wide range of relation-

ships that cross borders from “sister cities” to the International Union of Local Authorities. Manuel

Castells has described how increased integration in Europe has led to the creation by cities and regions

across Europe of institutional networks that bypass nationstates. These networks, he contends, consti-

tute a formidable lobby acting simultaneously on European institutions and on their respective nation-

al governments.374 One could imagine similar networks among European and American

States/provinces/localities. And such State-strengthening coalitions need not only include other sub-

national governments, they could also be comprised of NGOs and others, especially given the role that

States can play in encouraging civil society and in serving as conduits for transnational advocacy group

concerns.375 Indeed, a wide range of NGO and advocacy coalition-building opportunities have sprung

up on the Internet, from the Institute for Global Communications (IGC)376 on the liberal end of the

spectrum to townhall.com377 on the conservative side.

2. New Technologies

The new technologies that are emerging with globalization can enhance State influence in numerous

ways. They give States access to a broader range of information than has ever been available before, and

enable instantaneous communication with their new coalitions. They also raise new policy issues (such
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as privacy, discussed below) that demand State responses, and they open up new prospects for

enhanced communication between citizens and State governments, thereby improving State accessi-

bility to the public and strengthening mutual ties of loyalty.

State Opportunities: Weaknesses in the National Discourse

Before considering the series of new issues that States need to address in responding to globalization

and shaping its forces, we need to take a slight excursion into an examination of the national response

to globalization. As should be evident by the end of this detour, it is impossible to separate the poten-

tial agenda of opportunities for States from developments on the national level.

Developments of the Last Quarter Century

It would take far too much space to provide anything more than a cursory overview of the national dis-

course regarding the role of government and the federal response to globalization over the last 25 years.

Thus, this summary is intended merely to highlight a few key points which are relevant to State oppor-

tunities.378

1. Citizen Frustration, Devolution and Reinvention

The past quarter century has witnessed increasing public frustration with the national government. A

part of this frustration probably grew out of Watergate and a general concern across the political spec-

trum with the continuing growth in special interest influence in national campaigns and legislative

processes since that time. Several elements of this frustration, however, achieved their initial promi-

nence on the conservative side of the political spectrum. One element was concerned that the federal

government was not being adequately attentive to furthering conservative goals. While its advocates

would have preferred to see the government become more active in instilling conservative goals, at the

same time they recognized that the more immediate threat was from an activist federal government

that was threatening basic traditional values. Another element focused more on the federal govern-

ment’s general inability to act efficiently and on its bureaucratic approach. 

Despite the inconsistencies between these elements (as one favored an activist, albeit conservative,

federal government, while the other favored a smaller, less active federal government), both contributed
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to a discourse which pushed for devolution of national powers. The rationale most often presented in

favor of devolution relied more on the latter element, as it argued that devolution would remove

responsibility from a wasteful, ineffective, bureaucratic federal government and devolve it to more

accessible, efficient, responsive States. Nevertheless, both elements worked together to push for a

smaller federal government.

The response of the Clinton administration to this trend was reinvention, which endeavored to

change the operations of the federal government toward greater efficiency. However, in so doing, the

Clinton administration accepted efficiency as the pre-eminent goal. As Alfred Aman, Jr. has argued, not

only does reinvention assume that producing a government that works better can come solely from

structural and procedural changes, its stress on citizens as customers, causes a key notion to get lost,

as not all values are capable of being translated into a cost-benefit framework.379 Thus, the focus on gov-

ernment procedure actually ends up having a substantive effect.380

In each of the above cases, there is a suppression of the notion of the national interest. In the

instance of devolution, national interest becomes lost in the desire to give more power to States because

of their effectiveness, unique needs and circumstances, etc. In the case of reinvention, the concept of

a national interest becomes lost under an overriding concern with efficiency.

2. Enter Globalization in the Post Cold War Era

The national government’s response to globalization after the end of the Cold War contributed to a fur-

ther focus on efficiency, this time in the form of the expansion of global capitalism as the primary for-

eign policy goal. This was signified by the establishment early in the Clinton administration of the

National Economic Council as the high-level companion of the National Security Council. It was fur-

thered by the Clintonian focus on trade agreements (from NAFTA to Uruguay to the admission of

China to the WTO) as the emblematic foreign policy accomplishments of the administration. 

Thus, while the concept of national interest was weakened on the domestic level, it reemerged in

the guise of trade agreements on the international level. But, an irony exists in that the notion of nation-

al interest is at its most tenuous when it comes to trade. Thus, Paul Krugman has asserted that com-

petitiveness is at best a meaningless word when it comes to national economies, and Willy De Clercq

has argued that you simply cannot think of exports as good and imports as bad, as that is mistaking a
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country for a private enterprise.381 Robert Reich has made a similar point in the context of foreign direct

investment, asserting that American interests are served better by foreign-owned companies that

employ American citizens than by American-owned companies expanding overseas.382 A further irony

emerges when one considers that the rhetoric of national interest is used to justify moves in trade,

where the notion of national interest is problematic; while the rhetoric of State differences is used to

justify devolution of power domestically, in cases where the concept of a national interest would be

much easier to justify. 

In any event, the focus on trade further facilitated the ability of essentially market-based approaches

to dominate the domestic discourse.383 And this dynamic is compounded by the fact that the arena in

which integration has proceeded the furthest in the past half century among the developed economies

is in economics. This has led to a continuing identification of economics not just as the initial arena of

extensive globalization in this era, but as the driving arena. And the argument has gone further, as economic

principles are increasingly seen as the values that should be at the core of globalization. One possible

response would be to argue that the fact that globalization has been most pervasive in the economic

realm is a mere accident of history. Yet there is a stronger response: economic globalization occurred

first because the Western governments wanted it to. And why did they want it to? Because during the

Cold War, and under the leadership of the United States, they were willing to subjugate their econom-

ic competition in the service of broader political goals (such as maintaining the unity of the Western

Alliance). Thus, a further irony emerges: the fact that economic integration is the poster child of glob-

alization facilitates the argument that economic principles should drive globalization. Yet the historic

reality is the opposite, as economic globalization occurred to such an extent only because economic val-

ues were subordinated to broader political values.

3. Further Weakening on the Federal Level

Our form of globalization, however, has negative consequences, as well as positive ones. It brings with

it extreme upheaval, dislocation, and instability. It threatens people’s jobs and livelihoods (even while it

may be giving others new employment opportunities). Increased capital mobility shifts additional bur-

dens onto labor.384 As Dani Rodrik has explained, “reduced barriers to trade and investment accentuate

the asymmetry between groups that can cross international borders...and those that cannot.”385
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Furthermore, “trade impinges on domestic society in ways that can conflict with long-standing social

contracts to protect citizens from the relentlessness of the free market.”386 Indeed, globalization can

threaten more jobs than it creates, increase economic inequality, and erect new and rigid class barriers.387

This does not occur in a vacuum. At the same time, our form of globalization with its emphasis on

economic efficiency undermines the willingness of government to assert public values contrary to

those of the market, just as globalization lessens the willingness of internationally mobile groups to

cooperate in resolving disagreements.388 Thus, Rodrik points out the “double blow” that globalization

delivers to social cohesion: ”first by exacerbating conflict over fundamental beliefs regarding social

organization and second by weakening the forces that would normally militate for the resolution of

these conflicts through national debate and deliberation.”389

Even George Soros has argued “that the untrammeled intensification of laissez-faire capitalism and

the spread of market values into all areas of life is endangering our open and democratic society.”390

And where has the federal government been during this tremendous upheaval? Rather than work-

ing to defend the public from the blows of globalization, our government has served as at least a cheer-

leader, if not its quarterback. What this has caused, as Castells insightfully notes, is an added attack

from the left on the federal government (as an inadequate bulwark against the rough edges of global-

ization) to the attack from the right.391 Thus, the federal government is weakened even more, as now

both ends of the political spectrum see it as inattentive to their needs.

This has been furthered by several dynamics. First, when the federal government has launched

initiatives, they have tended to focus on relatively trivial matters (such as V-chip and school uni-

forms, traditionally within the authority of the States), which further underscores the notion that the

federal government cannot deal with the broader issues of globalization.392 Second, a vicious cycle

emerges in which the recognition of a federal policy of deference to market values makes it more dif-

ficult to mobilize opinion for change, which then further reinforces the largely market-oriented

approach.393 Third, the sense of frustration by the public in their inability to influence these dynam-

ics is enhanced by the notion that globalization is just a further capture of the federal government

by powerful special interests. This is reinforced by the notion that globalization arguably heightens

the influence of money in politics, further feeding into the initial sense of dissatisfaction with the

governmental process.
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Impact on States

The above developments have significant ramifications for States, both as the recipients of many

devolved federal responsibilities and as the victims of the abdication of federal obligations to address

the negative implications of globalization.

1. The New Federalism

Given the devolution of power to States and the receding nature of federal activism, why shouldn’t

States just claim victory? After all, if one believes that one of the threats to federalism has come from

the gradual accretion of powers by the federal government, the developments above could be seen as

positive, at least from the perspective of States. But the opposite is true. First, a vibrant federalism

assumes, and indeed requires, two strong levels of government, each in a certain tension with each

other. There is no single allocation of powers between State and federal levels that is correct; and cer-

tainly none that could be considered final, as our federal structure anticipates a dynamic and develop-

ing relationship that reflects changing societal pressures, changing notions of governments’ roles, etc.

Thus, a federal government in the process of shedding responsibility as part of a more fundamental

undercutting of basic notions of a common national interest represents no boon to federalism, but

instead a threat.

Second, even if the gradual expansion of federal powers since the New Deal argued now for a swing

of the pendulum back toward the States, the process of globalization fundamentally changes the

dynamic. With globalization, federalism needs to be played on three dimensions, rather than the sim-

pler federal/State dynamic of the past. And in this three-tiered relationship, States need a strong fed-

eral government not just because federalism demands two strong levels in a certain tension, but also

because without a strong federal government, the States are uniquely vulnerable to being crushed

under the weight of the third supranational level. While States may be able to play a more active role in

the international arena, State activism is no replacement for federal power. In short, States need a

strong federal government to protect their interests in international negotiations. 

This is the flip side of the concern in Part II. Previously, we discussed the problems that can arise

when the federal government uses the international level as a way to evade the structural limits on fed-

eral powers. But even worse than that is a situation in which the federal government is unable to defend
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State interests and protect State needs in international negotiations. What will keep foreign nations

from objecting to State nonconformance with the WTO? A strong federal government that can retali-

ate effectively. It represents no increase in State autonomy for a State to feel pressure to change its tax

structure because that’s what the WTO or the market requires. Indeed, Andreas Falke has argued that

the domestic structures of the US have long been shielded by the hegemonic position of the US in the

international system.394 In this sense, for the federal government to abstain from exercising power that

is needed to protect the States is not devolution, but rather abandonment. 

Indeed the threat of abdication of federal power to the States is even worse than stated above. For

the failure of the federal government to take a leading role in addressing the dark underside of global-

ization (i.e., the unemployment and other social dislocation that it causes), undercuts not only the legit-

imacy of the federal government but of States as well. Here the national discourse on devolution

becomes enfeebling, rather than empowering, for the States. If State residents are concerned with glob-

alization and its negative consequences, they need to know what level of government to turn to. In fact,

it is the federal government that can most effectively deal with these broader redistributional issues, but

it is to the States that they are now forced to turn. Thus, States may be put in the unenviable position

of having to step in to address the negative consequences of globalization, while lacking the tools to do

so. Thus, federal abdication leads ultimately to a weakening of the States and their legitimacy as well.

Does this argument imply that a powerful national government (supported by economic heft and

geographic power) fighting for American interests on the international stage is incompatible with devo-

lution and decentralization internally? No. First, the core argument here is that the federal government

has used devolution as a semantic fig leaf to conceal what is, in fact, more akin to abandonment.

Devolved federal power is of less use if States do not have the ability to protect their new power from

incursions from abroad. Since the States do not have sufficient power in the foreign policymaking

process to protect themselves, the benefit of the devolution is far less than meets the eye. Second, one

could imagine partnerships in which States receive devolved power from the federal government while

the latter actively works both to protect State interests in the international arena and to use national pol-

icy to protect States from the aspects of globalization which they themselves cannot address on their

own. That is not what the federal government has chosen to do to date. Indeed, one can question how

far it is even possible for the federal government to both effectively devolve power and protect States on
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the international level, as devolved power will lead to a wide range of diverse State policies and inter-

ests. Which of these interests is the federal government then to choose to protect internationally?

There does seem to be an effective limit to federal devolution in a globalizing world. This limit is

not automatic but rather is an unintended result of the Supreme Court’s federalism decisions restrict-

ing federal commandeering of State governmental processes, as it hampers the federal government’s

ability to ensure compliance with international obligations. Without the ability to commandeer State

processes, the federal government is limited in its ability to both devolve power to States and ensure

that States comply with international obligations.

2. State Opportunities

So, what can States do to address this situation? Indeed, they face a unique opportunity to act. Perhaps

most importantly, they can become centers for pressuring the federal government to address in a com-

prehensive fashion the problems of globalization in a way that will further domestic legitimacy. States

are uniquely positioned to do so. They and their leaders enjoy significant access to the media, a key

lever. (As Castells has argued, outside the media sphere, there is only political marginality.395) And

States have the ability to create a series of coalitions that cut across different cleavages within society.

States have ceased to be (if they ever were) the homogeneous collection of residents sharing common

positions on key issues that the Founders initially contemplated. Instead, they have become geograph-

ic entities that encompass a broad spectrum of different views. Therein lies their strength, their unique

ability to develop broad-based coalitions, and their capacity to galvanize large segments of the nation.396

In short, States can act precisely as the Founders intended the federal system to operate. They can work

to define issues and interests. They can respond to abuses (or in this manifestation, abdication) by the

federal government by building a State-based coalition to reshape the national agenda, and to insist that

the federal government play the active role the States need to cushion their citizens from the negative

consequences of globalization. In so doing, they will strengthen attachment to the States while also bol-

stering the federal government as a needed bulwark for addressing the challenges that globalization

ushers to the fore. And the US is uniquely positioned to address these challenges domestically while

shaping a more humane globalization internationally, since such a disproportionate share of the

engines of globalization lie within our borders.
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State Opportunities: Shaping the National Discourse

States face thus a two-pronged set of opportunities brought about by globalization: one, to become per-

suasive advocates for a more expansive and nuanced federal approach to globalization; second, to

address within their own borders some of globalization’s more immediate impacts (while awaiting a

more aggressive federal response). In this second area States would once again become laboratories of

experimentation in the sense that Brandeis intended: they could experiment on the State level with a

series of approaches that could then be more effectively implemented nationwide.

Laboratories on Responding to Globalization

States will, of necessity, have to deal with some of the negative consequences that arise in globaliza-

tion’s wake. They will have to deal with the clash between the interests of global elites in world cities

and the interests of those left behind both in those same cities and beyond.397 They will need to deal

with the impact that globalization has on areas States normally regulate, such as the employment rela-

tionship and the social bargain under which workers receive steady increases in wages and benefits

in exchange for labor peace.398 Thus, States can become laboratories for experimentation in job

retraining, in portable pensions,399 in different approaches to including the more vulnerable among

us in the dynamic opportunities of globalization, and in providing social protection for the economi-

cally weak.400 They can experiment with ways to have the winners in the globalization race help com-

pensate those on the losing end.401 And they can experiment in ways to exalt community, to enhance

people’s roles as citizens rather than subordinating it to their role as consumers. Markets are not neutral,

but rather embody the values of society,402 and States can play a leading role in defining what those

values are.

Laboratories on Shaping Globalization

States can also take steps which will help shape globalization in the future and its impact on their own

residents.

1. Assessment

States can undertake efforts to determine ways in which globalization may impact their residents, their

economy, and their communities. What opportunities might globalization offer? But they need to go
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beyond a static analysis, and ask themselves as well about what shape globalization should take in the

future. What changes would best strengthen the State? What developments could tap into existing State

resources or potential? Such an assessment would then lead toward a plan in which State activity was

geared not just to reacting to globalization, but toward acting on it as well.

2. Infrastructure Development

Globalization requires an infrastructure to thrive. And States must determine where to locate that infra-

structure. New York City has the largest concentration of fiber optic cable-served buildings in the world,

but only one of them is in Harlem.403 Half of all US internet hosts are located in the 5 States of

California, Massachusetts, New York, Texas, and Virginia, within which they are again concentrated in

a small number of regions. Five large metropolitan regions account for approximately one-third of the

Internet hosts in the nation.404

Already, efforts to attract investments have led States and localities to develop other forms of infra-

structure as well, geared toward specific markets. This has led to a series of second, more targeted,

Silicon Valleys, including Minnesota’s medical alley; Corning, New York’s ceramics corridor; Orlando’s

laser lane; Philadelphia’s medical mile; and Austin’s silicon hills.405 It is for States to determine and to

build the infrastructure of globalization.

3. New Regulatory Activities

States now also face the possibility of regulating a series of new activities. How should they deal with

the concentrations of capital caused by globalization? How should they handle consumer protection

when dealing with on-line purchases? How can they encourage new production processes to develop

in environmentally friendly ways? What role is there for State regulation of activities that were previ-

ously federal, but have now been devolved to the private sector? 

The pressures of globalization may also lead to development of new regulatory hybrids. The

National Governors Association has developed a number of options along these lines including: 

• federal/State standards, in which the federal government would establish national minimums, which

the States could then exceed;
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• multistate agreements, in which the federal government would provide financial or other incentives

to encourage States or regions to enter into regulatory compacts; and

• multifunctional and multijurisdictional standards, in which State and local governments may jointly

agree on a plan that is negotiated with several federal agencies. Under this approach, which could, for

example, combine regulations dealing with transportation, environmental, and open space goals, rele-

vant regulatory standards from all three levels of government would be included in the negotiated

plan.406

Perhaps the area in which a new model of State regulatory attention is required most urgently is

in the area of privacy, which is discussed in more detail below.

4. Privacy

The issue of privacy has taken on a new dimension with the developments of the last ten years. With

the dramatic explosion of Internet use, as well as the ability to transfer data without regard to national

borders, personal information on millions of Americans is now easily available at the click of a com-

puter mouse. While this issue, like many others, would be most effectively handled on a federal level,

lack of federal action provides an opportunity for States to fill the breach. And even if the federal gov-

ernment does act, there may be significant room for States to establish their own regulatory regimes to

provide enhanced protections for their own residents, especially regarding the use of available data by

the State itself and its public agencies.

The amount of information available on any given individual is phenomenal and “as reading and

writing, health care and shopping, and sex and gossip increasingly take place in cyberspace, it is sud-

denly dawning on us that the most intimate details of our life are being monitored, searched, recorded

and stored.”407 The amount of personal, seemingly private information that companies or malefactors

can accumulate on individuals is staggering. This information ranges from the mundane — such as

name, address, and telephone number — to downright invasive. By simply knowing how to navigate

the Internet, someone could find an individual’s medical records, credit card numbers, social security

number, the value of any property owned, stock holdings, former addresses, birth date, websites visited

(and how long a particular person stayed there), and an absolute mountain of other information. With
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all of this within reach, advertising companies finally have the names, addresses, and interests of peo-

ple they want to target.

How does this information get compiled? The case of DoubleClick, Inc. provides an example of one

of many possibilities. DoubleClick, the Internet’s largest advertising company, compiled detailed infor-

mation on the browsing habits of web users through the use of “cookies”, files which can be placed on

unsuspecting users’ hard drives and which track their web activities. Thus, DoubleClick could actually

track every website visited by a particular user. In November of 1999, DoubleClick purchased Abacus

Direct, a database of names, addresses and information about the offline buying habits of 90 million

households which had been compiled from the nation’s large direct mail catalogs and retailers. As

Jeffrey Rosen reported in The New York Times Magazine: “In January, DoubleClick began compiling pro-

files linking individuals’ actual names and addresses to Abacus’s detailed records of their online and

off-line purchases. Suddenly, shopping that once seemed anonymous was being archived in personal-

ly identifiable dossiers.”408

Many other possible invasions of privacy, from sharing of credit card and medical information to

cases of stealing personal identities over the web have led to increasing consumer concern. A recent

report indicated that 92% of consumers surveyed said that they were concerned about the misuse of

their personal information online, while a full 67% described themselves as “very concerned”.409

While the federal government could step in to address this concern, so far it has failed to do so. In

fact, the Clinton Administration has actively worked to oppose the application of the more stringent

European Union privacy rules to American businesses. Under the European rules, personal data may

generally only be processed “if the data subject has unambiguously given his consent.”410 The data sub-

ject also enjoys a right of easy access to the data “without constraint at reasonable intervals and with-

out excessive delay or expense”411; and the data can only be “kept in a form which permits identification

of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or

for which they are further processed.”412 Article 25 of the Directive limits the ability to transfer person-

al data outside of the EU unless the country to which it is transferred provides “an adequate level of

protection.”413

Despite a proposal by the Federal Trade Commission for legislation to protect consumer privacy on

the Internet, as well as the introduction of legislation in both houses of Congress, federal action has not
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been forthcoming. In fact, a recent article reported that “there is no expectation that Congress will act

any time soon.”414

In the absence of federal action, the room — and the need — for State initiative has expanded.415

In California, legislation passed in October 2000 which prohibits Internet service providers from dis-

closing personal information without permission from customers, and creates an office of “Privacy

Ombudsman” to investigate the unlawful release of personal information by a commercial or govern-

mental entity. In addition, businesses must now “destroy consumer records containing personal infor-

mation by shredding them, erasing them or making them unreadable.”416 If businesses do not comply,

then consumers can file civil lawsuits against the company.

In New York, proposals have been made to establish an opt-out system for unsolicited marketing

and disclose to consumers that they have the right to restrict unsolicited advertisements. Other proposals

would restrict the collection, disclosure and dissemination of personal information acquired by a

provider of online computer services in order to ensure the privacy of subscriber information; author-

ize a cause of action to enjoin unwanted solicitation; and regulate the collection, use or disclosure of

information by telecommunications carriers.417

In Massachusetts, Lieutenant Governor Jane Swift issued an executive order to protect the privacy

of personal information gathered by State agencies. The order called for every agency within the

Executive Department to review how personal information is collected and how that information is

used, and instructed these agencies to “ensure that only the minimum quantity of personal informa-

tion necessary for the agency to perform its functions is collected.”418

Also in Massachusetts, legislation was recently proposed to provide consumers with some of the

most comprehensive privacy protection in the nation. The Celluci-Swift bill would require data collec-

tors to provide consumer access to any data that has been collected on that individual, to notify con-

sumers whenever that information is sold, and to prohibit retailers or merchants from requiring con-

sumers to provide a social security number to complete a transaction. In addition, retailers and credit

card issuers would no longer be permitted to collect or sell personal information without consent from

the consumer (so-called “opt-in” consent) and consumers would have the option to more easily “opt-out”

of lists maintained by direct marketers. The bill would also restrict cable television companies from sell-

ing or disseminating viewing records and prevent Internet service providers from selling or sharing
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their customer’s personal information and/or browsing records without the customer’s express consent.

Furthermore, information-gathering agencies would no longer be permitted to hire inmates for data

processing, and people on the sex offender registry would be forbidden from processing personal

data.419 The Massachusetts legislation establishes both civil and criminal penalties for violations of any

of the provisions and also allows aggrieved consumers to sue for damages, court costs and attorney’s fees.

Privacy provides a perfect example of a new issue created by the forces of globalization in which

aggressive State action is warranted. In this case, the lack of a federal response opens a broad opportu-

nity for States to address the issue in a way consistent with their own values.

Conclusion

While States face many challenges from globalization, they also face opportunities as well. Some of

these opportunities involve activities within States; some require States to become more active on the

national and international levels. Yet each shapes the agenda for States in the future. In considering

their own approaches to globalization, States need also to examine the ways in which globalization

affects the underlying values of federalism, which are discussed in Part IV.
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In Parts II and III, we answered the Governor’s direct question about the impact of globalization on

American federalism and the States. We found that there are a series of challenges that globalization

presents to States, but we also discovered a range of opportunities for States as well. Clearly, the restric-

tions on State autonomy, flexibility, and areas of authority, as well as the new opportunities, have the

potential to impact the underlying strength of federalism itself. But American federalism can be

impacted in other ways as well. Parts IV and V begin to sketch out some of the “deeper” ways in which

federalism might be affected, first by looking at how globalization could impact what discussions today

consider to be federalism’s underlying values, and then by wondering in Part V how our very definition

of those values might be changed by globalization.

The discussion that follows is, by necessity, somewhat imprecise. As has already been noted, fed-

eralism is a notoriously slippery concept.420 On the public policy side, federalism has been used as a

rationale for increasing funding to States and municipalities (during the Nixon administration), as well

as for decreasing such funding (during the Reagan administration). While Nixon used federalism to

support a proposed restructuring of the welfare system in which the federal government played the cen-

tral role; Reagan used it as a rationale to propose a “swap” in which the federal government would take

over administration of Medicaid in exchange for which States would assume responsibility for 40 aid

programs, including Aid to Families with Dependent Children. And federalism was also used as the
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justification for the more recent, and actually enacted, welfare reform, which shifted numerous respon-

sibilities to the States, while eliminating a series of entitlements and both deleting and imposing a

range of federal rules. 

A similar imprecision has arisen in the constitutional discussion about federalism, in which the

Supreme Court in a matter of decades has moved from prohibiting Congress from enacting statutes

that “directly displace the [S]tates’ freedom to structure integral operations in areas of traditional gov-

ernmental functions”421 to an abandonment of the traditional governmental functions test altogether,

leaving States to the protections of “the national political process”422 and then back to more active judi-

cial oversight through the concern with commandeering we have already discussed.

Given this imprecision on both the policy and the constitutional side, it should come as no surprise

that there has also been disagreement about the values underlying federalism. Larry Kramer has per-

ceptively observed that federalism has been claimed to improve government or impede progress,

enhance freedom or permit racism, foster participatory democracy or entrench local elites, facilitate

diversity or create races to the bottom, protect individual liberty or encourage tyranny, and promote fiscal

responsibility or lead to pressures to expand government.423 And Barry Friedman has argued that

despite frequent invocations of various reasons for supporting federalism, little attempt has been made

to measure their actual worth.424 In fact, he has claimed that we do not value federalism because we

have not devoted enough attention to understanding how a federal system actually furthers values we

hold dear.425

The discussion that follows should be seen, therefore, as an initial attempt to assess potential

impacts of globalization on five different values that have frequently been attributed to federalism (fed-

eralism’s role in protecting liberty and democracy, citizen participation, accountability, maximizing

choice and diversity, and serving as laboratories for innovation). These are certainly not the only values

underlying federalism, and as will be discussed in Part V, they may not even be the most relevant feder-

alism values for an era of globalization. However, they have widely characterized analyses of federalism

to date. A few further caveats are in order. First, one should not confuse the effort to identify federalism

values with an argument that federalism should only be protected on account of these values. As Justice

O’Connor has argued, from the constitutional perspective: “Our task would be the same even if one

could prove that federalism secured no advantages to anyone. It consists not of devising our preferred
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system of government, but of understanding and applying the framework set forth in the

Constitution.”426 Second, as in other contexts, the ultimate impact of globalization on federalism values

is far from clear. Some aspects of globalization have positive ramifications for federalism values, while

other aspects may have negative implications for the same values. Rather than attempting to measure

the relative weight of these conflicting forces, we will merely outline the arguments on each side.427

Liberty and Democracy

Perhaps the most frequently cited value furthered by federalism is that of liberty, along with the relat-

ed value of democracy. Indeed, federalism’s role in securing liberty has been recognized by Supreme

Court Justices on both sides of the recent 5-4 decisions. In Printz, for example, Justice Scalia, writing

for the majority, commented that the separation of the government into a State and federal sphere, “is

one of the Constitution’s structural protections of liberty.”428 And three Justices on the dissenting side

of the Court’s decision in New York similarly recognized that “the entire structure of our federal con-

stitutional government can be traced to an interest in establishing checks and balances to prevent the

exercise of tyranny against individuals.”429 This protection arises from the diffusion of power within and

among the different levels of government, which creates, Madison argued in Federalist 51, “a double

security” to the rights of the people. “The different governments will control each other, at the same

time that each will be controlled by itself.”430 The forces unleashed by globalization can be seen as hav-

ing both positive and negative implications for liberty and democracy.

Positive Implications

1. Diffusion of Power

To the extent that liberty is protected by a diffusion of power, one could argue that globalization will

further that diffusion in multiple ways. As we have already seen, globalization empowers new players

in the public arena, may lead to the transfer of power from national governments to the marketplace

or to international organizations, and, some have argued, is a force for deconcentration generally

through the replacement of hierarchical systems with more diffuse networks.431 These can all con-

tribute to the healthy diffusion of power which federalism seeks to secure. According to this analysis,

the introduction of the WTO and other supranational organizations can be seen as a salutary devel-
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opment. After all, if liberty is best protected by having multiple layers of government which both keep

each other in check and give people different avenues through which to appeal, then adding an inter-

national layer may provide even greater security for liberty. If ambition countering ambition is good

on two levels, maybe it is even better on three. If one is concerned that the federal government has

been getting too strong vis a vis the States, then the potential loss of national sovereignty and the fact

that federal strength can now be cabined by international forces and organizations, would both be

seen as positive developments.

2. More Empowered Actors

Related to the diffusion of power is the emergence of additional empowered actors which bring new

ways to pressure governments to protect liberty. If originally federalism was intended to protect lib-

erty by guaranteeing a second governmental level with which to challenge encroachments of the first,

then perhaps enabling even nongovernmental players to both gain power and challenge the power of

governments is a positive move. One could point to the growth of civil society within the United

States, the increasing ability of community and other groups to use the Internet to access information

that gives them additional weapons to use in trying to impact governmental policies, and the fact that

citizen coalitions can now be created more easily around the nation (rather than being effectively lim-

ited to discrete geographic areas) all as evidence that more empowered actors can help protect liberty.

The same argument would apply to the growth of transnational advocacy networks and NGOs, as they

now provide a new way to bring pressure on governments to protect liberty. Rather than having to rely

on finding like-minded individuals domestically, one can now use the collective power of networks of

individuals around the world. And this international coalition can not only pressure our domestic gov-

ernment directly to protect liberty, they can also bring pressure on their own home governments,

which can in turn pressure our own.432 Furthermore, the growth of international law and its expansion

into areas of human rights can also be seen as an added bulwark of liberty, as can the increased

involvement by State and local governments in the foreign relations realm, as discussed in Part III. 

One should not necessarily assume, however, that citizen group power will now trump other inter-

ests’ power. Rather, the growth of networks and coalitions can enhance the power of interests across

the spectrum.
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3. Export of Democracy

Globalization (at least in its current form) can also be seen as a premiere avenue for the spread of democrat-

ic ideas around the world. This can occur in several ways, from market pressures for the stability that comes

with the rule of law, to the difficulties governments face in maintaining closed societies while promoting open

economies, to the simple fact that US preeminence in the globalization process augurs well for the expansion

of key US principles. While the federal structure was created to protect liberty at home, not with the intention

of exporting it abroad, the spread of democracy does have beneficial domestic repercussions. One could argue

that the expansion of democracy abroad helps secure it at home, as it makes it even easier to create new inter-

national networks to pressure our home government to protect domestic liberty. Additionally, the more

democracy becomes the accepted political system on a global scale, the more difficult it would be to subvert

it at home. And the very success in exporting one of America’s key concepts abroad can further stabilize the

legitimacy of our democratic regime at home. Perhaps the argument that the Founders would have found the

most convincing (but which today is of little concern) is that the export of democracy will lead to a diminished

focus on military security, thereby enabling a reduction in the size of the standing army. 

Negative Implications

1. Decreasing Power of States

In our federal structure, the States are viewed as the predominant actors in balancing federal powers.

It is to the States that citizens would look to stop federal encroachments on liberty. While it is true that

a plethora of actors to balance federal encroachments may be better, it may also be worse. One of the

most effective strategies is to divide and conquer, and what better way to insure unlimited federal gov-

ernment than to divide the remaining power among many opposing institutions? In fact, many of the

private actors within States may have amounts of power similar to the level of States themselves.433 This

could well undercut the ability of States to oppose federal restrictions on liberty. And the other limita-

tions on State powers discussed above, from the strictures of the WTO regime to increased competi-

tion among States and within their borders, may all sap the ability of States to perform one of their key

functions in our federalist system: countering federal threats to liberty. 

State powers may also be limited in more indirect fashions. For example, as production becomes

more decentralized, the popular base needed in order to cause change presumably becomes larger as
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well. This may lead to a situation in which States are no longer large enough to oppose abuses, but

must instead rely on bringing outside pressures to bear in order to be effective.434 And the potential

schism between States as a whole and the world cities that are located within their territories, may sap

State powers to present a united front to federal threats.

2. Consensus Based Structure of the International System

While this is discussed in more detail in Part V, it can be argued that the current structure of the inter-

national system undercuts liberty. That is, the system is based on achieving consensus; indeed, it has

no real institutional framework for a continuing opposition. As Susan Strange has argued, to make

authority acceptable, effective and respected, a combination of forces is required to check arbitrary uses

of power.435 To the extent that this is lacking on the international level, it can be seen as a potential threat

to liberty at home, as it undercuts the very notion that institutionalized competing forces are needed to

protect liberty.

3. Challenges to Domestic System Legitimacy

The forces of globalization can also be seen as undercutting much of the support for democracy at

home. And to the extent that democratic processes lose their legitimacy, the threat of encroachments

on liberty by way of demagogues or reactions to public upheaval increases. Thus, the impact of global-

ization on the legitimacy of the democratic system, on its ability to respond to the needs of a diverse

population, to cushion the losses of segments of the population, and to reassure all that the winners

played fairly, all represent potential threats to American liberty as well. The concerns expressed in Part

III regarding the backlash to globalization would be prominent here, as would the potential losses of

tax revenues that can undercut the ability of governments to ameliorate losses due to globalization. As

Dani Rodrik has insightfully noted, it is in those Scandinavian nations that the economy is most open

to the forces of globalization that governments have been forced to step in actively to insulate their

publics from the disruptions caused by that openness.436

4. Challenges to Public Governance Generally

Globalization also brings with it increased pressures to remove various responsibilities from the pub-
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lic realm and transfer them to the marketplace or elsewhere. Some have argued that this is at the

essence of our form of globalization.437 With this pressure comes a set of further challenges to the fed-

eralism value of liberty. First, this transfer of power from the public realm can undercut the ability of

public actors such as States to play the roles they were assigned by federalism. It can also limit the pro-

tections of the States under federalism, since the Tenth Amendment acts as a limit on federal actions,

not presumably on those devolved to the private sector. Second, such a transfer of power can also lull

the public into a false sense of security that government institutions cannot threaten liberty. In fact, one

could argue that it is precisely those governmental institutions whose continued effectiveness are

threatened that may be most tempted to lash out in ways that attack current liberty protections. Third,

the increased power of the market threatens to subvert democratically determined policies. If the pub-

lic sees that current institutional frameworks are unable to protect them adequately from the vicissi-

tudes of the market, and that the impact of decisions arrived at through the democratic process are

undercut by anonymous market forces, then the ability of government on any level to respond to threats

to liberty is diminished. 

This is not just a problem with transfers of power to the marketplace. The same can be said of the

growing power of other entities with nonegalitarian structures, such as transnational advocacy net-

works,438 NGOs, etc. As P.J.Simmons has argued, not only are NGOs decidedly undemocratic and unac-

countable to the people they claim to represent, they also can lapse into old-fashioned interest group

politics that can produce gridlock on a global scale.439 And the transfer of power to international regimes

is also suspect, as international standards get adopted by nonrepresentative bodies,440 and as customary

international law gets created through nondemocratic processes.441 Finally, the transfer of power to the

WTO also enables corporations that are too weak to challenge State or national laws domestically to do

an end-run around the process by having their foreign subsidiaries get their own governments to bring

the US before an international tribunal.442

Citizen Participation

Meaningful citizen participation has been generally recognized as a value furthered by federalism. As

Justice O’Connor noted nearly 20 years ago: “federalism enhances the opportunity of all citizens to par-

ticipate in representative government.”443 Indeed, the Founders’ assumptions about government were
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permeated with the notion of Civic Republicanism,444 which focused on citizen participation not just as

an instrumental value, but as a good in and of itself. The federal structure, with its robust State gov-

ernments engaged in determining policies important to citizens’ daily lives and easily accessible to

those citizens, was intended to serve as a further bulwark for encouraging citizen participation. Indeed,

the notion of citizen participation445 served as an essential premise regarding how the governmental

framework would work.

Positive Implications

1. Ability to Participate: Information, Time, Geography

Globalization can enhance not just the quantity but also the quality of citizen participation. It can pro-

vide far greater access to information that was once the monopoly of those in power, and it can enable

citizens to participate in ways that were not possible before. Indeed, electronic means can expand par-

ticipation dramatically, and can also help citizens move from merely reacting to governmental propos-

als as voters toward becoming active participants in public deliberations themselves.446

To the extent that globalization increases efficiency and productivity, it can also free up citizens’

time to engage in participation. A citizen constantly struggling to put food on the table is less able to

spend weekday evenings contemplating issues related to the public good.  If globalization and its con-

comitant forces enhance economic security, if they improve access to education, they may improve cit-

izen participation indirectly as well.

Globalization and the technological changes which have accompanied it also hold out the potential

to override some of the geographic limitations on citizen participation. Theoretically, using various elec-

tronic means, it should be just as easy for citizens far on the outskirts of town to participate actively in

community deliberations as for those in townhouses on the central square. And when one considers

the size of States such as California, Texas or NY, the impact becomes even greater, allowing more effec-

tive participation by greater portions of the population.

2. Coalition Building

Globalization can also enable citizens to develop new coalitions which both increase their impact and

offer more ways to lure fellow citizens into participation. Citizen participation, thus, can include not
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just petitioning the government or speaking out at a hearing, but also engaging in electronic chats,

attending conferences of NGOs, etc. And as existing groups become more effective at harnessing the

forces of globalization,447 their very successes may encourage more citizens into the process — either

acting through interest groups or on their own. 

In addition, globalization strengthens the possibilities of developing communities of interest that

are not tied to geography. This actually presents a situation in which the desires of States may conflict

with the interests of citizen participation generally. From the perspective of States, citizen participation

that crosses State (and even national) boundaries can be disempowering, as it decreases the centrality

of States in the process and undercuts the notion of a joint State interest. For citizen participation as a

value, however, such a development may enhance opportunities to become engaged. 

3. Undercutting of Elites

In an indirect manner, globalization can enhance citizen participation by undercutting the entrenched

powers of both local and national elites. As the public arena is seen as more open, and as old-boy net-

works become less important as avenues to influence, robust citizen participation should benefit. Thus,

State and local participation in foreign policy which democratizes the foreign policy process may bring

this benefit, as could even the upheaval and social dislocation caused by globalization. That is, global-

ization causes not only problems for those left out, it can also shift power from the barons of the old

economy to the upstarts of the new. While the Founders perceived citizen participation as a very elite

process, globalization may help democratize the process further.

Negative Implications

1. International Regimes and the Limits of Participation

New international regimes such as the WTO undercut citizen participation in numerous ways. The

rules of the WTO, such as those requiring scientific risk assessments to support various environmen-

tal regulations, remove policymaking from the public and place it in the hands of technical experts. The

dispute settlement procedures also not only limit transparency to the public, but also make clear that it

is technical experts who should be making these decisions by serving on dispute panels. And the

almost invisible International Organization for Standardization sets international criteria not only for
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mundane technical issues such as screw sizes but also regarding environmental production and prod-

uct safety controls.448 These are just symptomatic of an overall approach which sees policymaking as a

job for professionals. Indeed, citizens are to the WTO, as States were to the foreign affairs realm pre-

viously, irrelevant. They exist for the WTO only to the extent that their national governments choose to

reflect their views in its policies.

Of course, even if international regimes were open to the notion of citizen participation it becomes

exceedingly difficult to conceive how one could structure such participation meaningfully. If it is diffi-

cult to enable millions in a State to participate, how can one imagine a system in which billions are

given a true opportunity for participation? Such participation would more likely emerge as a fig leaf

rather than as a meaningful part of the process.

2. Nondemocratic Participation

Perhaps because of the immense expanse of the international arena and the implausibility of achieving

meaningful participation by individuals, citizen participation in this stage of globalization has become

increasingly mediated through groups. In this sense, the effort to get all stakeholders to the table rep-

resents merely a return to interest group pluralism, rather than an avenue for robust participation.

Furthermore, as noted above, NGOs and other such groups can bring many of the negative attributes

of other special interests. And, indeed, Peter Spiro has argued that “Armed with the leverage of large

memberships, and knowing that those members are likely to be a docile herd, NGO leaders have

emerged as a class of modern day, nonterritorial potentates, a position rather like that commanded by

medieval bishops.”449

Here again representation is often confused with participation. In addition, the role of groups also

gives one pause in considering the extent to which globalization has made it easier for factions to dom-

inate public discourse. The fear of control by factions was one of the rationales used by Madison to jus-

tify the shifting of powers from the States to the new Constitution. After all, a diverse, heterogeneous

national government was less likely to be captured by factions than was a smaller State government.450

It is not at all clear that the same reasoning would apply to the shift of power from the national to inter-

national level. In fact, the plethora of international institutions (often comprising only the interest

groups directly affected) whose standards are then imposed on democratic governments through WTO
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rules, raises concern that the international arena, as currently structured, may be particularly suscepti-

ble to capture by factions. This again reduces the ability of citizens to participate meaningfully, or to

even have a voice, in the process.

3. Lack of Deliberation

Citizen participation was intended to be more than just voting, or merely speaking out. There was also

to be an element of deliberation, of consideration of opposing viewpoints, and of persuasion. This

underlying principle of deliberation (which of course applies to representative government as well) may

be undercut by the pressures of globalization. For example, globalization and its focus on economics,

has highlighted people’s roles as consumers over their roles as deliberative citizens. Even NGOs have

discovered that they can effectively use consumer preferences to constrain corporate or nationstate

behavior, such as through the use of boycotts.451 As people are identified increasingly through their roles

as consumers, rather than citizens, one of the core values on which citizen participation itself stands is

undercut. Furthermore, the ability of some players to get many bites at the policymaking apple (e.g., if

you lose on the State or national level, you can still try to influence foreign governments, international

players, or to build international coalitions) undercuts the role of persuasion in the process. The issue

becomes one less of convincing others that your position is correct, than of finding a forum at the

appropriate level in which your interests are likely to prevail.

Accountability

The precise meaning of accountability as a federalism value is unclear. On the one hand, accountabili-

ty can mean that the public is aware of which government officials to hold responsible for various poli-

cies and has the power to hold their feet to the fire, generally by voting them out of office. In this sense,

one could argue that the division of powers between federal and State governments in our federalist

structure can only blur accountability. What could be clearer than just having one level of government:

the public would always know that that level was the one to be held accountable. On the other hand,

accountability can also mean availability to the public, responsiveness to the public’s questions and con-

cerns.452 In this second sense of responsiveness, one can argue that the existence of State governments

furthers accountability for two reasons. First, they provide a further avenue for citizens to seek redress
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of grievances; and, second, they are presumably closer to the people and therefore more accessible

(although the enormous size of various States and their State legislative districts may call this assump-

tion into question). 

When the Court talks about accountability it seems to be discussing it in the first sense. This can

be seen in the concern with accountability expressed by Justice O’Connor in the Court’s opinion in New

York v. United States. O’Connor noted that when the federal government exercises its powers to pre-

empt a State law, it is clear to the public that it is the federal government taking the action and which

should be held accountable for it. On the other hand, O’Connor argued:

where the Federal Government directs the States to regulate, it may be [S]tate officials who will

bear the brunt of public disapproval, while the federal officials who devised the regulatory pro-

gram may remain insulated from the electoral ramifications of their decision. Accountability is

thus diminished when, due to federal coercion, elected [S]tate officials cannot regulate in accor-

dance with the views of the local electorate in matters not pre-empted by federal regulation.453

Thus, the Court has assumed a role in policing accountability; that is, in insuring that politicians

on all levels are not allowed to blur the lines of responsibility for policy decisions. Since the clearest

accountability would exist in a unitary system, the Court seems to be arguing more that accountability

is necessary for federalism to function appropriately, than that accountability is one of the key values

that federalism furthers. Thus, it is necessary to consider the extent to which globalization may affect

accountability in both the Court’s sense and in terms of responsiveness.

Positive Implications

1. Heightened Political Involvement and Information: Accountability in the Court’s Sense

Globalization and the new pressures that it brings to the functioning of government can heighten

accountability by increasing the visibility of various issues. For example, the wave of international

protests from NGOs concerning the ill-fated Mutlilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) had the

effect of elevating MAI questions from the level of civil servants to the ministerial level. Thus, account-

ability was enhanced as a key issue came to the attention of higher level officials who could be held

more directly responsible through elections.454 And the increased visibility of the issue generally

enhanced the flow of information to citizens regarding which officials to hold accountable. In this
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sense, any increase in transparency brought about by globalization enhances accountability as well.455

Heightened Accessibility: Accountability in Terms of Responsiveness

Globalization can also enhance accountability by making officials more responsive to the electorate.

Here again, the increased transparency that comes with enhanced information flow and access to infor-

mation can play a key role in making elected officials responsive to their constituents. In addition, a

number of technological developments, such as the rise of the Internet, greater use of e-mail, etc., can

make it both easier for citizens to contact their representatives and to track their activities, votes, etc.

And the ability to create broad-based coalitions can also be used to break open otherwise nonaccount-

able elite cliques that may control or disproportionately influence policymaking in a particular area.

Negative Implications

1. Accountability in the Court’s Sense: Less State Decisionmaking Authority

As has already been discussed earlier, numerous State laws may be impacted or even overridden by deci-

sions made by nonaccountable, unelected supranational officials. In addition, the precise accountability

problem that the Court feared in New York, in which the State’s policymaking processes are comman-

deered by another level of government, becomes even more acute when one considers the ability of the

WTO to impose various rules that will pressure State governments to change their existing environ-

mental, consumer safety, or other standards. Should the public hold the State officials who propose the

new conforming legislation accountable? Or is it the fault of the federal government (both executive and

legislative) for agreeing to the WTO rules in the first place? Or is it the fault of the USTR for bringing

suit in federal court to compel State compliance? Or is it the fault of the Dispute Settlement Body on the

supranational level? Accountability becomes even more blurred if State officials shape prospective legis-

lation so as to conform to WTO standards. In this case, they are not being forced directly by higher pow-

ers to conform; yet, on the other hand, it is the threat of that future compulsion which is causing them

to preemptively shape their own law in a conforming fashion. And State officials may also just use inter-

national pressures as an excuse for enacting policies that they would favor in any event.

Accountability concerns are heightened further by the lack of transparency in the DSU, the fact that

globalization may increase the power of the executive vis a vis the legislature (given the President’s
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broad foreign affairs power and the ability to enter into executive agreements), and the lack of demo-

cratic accountability by international standards setters.456 And whom should voters hold accountable for

developments in customary international law?

2. Accountability in the Court’s Sense: Less Federal Decisionmaking Authority

Similar concerns can be expressed on the federal level, as the federal government may be required to

pass legislation to conform to international obligations. This could be expected to increase proportion-

ately with the level of integration. In Europe, for example, “Member State officials regularly implement

policies they had little or no role in making.”457 To what extent will federal processes be commandeered?

In this regard, one can at least argue that the federal government played a role in creating the obliga-

tions in the first place. But what if they were imposed through executive agreement? Or by two-thirds

of the Senate but no voice in the House? There may be a further issue of accountability when federal

(or theoretically State) officials take credit for passing certain legislation which they were required to do

by international obligations. Interestingly, the European Court of Justice has ruled that a Member State

acts illegally when it incorporates directly applicable [European] Community law in such as way as to

conceal its Community origins and character.458

3. Accountability in the Court’s Sense: Less Governmental Decisionmaking Authority

Democratic accountability on both State and federal levels is also affected by the shift of governmental

responsibilities to corporations, NGOs, and the marketplace in general. In this circumstance, should

the government be held accountable for allowing the shift in power? Or is accountability to the citizens

replaced by accountability to consumers? Or does accountability simply vanish amidst the invisible

hand movements of an active marketplace?

4. Accountability in the Sense of Responsiveness

Many of the above concerns also relate to accountability in the second sense, as States and State offi-

cials may be less responsive to constituent needs since their hands are tied by higher levels of govern-

ment or international agreements. Furthermore, an explosion in electronic communications and inter-

actions with citizens could effectively overwhelm State representative processes; and the ability of citi-
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zens to express their opinions directly on a wide range of issues, which could lead to increased devo-

lution of power from representative institutions to the people themselves, could undercut democratic

accountability in a fundamental sense. If everyone is responsible for decisions made by the public act-

ing as a whole (such as through initiatives and other forms of direct democracy), then no single indi-

vidual or institution can be held accountable.

Maximizing Choice/Diversity

There is another way in which federalism enables the government to respond to citizens’ wishes, and

that is through the ability of States, through their different policy choices and tax and spending deci-

sions, to differentiate themselves. This has several benefits. First, it can maximize overall utility, in the

sense that citizens who want more services and higher taxes can move to States that offer such a mix

of goods, while those who want a different combination can move elsewhere. The theoretical outcome

is an increase in utility for all, as more citizens are happier than would be the case if a single national

standard were imposed by the majority on the minority. Second, the prospect that States will compete

for the affections of a mobile citizenry raises the chances that they will seek to be more responsive in

the first place to the expressed desires of their residents.459 Third, the very option of exit by a citizen

increases liberty generally and further pressures States not to encroach on citizens’ liberties. While one

can legitimately take issue with a number of the assumptions underlying the above contentions (e.g.,

do citizens really move because of different State policies or do they move for reasons of employment,

climate, closeness to family, etc.?), it is nevertheless important that globalization may impact this

dynamic.

Positive Implications

1. Increased Mobility

Globalization can be expected to increase citizens’ mobility in various ways. It may lead to increased

immigration (thereby adding an international element to mobility and competition for citizens), and it

may well make it easier for citizens to choose to relocate for quality of life reasons. For example, to the

extent that globalization enables citizens to telecommute over long distances, the location of their jobs

may cease to be such a determining factor in their decisions regarding where to live. (Of course, to the
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extent that one adopts Saskia Sassen’s view of the concentrating effects of globalization, the opposite

may be the case.) And the general mobility of labor and the growth of international job opportunities,

may simply give people increased employment options unhindered by geographic boundaries.

2. Increased Information and Voice

Globalization may also make it easier for States to compete (and for individuals to respond to that compe-

tition) by increasing the flow of information. Citizens may become more aware of different options regard-

ing different places to live. States may use new media to advertise their policies in an effort to lure desired

residents. And citizens may have a greater opportunity to give voice to their reasons for leaving (or coming),

sharing their views with a wider audience, which may then convince others to make similar moves, etc.

Negative Implications

1. International Standards and Diminished Diversity 

As was discussed in the section regarding the WTO, there are significant pressures for harmonization

among different State rules. To the extent that States are forced to all conform to supranational stan-

dards, their ability to differentiate themselves lessens. Thus, globalization effectively removes a series

of policy areas from the arena in which States can compete with each other, and in which citizens can

enjoy the choice that comes with diversity. 

2. Convergence

While diversity can be limited by international standards, or even by a broader harmonization of

approaches, there is also the possibility that globalization will lead to greater convergence among dif-

fering systems on a more fundamental level. While, as discussed earlier, the evidence indicates that

there are significant barriers to convergence among different nationstates, the same barriers to con-

vergence may not exist among States themselves. Thus, the pressures of globalization may lead not just

to diminished diversity caused by the imposition of international rules, they could also initiate dynam-

ics which lead to a more fundamental convergence in States’ approaches to different policy issues. This

would represent a significant loss to the diversity that federalism brings.
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Laboratories

A final underlying value that States and federalism further is the innovation and experimentation that

comes with States’ roles as laboratories. This was expressed most succinctly in a famous dissenting

opinion by Justice Brandeis in New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262 (1932) in which he said: “It

is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous State may, if its citizens

choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of

the country.”460

While the concept of States as laboratories has received broad recognition and acceptance, it can

actually mean two very different things. In both cases, it assumes that States will use their freedom and

autonomy to develop different approaches, different combinations of services and taxes, and different

styles of government management. The question is what happens next. In order for this benefit of fed-

eralism to be distinct from the more general notion of diversity, one model assumes that other States

will then learn from their neighbors’ experimentation and adopt the things that work. There is an inter-

esting internal tension within this model, as often the reason why States are given flexibility to experi-

ment is because they each face different needs and different circumstances. Thus, national level exper-

imentation would not be suitable to the particularities of the local situation. However, at the same time,

this model assumes that State needs and circumstances are not so different as to prevent them from

usefully adopting (or at least adapting) their sister States’ experiences to fit their own situation. A sec-

ond model of what happens assumes that the knowledge gained from State experimentation will serve

to inform policymaking on the national level.461 Thus, while the initial experimentation may enhance

diversity, it will ultimately decrease diversity as it becomes the basis for adoption on the national level

of whatever approach works best.

Depending on the model adopted, the ultimate impacts of globalization would differ, as, for exam-

ple, a weakening of States’ roles as laboratories might be seen as generally diminishing innovation on

the State level or impacting innovation on the federal level as well. 

Positive Implications

Globalization could impact States’ roles as laboratories in a number of positive directions. First, to the

extent that it brings new issues to the public agenda, it expands the realm of possible areas in which
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States can experiment. Second, if globalization leads to greater efficiencies, it could provide funds for

even more experimentation. And if globalization subjects States to a range of similar pressures, it could

make the experiments in each State more relevant for adoption in others. Indeed, experiments are

probably most useful when there is agreement on the general policy direction desired, but uncertainty

about the best way to get there.462 Finally, globalization can increase the flow of information both among

States and even with subnational governments abroad.

Negative Implications

Globalization can also severely hinder States in their roles as laboratories. As has been mentioned

above, the pressures for international standards and harmonization undercut the role of States as lab-

oratories, as does the requirement that national governments ensure State law conformity.463 And State

experimentation would only increase the diversity which US trading partners have already argued could

represent inappropriate barriers to trade.464 In addition, the focus of WTO rules on scientific evidence

limits the ability of States to experiment with various technology-pushing regulations.465

While the impact of globalization on federalism values is far from clear, it may well be far-reaching.

Thus, not only will globalization impact federalism by impacting the States themselves, it also carries

significant implications for the broader values underlying federalism and the ability of federal struc-

tures to continue to support these values. However, the effect of globalization may be more extensive

still, as it is possible that the pressures of globalization will serve as a catalyst for reconsideration and

redefinition of federalism values. Thus, we now turn to considering two final issues in the relationship

between federalism and globalization: the extent to which globalization will reshape federalism values,

and, finally, a few thoughts on the extent to which federalism may shape globalization in turn.
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Our analysis so far has looked at globalization and its impact on States and federalism values, as both

exist today. However, if we are truly to explore globalization’s impact on federalism, we must consider

at least another level: how globalization and federalism may shape each other moving forward. As Ian

Clark has argued on the level of the nationstate, there is a mutually constitutive relationship between

globalization and the nationstate, within which change occurs in both.466 We must look at the relation-

ship between globalization and federalism in an equally dynamic way. Certainly, each will change and

shape the other. This is perhaps more relevant for US federalism than for other nations’ domestic struc-

tures, as the US can be expected to play the major role in shaping globalization in the future. 

What does this type of analysis yield? As an initial matter, we must be honest about the tentative

nature of our inquiry. It is difficult enough to peer into a crystal ball regarding the forces of today’s glob-

alization and their impact on federalism; trying to look at the dynamic between the two moving forward

is an even more daunting, and ultimately impossible, task. Nevertheless the fact that the possibilities

are so daunting may in fact be liberating, as we are free to think broadly –- and prescriptively.

Thinking in this manner raises difficult questions. We have discussed federalism values in terms of

the role that federalism has played in the past and the way that its values have been filtered through the

American experience of the past two centuries. Might not the American experience of the 21st century

lead to a further reconfiguration of federalism values? Might not certain values implicit in federalism that
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have remained relatively unremarkable become more prominent when confronting the new experiences

associated with globalization? And might others already described in Part IV take on new meaning in the

context of globalization? Among these potentially newly emphasized values might be included the need

for balance, a more contextualized view of the importance of efficiency, and new applications of endur-

ing federalism concerns regarding diffusion of power, the role of diversity, and civic Republicanism.

Similarly, how might federalism itself and the way it structures American thinking impact our own

efforts to shape globalization? While we can anticipate that globalization will shape America’s efforts at

structuring federalism, it is also possible that concepts related to federalism (such as the ability of local

majorities to resist the will of the national majority; and the need for ambition to counteract ambition)

may prove useful in future efforts to structure institutional responses to globalization. What follows is

no more than an early effort to spur discussion in this area.

New Federalism Values

The Stages of Federalism

John Attanasio has argued that there have been several stages of American federalism, starting with a

federalism comprised of powerful States and a relatively weak government, which was replaced after

the Civil War by a judicial stage in which the courts mediated a dramatic shift in power from the States

to the federal level over a period of 100 years. After the New Deal, the courts withdrew significantly

from the process, allowing much of the relationship to be resolved through the political process. Now,

Attanasio claims, we are moving into a fourth stage in which the courts do not limit themselves to con-

straining the power of the States but also are willing to constrain the power of the national govern-

ment.467 While Attanasio’s analysis is grounded in the domestic American experience, Aman extends it

by looking at the impact of globalization. “[I]n a global economy,” he argues, “power arrangements

should be more fluid, and multigovernmental approaches often may be necessary in which the degrees

of [S]tate, federal, and international power may change over time.”468 How then might federalism val-

ues be reanalyzed in the context of globalization? Since federalism and its values can be expected to

remain as imprecise concepts during the next era as they have been in the past, it must be admitted

that certain federalism values could be used to argue in favor of globalization, while others could be

used to oppose it. The discussion that follows adopts neither of these points of view, but rather exam-
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ines how federalism values may be referred to in shaping a somewhat more humane, more public-

regarding globalization. 

Federalism Values for the Next Stage

1. The Role of Balance

Our current discourse on globalization seems to have forgotten a key value underlying federalism, the

notion of balance. Some of the argument surrounding globalization is made in stark terms. Power

should be devolved to the lowest level possible.469 The nationstate has become a bit player.470 Power

should be devolved to the marketplace to ensure efficiency.471 While all of these statements may be true

in part, they ignore a key insight of federalism. Our federalism did not create a structure in which the

allocation of power between the States and the federal government was static for all time. Rather, the

relationship has been one of shifting balance. Indeed, the whole notion of federalism assumes that at

no point will one or the other level gain too controlling a hand. 

This insight may be useful in bringing new nuance to our shaping of globalization. Of course, there is

an important role for the market, as there is for the nationstate and the States. Yet, we need to insure that

each can do what it does best, without undercutting the ability of the other to further its own goals. Thus,

the marketplace’s ability to achieve efficient allocation of resources is an important goal, but not one to be

pursued blindly or in isolation. And the nationstate’s ability to establish public-regarding goals also needs

to be constrained by the disciplining strictures of the marketplace. As in federalism, neither can operate

without the other. And perhaps they both operate best when in a constructive tension with each other.

2. The Relative Importance of Efficiency

Related to the notion of balance, the concern with efficiency needs to be seen as one goal rather than the goal.

As I have described already in Part I, the focus on economics as a core principle of globalization reflects a

flawed reading of the process of globalization: economics globalized first not because it was so central, but

because it could be subordinated to more important political goals. Federalism adds another layer to this

analysis. Certainly, efficiency is one of the concerns of federalism. States in competition with each other to

attract populations can be expected to become more efficient. States may be able to operate in some cases

more efficiently than the national government. And the very idea that different State policy approaches will
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maximize utility for the greatest number of people, is also closely related to the cost-benefit analysis approach

that often underlies efficiency calculations. Nonetheless, at its core, federalism also reminds us that efficien-

cy is not the sole value. It is more efficient for an economy to operate based on standardized national rules

than on diverse State-based ones. Indeed, the very tension between the federal and State governments that

the federal structure creates is intended to be inefficient. It is intended to make it more difficult for either level

of government to implement fully its agenda. Federalism recognizes that this inefficiency plays a role in

securing liberty. A similar recognition may be important in shaping the dynamics of globalization as well.

3. Diffusion of Power

Federalism was also intended to protect against an undue concentration of power on either level of gov-

ernment, as such diffusion of power operates to protect liberty. Might globalization be informed by an

expansion of this insight into concentrations of power outside of government as well?472 The devolution

of power from the public to the private sector causes pause, especially if that power is concentrated in

the hands of a few rather than being widely dispersed. To the extent that federalism was an attempt to

prevent the concentration of power in a single public set of hands, so too may it remind us to avoid the

concentration of power in a few private hands. Indeed might this require us to examine more closely

the other prong of the Tenth Amendment — the reservation of powers to the people? Theoretically, that

could inform an inquiry into the extent to which various powers were intended to remain in the hands

of the people (either individually or acting through their governments) rather than in the hands of the

few (whether they be in government or in the private sector). Might future analysis of the Tenth

Amendment provide a framework not just for protecting the autonomy of the States from the federal

government, but also for protecting the autonomy of the people? Or do all Tenth Amendment protec-

tions stop when power is transferred from the public to the private sector? Indeed, in this inquiry one

can look not just to the Tenth Amendment but to one of the core insights of the federalism analysis:

the conviction that sovereignty ultimately resides in the hands of the people.473

4. Benefits of Diversity

As was already discussed in Part IV, one of the underlying values of federalism relates to the benefits

of diversity. This could provide a particularly timely reminder in assessing the extent to which conver-
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gence of rules and systems globally is desirable. To what extent is convergence in the non-economic

realms either possible or desirable? Surely, there is room for certain universal norms (e.g., in the realm

of human rights), but do we also need to carve out (perhaps explicitly as a matter of policy) a set of areas

in which diversity will be not just tolerated but actually encouraged? 

5. Civic Republicanism

Central to the Founders’ notion of civic republicanism was the belief that there is a common good. As

has been discussed in Part III, the dilution of the notion of national interest has weakened that assump-

tion. And the continuing reference to the will of the market as central to defining our common interest

also undercuts the notion that there is a public good on the State and local level as well. Here the feder-

alism value of civic republicanism has a large role to play. It can remind us that the public good is more

than the aggregate of private interests.474 It can remind us that the hyperpluralism that the Internet and

other technological developments encourage may go too far in undercutting the notion of public delib-

eration that was so central to the way in which the Founders hoped to discover that public good. It can

remind us that there is a value in participation, and that there may be fundamental problems with the

development of a virtuality that transforms humans not just into consumers, but into spectators.475

Structuring Globalization

Given the dynamic nature of the federalism/globalization relationship, it is sometimes difficult to sep-

arate the basic arguments about what is shaping which. This is reflected in the discussion above, in

which the exploration into new values of federalism that may become relevant in the era of globaliza-

tion also suggested new ways to shape the globalization process. There remain but a few final points to

make on the potential impact of federalism on globalization.

Impact Through the United States

Federalism will shape globalization at least in part because federalism will shape the way the United

States responds to globalization. As a key player in pushing globalization forward, the American

domestic structure is more important than may be the internal structures of other nations. And, as

Aman has argued, the relationship of federal and State power takes on special importance in global con-
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texts.476 Thus, federalism will at least be relevant in that it will directly impact the positions the United

States adopts.

Role of Federalism Concepts

1. Current Use of Federalism Concepts

Certain federalism concepts have already found their way into the structure of international institu-

tions. For example, the supermajority or even consensus requirements that permeate the WTO Treaty477

reflect the federalism concern that majorities should not always be able to impose their will on minori-

ties (as State majorities can pass important statewide legislation even if it is opposed by national majori-

ties). Similar protections can be found in the European Union’s effort to permit qualified majority vot-

ing on some issues, while keeping a unanimity requirement for others.478 However, one could also

argue that the focus on supermajority provisions is a misleading application of federalism. The

American federal structure protects State majorities, which may be a minority on the national level,

against the imposition of national majority rule on State issues. But it also enables national majorities

to override State majorities on a wide range of issues. Thus, our federalism attempts to avoid majority

domination in certain areas while making majority rule possible in others. One could argue that the

current WTO arrangement, for example, prevents majority domination, but also has no provision for

majority rule, thereby adopting a procedure of federalism while ignoring its essence.

2. Future Uses of Federalism Concepts

Federalism concepts may be relevant in a broader sense. In this analysis, it is important to recognize

that there is no need to see institutions like the WTO as more than transitional. Perhaps the WTO will

become just one of many international institutions, each with different jurisdictions, potentially com-

peting competencies, etc. Or perhaps the world, unhappy with the restrictions imposed by the WTO,

will pull back. Or perhaps the WTO structure will prove to be just the Articles of Confederation to a

future broader Constitution. In this context it is interesting to consider that the WTO changes the base-

line against which arguments for world governance are made. Previously, the alternative to world gov-

ernance was the continued supremacy of nationstates which were far better able to protect democratic

values than was world governance. If the baseline for comparison becomes institutions like the WTO,
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then moves toward world governance could theoretically be structured to introduce more democracy

into the system rather than less. This is not to imply that world governance is desirable. Rather it points

out another danger with those arguments that undercut the notion of a national interest and see in

globalization inexorable forces toward unhampered market supremacy and diminution of national sov-

ereignty. Such arguments may unwittingly be helping to structure the debate in a way that favors world

governance, as they make the default position in the absence of world governance not robust and dem-

ocratic nationstates, but rather secretive WTO-type institutions.479

In the broader post-WTO (or at least WTO-plus) context, federalism approaches may be useful.480

For example, Michael Glennon has argued that the theory that Madison sketched out regarding the

management of power within a nationstate in Federalist Paper 10, “applies with equal force to the man-

agement of power among [nation]states.”481 Thus, he argues, that structures are needed in which the

seeking by a nationstate of its own interest furthers rather than undercuts the global interest.482 One

could go further and suggest the need for a variety of institutions that would compete with each other,

such that the ambitions of one counters the ambitions of the other. This would introduce some of the

elements of negarchy (the power to negate, limit or constrain authority) that Susan Strange sees as

missing in the international arena in which global governance lacks an organized institutional opposi-

tion.483 Or one could imagine a system in which international-level negotiation reflects a more deliber-

ative process, or in which sovereignty ultimately resides in the people.
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The above thoughts are meant to be thought provoking, but they also are meant to underline the fact

that globalization is a reality that is susceptible to being shaped. Like federalism, it can be used to pro-

duce both good outcomes and bad ones. And it requires a nuanced approach, in which State responsi-

bilities are protected, the concept of the public good and national interest are strengthened, and the fed-

eral government acts aggressively to reap the benefits of globalization while also cushioning society

from its negative consequences. As with federalism, there is a need to balance a series of values, both

public and private. And there exists an ever-changing series of challenges and opportunities for each

level of government to confront. Woodrow Wilson once said of federalism: “it is a question of growth,

and every new successive stage of our political and economic development gives it a new aspect, makes

it a new question.”484 Such is the case with federalism today, and such is the case with globalization as

well, in which our generation shares with the Founders 200 years ago a rare opportunity: to shape a

system that furthers democracy, liberty, and the public good.
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